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ABS _ • Y .Cr
The dynamics and attitude and shape control of a large thin flexible
square platform in orbit are studied. Attitude and shape control is assumed
to result from actuators placed perpendicular, to the main surface and one
edge and their effect on the rigid body and elastic modes is modelled to
first order. The equations L; motion are linearized about three different
nominal oriente'-ions: (1) the platform following the local vertical with
its major surface perpendicular to the orbital plane; (2) the platform
.following the local horizontal with its major surface normal to the local
vertical; and (3) the platform following the local vertical with its major
surface perpendicular to the orbit normal. The stability of the uncontrolled
system is investigated analytically. Once controllability is established
for a set of actuator locations, control law development is based on de-
coupling, pole placement, and linear optimal control theory. Frequencies
and elastic modal shape functions are obtained using a finite element
computer algorithm and two different approximate analytical. methods and
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The present grant represents a continuation of the effort attempted
in the previous grant years (May 1977 - May 1979) and reported in Refs.
1 - 4*. Attitude control techniques for the pointing and stabilization
'	 of very large, inherently flexible spacecraft system are being investi-
gated in this research. First the attitude dynamics and control of a
long, homogeneous flexible beam whose center of mass is assumed to
follow a circular orbit have been treated 1 ' 2 . In the initial phase,
first-order effects of gravity-gradient were included, whereas external
perturbations and related orbital station keeping maneuvers were ignored.
Three mathematical models describing the system's rotations and deflec-
tions within the orbital plane have been developed--one model, which
treats the beam as a number of discretized mass particles connected by
massless li.nks i , and two continuum-type models. 2 ' 3 The nature? (uncon-
trolled) dynamics of this system have been simulated. The concept of
distributed modal contrroll , which provides a means for controlling a
particular system mode independently of all other modes, has been examined,
along with other types of control laws including an application of optimal
control theory and the use of decoupling techniques. 3 The effect of
varying the number of modes in our model as well as the number and location
of control devices has been examined, analytically, where possible, and
numerically for general cases.3




Towards the end of the second grant year the three dimensional
model of a free-free plat- in orbit was developed and a limited num-
ber of computer sim latioms of the uncontrolled dynamics in response
to initial perturbations about a specific equilibrium orientation were
performed. 4 Frequency values associated with the basic structural modes
of a square plate were obtained from energy considerations based on
approximate expressions developed by Warburton. 5 It was suggested at
the final oral grant presentation that a comparison with results obtained
using finite element methods and/or other analytical approaches should be
examined to guarantee accuracy, particularly for higher order modes.
With this background and in accordance with our proposal. to NASA
dated January 25, 19796 , a plan of study was developed and has beer. ex-
tended to include the current grant year as outlined in Table L	 The
ritems indicated by a check mark have been completed by the end of the
third grant year while those indicated by "IP" are currently in progress.
In this' part of the 1979-80 final report (Part A) the control of an
orbiting square shaped platform based on the continuum model of Ref. 2
with point actuators taken at selected locations on the platform surfaces
is examined .	 A paper to be presented at the following conference forms the
basis of Chapter II:
1980 AIAA/AAS Astrodynamics Conference, Danvers, Mass.,
Aug. 11-13, 1980 (only the contributions by A.S.S.R. Reddy,
P.M. Ba.inLmm, and R. Krishna are included here),
In Chapter III -the results of two approximate analytical methods for
predicting modal frequencies and modal shape functions are compared with
the results obtained using a finite element computer algorithm using the
homogeneous plate as an example.
I-2
'LAZU I - STUDY PLAN 1977-1980
1.	 MODEL DEVELAPMF.0
3 	 A. Development of General Fom of 3-Dimensional Equations for
A Flexible Structure - Given the Modal Shape Functions
3 	 B. Development of 3-Dimensiroral Equations of a Thin Homogenous
Free-ft%* Hearn
(1) .	 The Case of No	 Vibrations:	 i.e.	 W. 0
d (2) .	 She Case of No Yaw:	 i.e.	 T a 0
C. DctermLrAtion of Modal Shape Functions and Frequencies for
Different Structural Models
J (1).	 Circular Homogenous Membrane
3 (2).	 Rectangular Homogenous Mw cane
(3).	 Rectangular Homogenous Plate (and Square Plate)
3 (4) .	 Circular 41amogenous Plate
3 M.	 Shallow Spherical Shell Structure
D. Impler..ntation of One or More of the Structural Models for
Digital Si=lation
3 (1).	 Rectangular Homogenous Plate
(2).	 Thin-Homogenous Beam with Stabilizing DL=bbell (Local
Horizontal Orientation)
(3).	 Square Plate with Stabilizing Dumbbell (Local.
Horizontal Orientation)
3 (4).	 Shallow Spherical Shell Structure with Stabilizing
Dumbbell
3 (5) .	 Circular Homogenous Plate with Stabilizing=	 Dumbbellg	 1^T$
IP	 E. Provide Equations in a Form Suitable for Control Implemeritat on
Items completed




2. CONTROL CONCEPTS - LARGE FLF.JO:BLE SPACE STRUCTURES
A. Model Deviielopment
3 (1) . Concentrated on cam:.nuum model of large flexible beam
in orbit (Santini and Harard University Fa^a^slatiron)
3 (2). Modelled control devices as point actuators at specific
locations alcmg the beam
(3). Modelling of control devices as point or distributed
actuators for other large flexible systems
(a) _Rectangular Homogenous Plate
(b) Circular Homogenous Plate
(c) Shallow Spherical Shell Structum
B. Control Concepts:
3 (1)..^ Control - considered with discretized beam model
&wing 1977-78
For indepmx1ent control of all modes (N) retained in the
model,, the number of actuators (P) must be equal to N(PxN)
3 (2). Establish relationship between P and N according to
controllability requirements (applications of theorems
developed by Batas) P can be less than N. (Applied to
continuum beam model 1978-79).
3 (3). Selection of control system gains - considers both position
and rate fee&ack. (Applied to conti^ beam model 1978-79)
3 a. Develop criteria for complete decoupling of linearized
controlled equations using the fundamental theorem of
a system of N linear equations and P uNcxxms
For unique solution of gains, P=N consistent with modal
control; for non unique solution P<N
b. Application of linear regulator problem to the ori.gi:Al
linearized and/or transformed equations
Lp
 (4) Application of control concepts to mare complex
	 v.
IP C. Modelling of Sensors -the Problem of Observability
D. Treatment of Observation and Control Spillover
3 Items completed
La
 Items in progress
I
4I References are given separately for each chapter; symbols used
in Chapter II are defined either in the text or in Appendix A of
Chapter II, while symbols used in Chapter III are defined in the text
where used.
I
Chapter IV describes general conclusions together with recommendations
for future work.
Part B of this report, under separate cover, concentrates on the
mathematical modelling and analysis of more complex structures such as
beams and plates with connected gimballed dumbbells to provide gravita-
tional stability about the local horizontal orientation, and also t;i,:
analysis of the dynamics of a shallow shell-type structure in orbit.
s
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A LARPE FLMaPLS PLATE IN.ORBIT
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
?hs drum"m and attitude and shops control
of a large thin	 rbitflexible platform in o	 are
Acstudied.	 ritude and shape control is asasmad to
rssalt frog actuators placed a 0 P —61CULW to the
ssma urface and one edge and their affect an the
rigid body and elastic modes y modau" to first
order. The equations of motion are lizaar ed
about nominal orientations Where the andafosmed
Plate foliose either the loom vmrt dtal or local
borisantal. m• stability of the uncomerolud
system is Investigated emal721ta117. Once eas-
trollabilit7 to established for a set of actuator
arlocations, control t development Is based an
pole placemaat, deeoupling, sad linear optimal
control theory.
1. Intraftation
Large, flexible spacecraft systems have been
proposed for future applitatiaos to Widespread
comsaniaotioas. aleetsonit orbitally based sail
systems, and as possible collectors of solar
seep for transmittal to earth-based receiving
stations. It For such missions the miss of the
orbiting system say be several times larger than
that of the earth-based receiving statiou(s), end
both orientation and shape control of. the orbiting
system Will be required.
In order to gain insight into the d7sasirs
of suer a large flasibla system the equations
of soc:.sn: of a long. flexible free-free beam In
orbit Were developed3
 usi-ag a sligbtly uod fled
version of the general fat elation of the d7nomies
of a V"ral flexible orbiting body formulated by
Santini. MzIs specific esaapla considered only
the Replan rotations and deformations of the un-
controlled bans and demonstrated the possibility .
of fastabslit,7 for very snail values of the ratio
of the fundamental flexural frequency to the orbit
angular velocity. Two routed papers treated the
yodelling of point actuators located at spseifit
potato along the beam 4th the associated criteria
for eontrollah=ty5
 and also the problem of s-
lotting control law feedback gaits based on de-
coupling tsebniquss and application of the liasar
regulator problas6 6
 Also included Were msarieal
results shoving the effects of control spillover
an the uncontrolled sodas when the number of eoa-
trollers is less that the number of sodas in the
modal. and the offsets of Inaccurate ktovl Age of
the casual Influence coafficiaata whieb lard to
sums in the caictlated feedback paias.6
la the pssasst paper the we diasnsioasl soda
cemsddared is Refs. 3,3, and 6 is ascended to three
dimonsioas by developing the equations of motion
for a Wage 11421ble rectangular plate (platform)
In orbit. muse equations include three rigid body
equations plus the Summit mode elastic equations.
.-2- Hotel nevalo ow
In the present papas three different somiaal
oriestatioas of the platform in orbit are assumed
about Which attitude and shape control ass to be
achieved. mw area
Cass (1) the platform following the local ve-
rism With its larger surface perpsn-
ditular to the plats of the orbit
(Dig. u) i
Cass (ii) the platform following the local hori-
natal With its large surface area
normal to the local vertical Ms. 1b);
Case (111) the platform following the local ver-
tical %%rb its large surface perpso-
diaalar to the orbit normal (741c).
Dram the general formulation of Lis. 3 and 4,
the equations of motion of the structure are ob-
taineda
A. Rotational Rqustioas of Motion:
.S	 ?	 C
sz	ZZ z n7Wt + 
—1. ♦ Zs 
♦ 
XX 





z	 7	 7	 7
•	
12-1	 DIs	 ?r + Cz
"zv:
s	 1°7 ♦ 1 
Using Law sagas to represent rigid body orian-
tatioss relative to the local vertical (horizontal)
system4 the transfosmatum from Lalsr angular rates
to body rates is given by:
Wx	 ♦ 04w') sin#
W7 • (84Wdcopcosw + psin*
	 (Z)
Wz a ;Cos* - dHw
c
) sisbcos#




`Rm. r94. Ck represent the gr•vit7-gtadient
torques about the principal undeformed body azes
and can be evaluated as:
hz • 3Wl. (Is-I7)(-clrsdcl+•WcA)(•^Y•pcNcpse)
CRY • 3Wc (Is Is)(•pm6ee+c^Yme)cecd 	 (3)
C., . 3WI.ay Is)(-c1^s^ee+.fr.e)oec^
where s( ) - sin( ) and c() • cos( ).
D. Generic Lod* equations
.Tbs generic modal equations may be obtained
for each of the three nominal orientations c2n4
sid	 msered in ter of the modal amplitude (4)9'
For CAM W
AT + [WS-<WZ2+ 7 =] Ar - ZVN	 (a)
where
Max - W2 L3(•Zos26e26+o2vm2e+28*04CSc$se)-17
For Cams (ti)
Ar
 + LW=-(W2  kns)-Max] Ar - Zr/Mr	 (4b)
VW-- a
Ma • W2 L3c26c29-13
For Came (iii)





W2 L3(e2Fs2#cloo=im26-2@*s6s^yse) 17M77 • 
C. Linearisation
with the assumption of small amplitudes. tha vo-
tatioaal equations of motion given by Eq. (1) be-
@Me:
•	 I -I
- Wee [ I'-I	 T	 C
-1] -,,,^ (-L ) W + Iz + I:
It s	 s
I -I
♦ • Wc^V 	Z
I -I	 T	 C
+13 44W2
 (	 )^ + T + is (S)
s a	 s	 s
'0 • 3,C ( Iziis )e + 1 1
7 7 7
For the present analysis, the platform is assumed
to be equals, thin and homogeneous, such that the
following relationships among the principal moments
of inertia are valid:
Case (iii): 4+(10s-' c)Ar • IV/Hr
D. lbdalling of Point Actuators
For an actuator which can generate a force of
the type
i • lzi+f7^+isk	 (8)
and placed at a location (z.y.$), the resultant con-
trol torque is givra by
T - na!	 (9)
where a • si+yj+sk describes the position of the
actuator an the surface (or edge) of the plate.
Actuators can be placed perpendicular to the IM,
TZ or 3Z plows of the plate, so for an actuator
whose force axis L perpendicular to the Zi plane
the torque is given by (since fz - fy - 0)
T • yf ai-'Xf 	^ (10)
Por an actuator whose force axis is perpendicular




For an actuator perpendicular to the ZZ Plana, the
torque is Swan by (since f t - fz • 0)_
T • -sf7i+sfyk	 (12)
The generic force du1 Z` as 1 h actuator on the
t:: mode is given by '
z  • Jlitr (s,7)"G(s-1- -y-Yi)fl(t)kdxdy
• Wr(zt .7t)fj (t)	 (13)
where N (z,y) is the ra modal (spatial) function
of the Wormed plate with vibrations assumed ;o
Occur along the Z direction, whose amplitudes at
assumed to be much smaller than a characteristic
Plata length.
For a actuators placed on the ZZ plane of theplats with force azes normal to that deformed sur-
face. the geaaric force on -th mode is given by
Lai
where z .7 are the coordinates of the is actuator.
An actuitof placed normal to the Z,T plans won't
produce a torque about the Z-asis : in order to ob-
tain a direct torque about the Z-axis, actuators
may have to be located on the other surfaces (edges)
of the plate.
Casa (i): 2= I7 and Is • 21s • 21y
Casa (ii): Iy Iz and Iz - 217 - 22s 	(6)
Case (111): Ix Is and ly • 2Iz - 2I2
For smell amplitude angles the geaaric made aqua-
time become:
Casa (1): Ar4w_^Ar - Er/Mr
(7)
Cass (ii): Ar+(w2-3w2)Ar
 - Er /Mr
E. Modelling of Distributed Actuators
If the force is distributed along the surfaces
of the plate. the force can be represented by
f •fz(z.7.s.t) i + f7(z.y.s.t)J
+ fs (z,7,s,t)k
	 (15)




The torque due to such an actuator is Sivas by	 4" - [(Is Iy
+Iz)/WCIz 30'+4[(I= I7VIz 34	 (22)
T - Rx!
	 (16)	 e" • 30	 (23)
I
	
The total torque is given by	 The generic mode equations become:
T • 1(lbct) dsdyds
	 (17)
i
Doing series expansions and separation of var-
lables between spatially and time dependent func-
tions, one can vary accurately represent (a.$. for
the x component).
L
fx(x.y,z,t) - I f (z,y.z)g (t)
	 (l8)
R-1 MR	 xA
Me integral for the torque is then gives by
T - A(I yt (x.y.z)g ' (t)-I
z!	
f (267 02 (0)1
!-1
	 z! m-1 ym
L
+((Z Xfrt
(z .y .z) g^(0 -1 zfz!(z.y.z)gz!(tM
'41Zf7%N.y.09ym(t) R;lfxR(z.y.z)%(t))k3x
dxdydZ	 (19)
The resulting generic force is then obtained in
the sass manner as in Eq. (13) with the result .
Er
 • I[wr(z.y)3[!11 f ! (z.y.z)g= 
l 
(t)3dzdydz (20)
"I Uncontrolled lotion-Numerical Examolo
The platform is assumed to have the following
physical properties:
a - 100 m (side of square plate)
8 - 276800kg
MLium 11  of Inertia - 2.354z107kg-m2
Maxismin !lament of Inertia - 4.7088x10 7
 kg-u2
For an assumed orbital altitude of 250 n.mi.
(circular)
WC
 - 1.25x10 3 rad/sec.
The modal frequencies of the elastic mod" have
been obtained using a finite element computer
algorithm. 7 For the first three flexible modes:
Wl • 2.0931947x10 -2
W2 - 3.0404741x10 2 sad/sec
W3 - 3.9088122%10-2 rad/sac
The uncontrolled motion of the linear system
through small amplitude deviations with respect
to each of the three nominal orientations will now
be considered.
Case(i): I= Iy. Is 2Ix - 21 
The rotational equations of motion and the
generic modal equations are non-dimensionalized
by the orbital period and the length variable
(T - Wct, Zr - Ar/a. ♦ '0 d#/dT,otc)
Zs • 
—(wr/WC)2 Zr	 (24)
Me pitch and the generic mode equations are de-
coupled from roll and yaw. The pitch and lunatic
mod" exhibit simple harmonic motions. After sub-
stituting inertia values into the roll and yaw
equations,
*" - -(2/Wc)6'+r	 (25)
4" • i' /ac	(26)
me characteristic equation for the system (25)
and (26) is, 92(g2_1+2/02) • 0
It can be seen that the roll and yaw motion has a
doubli^pole at the origin and thus the uncontrolled
roll/yes notion is unstable. The analytical solu-
tion is obtained using Laplace transform techniques.
A typical response for initial perturbations in
both roll and yaw rate(s) is shown in Fig. 2.
Cue (ii): Iy - IS and Ix - 2I7
ma rotational equations of motion are
C - -(1/WC)1'	 1	 (27)
0" - CZ/WC)V 44i	 (28)
8" - 38	 (29)
Zoe generic mode equations can be represented by.
Zs - - [(Wr/WC) 2-33Zr	(30)
From Eq. (29) the pitch smplitude increases expo-
nentially in response to an initial displacement.
what&" from Eq. (30). for tor/w :P the generic
modal amplitudes exhibit simplo'harmonic motion.
The characteristic equation for the combined
roll/ysv motion is:
92 (92-4+2/w2) - 0	 (31)
1be roll/yaw motion is characterized by a double
pole. at the origin and is thus instable.
Casa (iii): Ix - IS and Iy • 2Ix • 2,Iz
The rotational equations of motion are
V'" - -0.0 O .. - -400 e.. - 0	 (32)
while the generic mode equations can be expressed
by.
	
Z" - [(Wes/WC) 2-13Zr	(33)
In this case. roll. yaw. pitch and the generic modes
are decoupled from each other. The generic modes,
roll and yaw exhibit simple harmonic motion, while
the pitch amplitude increases linearly with time
for a given initial pitch rate.








She rotational equations of notion tare com-
bined with the generic modal equations using the
nondimansional orbitel time and length variables
and then recast into conventional state spaceform s
X,
 - Az + IV
	
(34)
where the state vector, 1, is defined as
1 - (31l.z2.z39... z1+3".., ski..... %0*6)2
and	
zl
 - #; z2 - T6; x3
 - 0; zi+' °i AS/e'
i - 1. 2, ..., n generic mods
zVO4- 4,;zV1.5-V;xVK-0,
xn+6+i - Zi - zi+3' i - 1929...n
For the examples to be considered in this paper
it is assumed that the system can be modelled by
three rigid body rotational sodas and the first
three generic (flexible) modes.




(35)[A32 eiagonai	 0 A73 ... 0
A	 A78 0	 ... 0
6x6
0	 0	 ... 0
The non-zero and non-unity elements appearing in
A are;




 ; A10,4- -(wl /we )2;
A11.5 - (w2 /wc) 2	; Al2,60 -(03/wc)2;
A8 • (Z -I -I )/w I ; A7 • (I -I +I w
,7	 y s z e x	 ,8	 z y s )/ eI z
The general 3 matrix:
E •	 06x6
a6x6
where the lower part of the 8 matrix depends on
actuator locations.
Control Law Selection
(a) DecogEling of Original State Equations Doing
State Variable Feedback




where X - ( ,	
:n+3 )zi z2 " 
After selecting U • krWpX we am ravrite the
controlled notion equations as
X - (A+SEr)X+(O+EEp)X	 (37)
K and Lp are evaluated such that (A+dir) and
(O+bRp) are diagonalized and thus Fuld requirad
damping and frequency of the controlled modes. The
number of modes must be equal to the number of actu-
ators to avoid the sea of peaudo-Umm mattia,.s.
Two sate of actuator locations have bass as-
sumed for each of the thres nominal orientations
previously described. For all orientations, W-
(111), it U assumed that five actuators are lo-
cated on the larger surface (with force axis normal
to it) and a sixth actuator along an edge. Mho
body coordinate of the six actuators are talsan as
Case (1)
First Location	 a - 1002
f1(-a/6.,0): fs(6/6.-a/6.0); f3{-a/6,0,0)
14 (6/6,0,0); f5(-+s/6.a/6,0); f6(a/2;a/6,0)
Second location
	 a - 100m
fl(-a/2.-4/2,0); f2(a/2.-8/2,0); f3 (-a/2.6/2,O)
f4(a/2.6/2,0); f5 (-612.0.0.); f6(6/296/2,0)
Case (ii)
Mrst location	 a - loom
fl(0,-6/6,-6/6); f2 (0.-&/6 a/6); f3 (0.0; a/6)
W0.0.8/6); f5 (0.6/6.-4/6); f6(0.6/6,a/2)
Second Location 	 a - loom
fl(0,-6/2,-6/2); f2 (0,-6/2.6/2); f3 (O,a/2, a/2)
14(O,a/2,a/2); f5(0.0,-a/2); t6 (O.a/2 a/2)
Cese (iii)
Mrst Location	 a - 1002
f2(-6/6.0.-A /6; f2 (-6/6,0,6/6), f3(0,0,-a/6)
f4(0,0,a/6); f5(6/6,0.-a/6); f6(a/6,0.a/2)
Second Location	 a - loom
control laws am developed using 3 different
techniques. they are: (a) daeoupling of the orig-
inal state equations using state variable feedback;
(b) stabilizing the system by clustering the poles
on a line parallel to the imaginary axis and in the
negative s-plane using the control law of the type
D - XZ-, (e) applying the linear regular theory to
the original system equations:
fi(-a/2,0,-6/2); f2 (-6/2,0,6/2); f3(6/2.0,-6/2)
f4 (6/2.0.6/2); f5(0.0.-a/2); f 6 (6/2,0 a/2)
Actuator positions for the two different sets of
locations are illustrated in Fig. 3. The system
A and 8 matrices corresponding to different com-
binations of the three platform orientations and
the two sots of actuator location are listedas
follows.
I1-4
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.67%
-1.7392 1.3592 -1.3392 1-1,12 •1.3392 0.0
0.023 -0.023 -0.023 0.023 0.0 0.0
0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-0.023 0.0
0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.023 0.0
I
The equations of motion of the platform when
recut in state spats format can be written as
3 - Al+BV	 (38). 1 + 2(n+3)zl
r:f
f	 ^
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.23663
-0.0$0 -0.0320 0.0 0.0 0.0320 0.0
0.0320 -0.0320 GAW -0.0320 0."" 0.0
+0.003126 -0.003326 0.0 0.0 -0.002136 0.0
0.0 0.0 -0.003066 -0.0031" 0.0 0.0
-0.00A16 •0.0001" -0.012! -0.0113 -0.009116 0.0
Case (1) Platform Following local Vertical
With Major Surface Normal to the Orbit Plans.
The nom sere elements of the A matrix are:
Ai.i+4 1 for i - 1....6; A7 •8 - 800;
A8.7 ' -1600; A8.2 - 1; A9.3 a 3;
A20.4 ' -277.414. A11 . 5 - -588.647;
AU.6 - -976.844
jRML111" Q~ hem of 5 amee0s)
h►_-le .-il (laws hem of a eessss )
0 0 0 -0.6196
-1.3502
-1.2592 1.3!92 L!WI1.3502 0 0.0
1.3592 -1.2592 1.3392 -1.3392 &.3502 0.0
0.023 -0.023 -0.023 0.023 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.021 0.0
0.023 0.023 0.023 0.027 0.023 0.0
Cue (ii) Platform Along Local Boritontal
The elements of the A matrix that are dif-
ferent from Cue (ii) are:
A7.1 ,0
 
4. A7.8 • 1600; A8.2 - 0; 1.8.7 - -500;
A9.3 - 3.
10AW 2-I CUMM hee of a Sam)
0.4392 0.6-29 0.0 .9.0
-0.43" 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.22603
-0.0321 0.0329 -0.0329 O.N20 -0.0316 0.0




-0.002766 -0.009196 -0.0113 -0.0113 -0.0087" 0.0
Loommsw U (L o t0et of a •mess)
Case (iii) Major Surface in Orbit Place
The elements of the A matrix that are dif-
ferent from Case (Si)an:
A7.1 ' -4; A7.8 - 0; A8.2 - -1; A8.7 • 0;
A93-0.
3eesues 1 41/000 hR of 9 emus)
-...an	 -CAUL
	 0.0 0.0	 0. 120 0.0
0.4ug
	-O."n
	 _CAW .0.0320	 0."" 0.0
0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 0.0 -0.32"5
0.003126









iaeselae 22 Ghee'"" of 9 amts)
-1.3302 -1.3502	 1.3502	 1.2502 0.0	 0.0
1.3502 4.3302	 1.3553	 -1.3592 &.3592	 0.0
0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0 0.0	 -0.6196
0.023	 -0.022	 -0.023	 0.021 0.0	 0.0





0.031	 0.033 0.027	 0.0
For all combinations considered above the gains
are selected as as to produce 202 of critical dam-
lag in each of the rigid body modes and the first
#aerie mode. and 102 of critical damping in the
second and third gener'ie modes. In order to pro-
vide a better transient response to the lower fre-
quency fundamental elastic soda, the percentage of
critical damping is selected to be twice that in
the tessining flaxible -odes. She time response of
the rigid body modes and the ssmaric modal ampli-
tudes for all combinations considered and for equal
initial position displacements in all components
of the state is illustrated in Fig. 4a.
As an example of the time history of the TO-
quired control forces.vis. ib. shoes such a time
response for the exterior (12 nd) location of the
actuators with the platform nominally following
the local vertical and the major surface arms of
the platform in the orbital plane. A eoaplste
summary of the mszLi	 fore* amplitudes required
for all combinations of actuator locations and
platform orientations is given in Table 1. In
interpreting the results of Table 1, it should be
pointed out that, in the process of achieving both
orientation and shape control, the nodmi m force(s)
required of my actuator will vary with both the
moment arm about the principal body axes and tho
valve of the modal shape function at the particulw
actuator location for all modes contained within
the mathematical modal.
(b) Stabilizing - the System by Pole Clustering
1.1392 1.7!92 -1.7392 -1.2522 0.0
	 0.0
II-5
fl -807.8 270.63 270.6
f2 270.0 136.2 -133.3
f3 1141.0 987.3_ -425.0
f4 527.9 195.6 163.7
fS 489.09 -253.3 133.0
f6 -264.58 -272.0 4.4
The control. D - -11 11 selected by using a digi-
tal computer algorithm such that (A-W has the
required identical negative real part In each of
Its eigenvalues. Although the number of actuators
can be Les than the number of modes (one half of
the dimensionality of the state vector), a limi-
tation of this algorithm is that the gains are
selected such that all of the closed-loop poles
lie on a line parallel to the imaginary axis.
However this algorithm is useful when it is impor-
tant that each mode in the system satisfy some
minimum damping characteristics.
As an example of this technique we consider
the system with four actuators and six modes when
control about the first orientation (Cue 1) is
desired. Three of the actuators are amsumad to
provide forces parpendicular to the major surface
With the remaining actuator thrusting normal to an
edge. The actuator coordinates in the body system
(Fig. W an a fl(-+/6. -+/6.0); f (4/6.-a/6.0):
f3(-a/6.0.0); and f6(a/2,&/6,0) WhaN a • 1008.
It is assumed that the slalom damping requirement
on the system has a time constant of (13.33 min or
(1/20 dimensional orbital time). The controlin-
fluenee matrix is then calculated based on the
assumed coordinates of the four actuators. The
control ti - -Q can be calculated by the ORACLS
pole clustering algorithm. Based on these gains
time histories of the required control forces are
then obtained.
The control influence matri: (lower part),
closed loop poles, and maximum force amplitudes
required are summarised as follows:
B matrix (Lower Part)
0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.22645
-0.4529 -0.4529 0.0 0.0
0.4529 -0.4529 0.0 0.0
0.003126 -0.003126 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -0.0030844 0.0
-0.008786 -0.008786 -0.0115 0.0
Closed Loon Poles (Nondluensioniliaed)
Sable 1 hasimam loroa Amplitudes (Nevtons) for Diflarant Cemblmatioss of Cases With Actuator Locations
Location I (interior)	 Location II (extarior)




-65.89 -49.3 30.0 maximum
17.10 -30.90 25.08 level of
control




An interesting coswarison can am be sad*
between this result sad that shown in Sable I for
came (1) and the first (I) location of the six
actuators considered there. It can be seen that
by wing fever actuators, appropriately placed.
that better transient response characteristics can
be obtained With smaller maxis m force amplitudes.
However a disadvantage of this method is that some
of the controlled frequencies may be orders of
magnitude greater than the highest frequency of
the uncontrolled systems (for this example compare
1131 with 76 - 31.24). Depending on the nature
of the expected disturbance forces this result
could be vary undesirable.
(e) Aaalication of the Linear 8eaulator Theory
The control Isar. O • -81. is selected such
that the following performance index is minimized
J • J (Z=QZ+II?l p)dt	 (39)
0
when Q and A are positive definite penalty
metric". She steady state solution of the matrix
Riecati equation of dimansion equal to the state
has to be solved in order to evaluate the gala
matriz. 1.
A computer algorithm within the ORACLSS soft-
ware package L used to obtain the gain matrices [
for different combinations of the Q and R panalty
matrices. This algorithm utilises the Newton
Raphson method of solving the Rieatti equation.
In the examples considered here four actuators are
assumed with the system represented by three rigid
body and three flexible modes. The locations of the
fogr actuators are taken to be the same as in Sec-
tion W. and control about the first nominal ori-
entation (1) Is considered.
The walthting matrix. Q. is selected based on
the following considerations. For the example con-
sidered here it can be seen from Eq. (34). (35).and
the B matrix that the uncontrolled system dynamics
Is either described by sets of uncoupled harmonic
oscillators, or (in the case of roll /yaw motion) by
a coupled two dimensional harmonic oscillator. The
latter motion can be represented by
The real part is -1.0 and the imaginary parts
are 40.000485. +0.993, +16.82, 424.26. ±31.33	 W'	 0 a
	 W
and ±1131.37. The Maxim= force amplitudes 	 ^_	
-b 0	 mt	 (40)(Newtons) are calculated as 	 x	 x
169.5. and	 where the system oscillaram at the frequency78.51 If21• ,9 .4. If3l• 
B - 4W. It is desired that the control remove
jf4 1- 35.3.	 a maximum "transverse" angular rata. W=max •
	




so tsat a strategy for saUct3ag the alaasots of
Q could be9,10
Q .[f 1 1 whet. i • ,^/^=T 	 (41)
..	 max
when the control penalty matrix is fixed. She
remaining equations for any of the uncoupled oseil-
lacors can also be expressed by
ti ,	 r 0	 1	 ti
^zi ^	 ^ -("i/-c) 2 0	 ti	 (42)
L
in the sass farsat as Eq. (39), and thus the
weights can be obtained in a similar msnoer.
She Q matrix for the case eoosiderad pare
(control about nominal oriamtatioa Wwith actu-
ator locations as given In Section (b)) is obtained
using the relations given by Eq. (41) and is a
diagonal matrix. Qo . with the following al+amentsr
Q1.1 - 4.324x109. Q2.2 - 8.339:109.
Q3.3 - Q9.9 - 3.0x10
4
 . Q4.4 Q10,10
2.774141.106. Q5.5 - Q11,11 - 5.88647x106.
Q6,6	 Q12,1.2  9.74844x106. Q7.7 - Q8.8
2.222x103.
the Ro matrix is chosen as an identity matrix. 4
parametric study is done using various multiples
of the Qo (Q•eQo) and Be matrices obtained above
shieh are plotted againat the negative Waal past of
the-least damped mode of the controlled system in
Fig. 5. ♦11 th& lots of the negative real part of
the least damped mode approach unity and no signify
irint improvement is observed by increasing the
state penalty. Q-aQo. any further. Shus one wishes
to operate on the horizontal line between the
points (1) and (2). She maximum amplitude of the
forces for R • Z and R • 1000 I are calculated
and plotted in Fig. 6. She closed loop poles of
the controlled system at points (1) and (2) ars
virtual. 1y the same and are given as follows
(nondimeasioasliz:rd):
-1.0043, -1.8+i16.64. -2.16+1.24.20, -17.18+i19.79,
-26.23, -36.22, -137.64 and -38.66+1.1132.11
: The maximum force amplitudes as shown in rig. 6 are
)less thin those corraspondirg,to••Case W - Loca-
Ition I of . Tabli 1 for comparable transient re=
;ponsas, whereas these, are. high'. as compared to the
;forces obtained using the pole clustering tsch-
:nique (Section (b)). This is due to the large
'negative real parts of the other modes in the
,linear regulator case when compared to the pole
clustering technique where all the poles have as
equal negative real part (-1.0). Both the linear
regulator and pole clustering technique have
draw back that the controlled frequencies can be
quite high compared to the uncontrolled frequencies.
On the otherhand. these techniques have the ad-
vanzage that they cam be applied to situations
where the number of actuators is less than the
nc=ber of modes in the mathematical model, in
contrast to the decoupling technique of Section (a).
5. Concluslons
Ln this paper the dynamics, stability, and
control of an orbiting homogeneous. flexible
square platform are considered. Three different
nominal orientations of the platform are examined.
When the platform is nominally following the
local vertical witr its larger surface perpendi-
cular to the orbital plane and also when the
platform follows the local horizontal with its
larger surface normal to the local vertical, it
is seen that the uncontrolled roll /yaw motion is
unstable. Tor the case where the platform
follows the local vertical with its large sur-
face perpendicular to the orbit normal. the un-
controlled pitch motion is found to be unstable.
Three different control techniques are con-
siderad for the selection of the control laws:
a) The deeoupling of the original state equations
using state variable feedback eliminates the need
of a transformation from the original coordinates
to the modal coordinates and provides a method of
specifying directly the amount of damping and fre-
quency of the individual components of the state
vector. However , with this technique the number
of actuators must be equal to the number of
coordinates (modes) in the model.
b) The pole placement algorithm (OM&aj)
guarantees the over-all required damping of the
system and does not restrict the number of actu-
ators to be equal to the number of sodas in the
modal. However, it is aeon that the closed-loop
frequencies may be greatly increased when com-
pared to the open-loop values which may cause
problems with externally induced periodic exci-
tations.
e) The linear regulator theory can provide
acceptable performance once the state and penalty
matrices are properly selected, and the number of
actuators can be less than the number of modes in
the model. Computer capacity and accuracy limit
the number of modes that can be considered. Hare,
too, an undesirable increase in the closed-loop
frequencies may result in order to provide satin.
factory responses with maximum allowable force
amplitudes.
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Appendix A - Nomenclature
AT rth modal amplitude function
B Control influence matrix
Cx,Cv,C
"Z	Disturbance torques about, the prin-
cipal undeformed body	 as
E_ Generic force on r th mode
f Force due co an actuator
fg.fy,tz	 Force components due to an actuator
of 
fGp, ,Gti ,GR	Gravity gradient torques about the
y" 	 z	 principal undeformed body axes
z	 noments of inertia about the princi-
pal axes
K Gain matrix
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Fig. lb. PLstform along local horizontal -
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Fig 4a• Controlled state response for all combinations
of orientations and actuator locations.
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Fig. 5. Variation of least damped mode negative
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Fig 6. Maximum force amplitudes as a functior of a
and R for all actuators - ('application of
linear regulator theory).
III• FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES FOR RECTANGULAR PLATES
The ability to determine accurately the frequencies and mode
shapes is essential for the anal ysis and control of lwa ge structures
in n^bit. A thin rectangular plate, do important basic structure
for several space applications, is considered for vibrational
analysis. In the following sections the plate is assumed to be large,
thin, and homogeneous, and all the edges are assumed to be free to
vibrate. First, the approximate frequencies and mode shapes of a
rectangular plate obtained by Warburton 1 is discussed. This analysis
also includes the ',pecial case of a square plate. Next, the antl.ytical
results for a square plate using the method of Lemke 2 is considered.
For a specific example of a square plate both analytical results are
a	 applied to determine the frequencies and mode shapes. An available
finite element computer program  is also used to obtain the frequencies
and mode shapes of this plate. The results of both analytical methods and
the computer routine are compared and discussed.
x
1. Formulation by War'-^urron
The approxiriate frequency formula is derived by applying the Raleigh
method. The details of this method are given in the earlier contract
report. 4 The basic equation used was the plate vibrational equation in
the cartesian coordinate system (x,y), with the length and width of
the plate taken along the x and y directions, respectively, and is given
as














where p,v and E are the density, Poisson's ratio and Young's modulus
of the plate material, respectively, h is the i-ate thickness, and
g is the acceleration due to gravity. The displacement, w, at
any point (x,y) at time t is given by
	
w = W sin wt = A e(x) ^(y) sin wt 	 (111 -2)
e(x) and ^(y) can be taken as the beam functions orthogonal
to each other and can be used to approximate plate behavior. After
taking the appropriate free-free beam functions for k x) and m(y),
the frequency expressions for a rectangular plate was derived as 
X 2 _ pa4 (21rf) 2 12(1-Q2)	 (III-3)
.T4 Eh2g
and X2 = GX4 + Gya b4 + 2 b^ L Q HXHV + (1-Q) j  y]	 (111-4)
where a is a non-dimensional frequency factor, a and b are the length
and width of the plate, and GX, I1X, JX, Gy, Hy , and J`, are functions
associated with the number of nodal lines, m and n, parallel to
x and y, respectively, for the beam functions e(x) and ¢(y), and are
given in Table III -i. From Eq. (III-3), the frequency is obtained as
f = ah,r	 Eg	 (cps)
	 (III-5)
a2
	48 p ( 1_.Q2)
Eq. (III-5) is valid for thin rectangular plates. However, for square
plates, (m,n) ± (n,m) types of modes exist, and for these cases a in
Eq. (III -5) must be modified. These cases are discussed in detail in
Ref. 1 and a few relevant results are given here.
III-2
id
rModes (m o) + (o,m) m is even
X2 = (m-) `' + 2 o(m-4)2 1^
Modes (m,l) ± (l,m), for m = 3,5,7,.
X2 = (tr, 11) 4 + 2(1-o) (m- 11) 2
 [1 +(M-10n	 12
+ 2 o(m• -111)2 24 [1 -	 2	 72 + 2(1-0) 192
n4
(III-6 )
For any mode of vibration the nodal pattern is defined by m and n, the
number of nodal lines in the x and y directions, respectively. The
mode shapes are obtained by using the correspor-ling modal frequencies in
the beam functions and then evaluating the product, e(x) • Q(y), numerically.
2. Formulation by Lemke2
The frequencies and mode shapes were computed for a square plate
using the Raleigh-Ritz method. The results are readily available only
for six of the mode= cbtained by Warburton's method_ Lemke user
displacement functions of the type,
W = E Am,n em(x) ^n(y)	 (III-7)
where em(x) and ^n(y) are the free beam functions given as





sinhkm sin km x+sin kmsinhkmx
sink km - sLn km
(m odd)
.A t
^n(y) is obtained from Eq. (III-8) by replacing x by y amd m by n.
III-3
tan km + tanh km = 0	 (m even)
tan km - tanh km = 0
	 (m odd)
which result from the spatial boundary conditions. Further, it was
shown by an energy principle that 2'4
U^
m2 = (III-9)
ph to rb W2 dxd ;
`g 0 0
where Umax is the maximum potential energ y due to bending. The co-
efficients, A . , in Eq. (III-7) are determined to make w 2
 in Eq. (III-9)
a minimum. Lemke obtained the coefficients, A mn , by taking six or more
terms in the series (III-7) and using four different values of Poisson's
ratio. Expressions for six mode shapes and frequencies along with the
co-efficents,	 , are tabulated in Ref. 2. As an example the expression
for the first mode is given here.
W (x,y) = xlyl + 0,0325 (xly3 + 
x3yl ) - .005 x3y3
r	
- .00257 (xly5 + x5yl ) + .00121 (:c 3y5 + x5y3)
- .000365 x5y5 + ....
and




r3. Finite Element Computer Program
The computer program used is the Structural Design Language (STRUDL)
which uses the finite element method to determine the mode shapes and
the frequencies of vibration. The input to the computer routine is
given by specifying the type of structure and supplying other , physical
properties and dimensions of the structure. For a rectangular plate,
the finite elements can be spec:ifie; as rectangular elements and the
number of elements into which the plate should be divided depends upon
the accuracy requi.^ed. STRUDL gives deflections at each corner of the
elements for all the modes from which the mode shapes can be determined.
Further, a set of frequencies corresponding to the modes generated is
obtained. In general, the accuracies of the frequencies and mode shapes
will improve if the plate is modelled with a higher number of elements.
However, computational errors due to truncation and round-off errors
may predominate as the order of the elements increases beyond a limit.
Further, the limitations of the computers will restrict the number of
elements into which the plate can be divided to obtain more accurate results.
4. Discussion of Numerical Results
A square pllte of sides 100 meters each and thickness 0.01 meters
is considered to obtain the numerical results. The material of the plate
is assumed to be aluminium with the following properties.
density = 2766.0 kg/m3
Young's modulus = 0.7441x10 10 kg/m2





1 Using Warburton's results, Eq. (III-4), Eq. (111 -5), Table (III-1),
and expressions for 6(x) and ^(y), frequencies and mode shapes are




m and n, starting with combinations of m=0 and n=1, through m=3 and
n=3. The first three com'inations of nodal line numbers, (0,0), (1,0)
and (0,1), repres-ent rigid body motion. The first fundamental flexural
frequency is seen to be due to a combination of m=1 and n=1. The
corresponding mode shape for the plate is obtained by multiplying
the beam functions, e(x) and O(y), for (beam) mode numbers 1 and 1,
respectively (Fig. 1). Since the plate is approximated by sets of
orthogonal beams in the x and y directions, the nodal pattern is also
obtained by plotting the nodal points of these beams for their first
modes. The next two higher frequencies are obtained by ccnbi.nations of
m=0 and n=2, but the nodal patterns (Figs. 2,4) can not be visualized as
before. This is because these frequencies are of a special type resulting
from a combination of the (2,0) and (0,2) plate modes. It can be seen
that when the mode corresponding to (2,0) (Fig. 3(a)) is superimposed
on the mode - (0,2) (Fig. 3(b)) the mode shape depicted in Fig. 2 results.
Similarly by superimposing the (2,0) and (0,2) modes the third mode shape
(Fig. 4) is obtained. The two combinations of nodal patterns m=1 and
n=2, give identical frequencies for the fourth and fifth mode and the
corresponding shapes (Fig. 5) are as expected. The next two higher
frequencies are also identical and result from combinations of the (3,0)
and (0,3) modes. The eighth frequency is obtained from m=2 and n=2 and



















However, the ninth and tenth mode shapes obtained by the (3,1) and
(1,3) combinations, are once again of a special type. The ninth mode
shape is obtained by superimposing the (1,3) and (3,1) patterns (Fig. 8)
and the tenth mode shape is obtained by superimposing (1,3) and (3,1)
nodal patterns (Fig. 9). The next higher frequencies are obtained from
combinations of the (3,2), (2,3) and (3,3) modes, respectively. The
frequencies and nodal patterns obtained for all these modes are shown
in Table 2.
Frequencies and mode shapes are also obtained by using the expressions
for the six modes given by Lemke. 2 The first three frequencies and mode
shapes obtained agree with the frequencies and rode shapes computed from
Warburton's formulas (Table 1). However, the next three frequencies
obtained by Lemeke's method correspond to higher frequencies and mode
shapes obtained by Warburton's method. Also the nodal patterns obtained
by Lemke's method compare approximately with the nodal patterns obtained
by Warburton's method although the frequencies do not correspond in all
cases. The results obtained by Lemke do not show the four intermediate
frequencies corresponding to the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh modes
obtained by Warburton's method. The frequencies and nodal pattern obtained
by Lemke's method are shown in Table 2.
For implementation of the computer program STRUM, first the plate
is divided into four elements. The first six modes (in terms of increasing
frequencies) as predicted by STRUM are also apparent from Warburton's
results. The plate is assumed to be divided into 9, 16, 36 and 64 eie,:L-.L 	,
respectively. The results of STRUM are tabulated in Table 2. It can be
seen that STRUM frequencies approach the frequencies obtained by Warburton's
method as the number of plate elements is increased.
1 III-7
li 7
However, in the cases of 36 and 64 elements some of the frequencies show
a tendency to oscillate about an average value. This probably is due
to the computational round off errors which begin to dominate with
the increasing computations associated with larger number of elements.
Thus, the advantage of taking a large number of elements may not be fully
realized due to numerical accuracy limitations. Computation with more
elements requires more computation time and a larger computer memory.
For the 64 elements case, it was not possible to obtain the mode shapes
due to memory limitations. It was also observed that the convergence
of the frequencies, with an increase in the numer of elements, is faster
i	
than the convergence of the mode shapes. It can be seen from Table 2,
1	 that the numerical results of STRUM using 36 elements correlate with
the results of Warburton both in frequency and made shapes.
Table 3 and Table 4 compare non-dimensionalized deflections at the
nodes (corners of elements) obtained by the three methods for the second
mode (Fig. 2). For locations where deflections exist and do not correspond
to maxim= amplitude (± 1.0) in all cases the results predicted by STRUM
lie in between the results obtained by the analytical methods of Lemke
and Warburton.
The results of this comparative study give an indication of the types
of modelling errors that would be expected in the estimation of the frequencies
and mode shpaes of the fundamental and lower order flexural modes of a
large platform type structure in orbit. As an extension to this study
the use of more powerful (and accurate) finite element computer algorithms,
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'TABLE III-1. Evaluation of Parameters in Frequency Expression (Warburton)
m GX HX	 JX n Gy HY Jy
0 0 0	 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0	 12 1 0 0
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sIV. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
'	 A model is developed for predicting the dynamics of a large flexible
F	 free-free thin platform in orbit under the influence of control devices
which are considered to be placed at specific locations on the major
surface and one of the edges. Control about three different nominal
i	 orientations is considered. In the absence of control, for the case
of a completely homogeneous platform instability in at least some of
the modes is indicated for small amplitude motion about each of the
three orientations. Once controllability is established, for a set of
actuator locations, three different techniques are employed for the
selection of actuator control laws:
(1) the decoupling of the original state equations using state
variable feedback;
(2) a pole placement algorithm; and
(3) an application of the linear regulator theory
It is seen that each of the three techniques have certain distinct ad-
vantages and also specific limitations), which are discussed in detail
in Chapter II. For systems involving multi-degrees of freedom (such as
in this application), the implementation of these techniques requires the
extensive usage of computer algorithms.
As a logical extension to the present study which assumes perfect
instantaneous knowledge of the state ; the modelling of the sensor dynamics
and related problem of observability should be considered, once specific
information on the types of sensors required for monitoring the performance




The problems caused by both observation and control spillover could
also be treated, perhaps by beginning with the simpler model of the
control of a long, flexible beam in orbit and then extending this
analysis to the three dimensional model of the platform.
A model of the uncontrolled d;mamics of a large flexible shallow
spherical shell (representative of an antenna dish or large radiometer)
in orbit has been developed during the present grant year (see Part B
this report). It is suggested that the effect of control devices be
included in this model and that control laws could then be developed
using different algorithms already in existence.
i
rAPPENDIX
Modifications to ORACLS Software Package
The ORACLS 6
 Software Package that was developed at Langley which
operates on the Control Data Cyber Computer System was modified to suit
the IBM 370/165 Computer System that is available at Howard University.
The major modifications that were done are described below:
(1) As the single precision accuracy on the CDC is approximately
equal to the double precision on the IBM/370 System, the entire
package was converted into double precision.
(2) Some of the machine dependent constants were changed accordingly.
(3) As the IBM System accepts only six letters for a subroutine/
function name all the names that exceeded six letters were
1 changed and the list of those subroutines is given below:





















(4) Some of the additional supporting subroutines/functions required










(5) None of the arguments of the subroutines were changed
The listing of the modified ORACLS package is given in the followi..b
pages. These routines have to be used in conjunction with Ref. (8). The
numbers that appear in front of the FORTRV statements are line numbers





1 IWPLICIT	 REAL*8	 (A•N,0•Z) ROT00020
COMMON/LI NES/tITLE(10),TIL(3),NLP,LIN POT00030
COMMON/FO PM /F MT1(2)#F`"T2(2).NEPR ROT04040
=' !COMMON /TOL/EPSAM,EPSBM,1ACM
5 COMMON/CONV/SUMCV,RICTCV,SERCV,MAX9UM POT00060
C. - NLP s NO„ LINES /VAOE	 VARIES NIT M THE INST ALLATION POT00070
QEA0(Sr100 . ENOm90 , ER R m91)	 TITLE
_
ROT00480
9 100	 FOR M AT(t4A8) ROT00090





















z9URROUTINE LNCNT (N)	 LN00041O













ARITE(6 # 1010) TITLE,TIL
	 LN000060


















I MPLICIT REAL*$ (A.M,O.Z)	 REA00020
2	 DIMENSION A(1)r8(1)rC(1)rD(1)rE(1)	 REA00030
^—
_	
_QLMENSION NA(2) f N8 (a)rNC (Z)pN0 ( 2),NE(2)rNZ(2) — _—^--	 _REA0004A
REAO(5.100)	 LAB, NZ(1)r NZ(2) REA000530
5 CALL
	
REAOt ( Ar	 NA,NZ,	 LAS) REA00060
1)	 GO	 TO	 999____ REA00070











REA01(C,NCrNZrL A 8) REA00120
12 _ __	 IF(I	 .EO.. 3)	 Go	 TO _999 , _	 ___
__.	
REA00130
'r REAO(5r100)	 LAST NZ(1)r NZ(2) REA00140
t CALL REA01(Dr	 NO,NZ,	 LAS) REA00150
GO-- TO 999 _ _._REA001h0
REAO(5r100)	 LASS NZ(1)# NZ(2) REA00170
f3f




i	 19 999 RETURN











SUBROUTINE	 PRNT(A,NA # NAM,IOP) PRN60010
I MPLICIT REAL*8	 (A -N,O - Z) PONO10 2M
2 DIM ENSION	 A(1),NA(2) PRN00030
COMMON_ /FOR M /F M T1(2),F M T2(2),NEPR PRN00040
Cf)MMON /LINES/TITLE ( 1n),TIL ( 3),NLP,LIN
	
_	
-	 -	 - -	
PRN00050
5 C- NOTE_ 	NLP NO.	 LINES /PAGE VARIES KIT H T H E	 INST ALLATIO N . PON00060
-BATA KZ j XW O KS	 /1 H O, 1 M 1,1 N 	/_ PRN0007M
NA ME s NAM	 -	 __ -	 -	 - PRN00080
II	 s	 IOP PRN00090
9 . NR_s NA( I)
NC	 s NA(2)
PRN0010n
NLST s NR * NC PRN0012n
12 -IF(	 NLS T 	 A LT.	 1	 .OR.	 NR	 .LT..l	 )	 GO	 TO	 16 ORNOO13011, IF(NA M E	 .EQ.	 0)	 NAME s K9C- SKIP HEADLI N E	 IF REQUESTED. PQN0014nPRN001Sn
15 _ GO . TO_ (11, 10,132, 12), 	 II, _ PRN0016M
1 10 CALL LNCNT ( 100 )	 - -- - _	 - --- -	 - NRN00170
11 CALL LNCNT(2) PRN0018M
^3 .	 _.	 3-_ WRITE (be 177)	 KZ j NAME I NR I NC _ PRNOnIQM
19 177 FORMAT(AIoSXoA4,8H	 4ATRIX,SX,I3,5N ROW9,5X,I3,8N COLUMNS) PQN00200
l.. --	 12. GO TO 13CALL _LNCNT ( 100 )-  PRN00210PR Nn022m
22
_—..__.------ -- _ ._ _ _—_
GO TO 13
	
--- - - — ---PRN00230
3 132 CALL LNCNT(2) PPN00240
4 WRITE	 (6,891) PRN0029M
3
26
891	 FORMAT	 ( 1 HO ) 
C- BELOW CO MPUTE NR OF LINES/ ROW --DECIDE	 IF	 1	 EXTRA BLANK LINE
PRN00260
PQN0027M
I_ .	 _..__13 _ Js(NC-1 )/NEPQ+1_ _ __	 _ PRN002AM
4
_
C- WHY	 ALW A YS	 ADO	 1	 LINE- BECAUSE	 IF -MULTIPLE,	 USE	 1	 BI:K- LINE EXTRA. -	 -PRN00290
29 NLPWsJ
JST=1
il C COMPUTE LAST 
ROW POSITION - 1	 BELOW
J2 NLST s NLST -NR PRN0033n




4 IF	 (NC. GT .NEPR)	 MN:NEPR PRN00350
s KLST:NR*(MN-1) PRN0036r
36 91 CONTINUE PRNOn37n
t 7 00 9 12 J s JST,	 NR PRN0038(l
A CALL LNCNT(NLPW) PRN003Qr
39-._ KLST a KLST	 +1 PRNOOUnr
40 eiRITE	 (6,F M T1)	 (A(N)r ' NsJ,KLST,NR) PQN004ln
0, 1 IF	 ("JC.LE.NEPR)	 GO	 TO	 912 PRN0042r



















8 N R ITE	 (6, 9 16)	 NAMpNA PRN0049r
q 916 FOR M AT	 ('	 EPROR	 IN	 PRNT	 MATRIX	 • ,A4 0 • 	HAS	 NA=',2Ib) PRN0050'
50 RF_TURN PRN0051







I MPLICIT REAL*a	 (A•MoO-t) M00020










	 .LT.	 1	 .OR.	 L	 .LT.	 1	 )	 60	 TO	 999 E9u00o7n
00	 300	 I=1•L E0000080
300 A(I W I) E9uno090
'	 9 1000_PETURN  E9000t00
t " 999 CALL	 LNCNT	 (1)	 _-- `-'	 --	 - - - --	 . ___.. ._	 -- E9UOA 1 i n
1 WRITE	 (b,SO)	 NA E9000120
1 SO FORMAT	 (•	 DI MENSION ERROR	 IN EQUATE	 NAB P #21b)
_
Eounet3n







I mPLICI T REAL*4	 (A-N P O- Z) TRAp002^
nI MENSION	 A(t)c8(1),NA(2)oN9(2) TRAn4p3n
V
NR( 1 ) sNA(2) TRApOfiu^
NR(2)sNA(1)  TRA040SM
NRsNA(t) TRAQAObA
6 _ NCsNA(2) TRA00n7n_
LsNRtNC TRA0009M
IF(	 NR	 .LT.	 1	 .OR.	 L	 .LT.	 1	 )	 GO	 TO	 999 TRA00090
_._  
	 _.---  
TRApO1nA
00300	 1s1oNR TRA00110
IJ s 1-NR TRA0412n

















999 CALL	 LNCNT(1) TRAOnt9m
WRITE	 (A L SO)	 NA TRA4n19A





_SUR R OUTINE	 SCALE
	 ( A ,	 NA • 	 R•	 N9#	 3) SCA0001^













L	 s	 NA(I) *NA (2) SCA000Am
b Ii(	 NA(1)	 .LT,	 1	 .00.	 L	 .LT.	 1	 )	 GO	 TO	 999 SCA00070
00	 300	 I81,L SCAOOOAn
300 9(1)*A(I)•3 SCA000"
1000 QENPN SCA0010M
10 909 —	 -	 _C A LL	 LNCNT(1) SCA0011c;
14 0 ITE	 (6r50)	 NA SCA00120
50 F ORM AT	 ( o 	 OI IAEN31ON EQRON	 IN SCALE
	







_ SUOROUTI AIF	 UNITY(A,NA) UNI0001M









__	 -	 _	 - _	
_UN1008Sn
3 Ott	 100	 ITsl * L UNI00W)
e 100 A(IT)s0,0 ON10007m




WAX	 s NA(l) UNIOA09n
_ 00 _)00
	 Is1 /NAx „ UNI0010n
10 JsNAX	 ♦ J+1 UNI00110




j 999 CAUL U NCN T	(1) UNTIO140
ARIrf(b•
	
5 0 )(N A (I), I 2 t ► 2) UNI001SA
5
_	
SO FORMAT	 (•	 DIMENSION ERROR	 IN UNITY	 NAs•,216) UNIOO160






_SUBROUTINE	 NULL( A •NA)  NUL00010
1 IMPLICIT REAL*A	 (4-NCO-2) -	 NIJL00020






..4 ------ -	 --..__—NsNa(t) • NA (2) ___	 .- nfU[00050 v
IF(	 NA(t)	 .LT.	 t	 .OR.	 N	 .LT.	 t	 )	 GO	 TO	 994 NUL00060
NUL00070
7	 10 AM s 00
	
- - -- - - - _ - __-
	 --- -- - - -	 _	 NUL0009n
i RETURN NUL00090
^-
C - NUl A 010 0
10	 999 -.. __.
	 - _	
__CONTINUE -- --	 -- - --
-NULOOttO
! t WRITE
	 (6pi0)	 NA NIJL0012M
'	 50 FORM AT( •










O..__.._ SUBROUTINE TRCE (A,NA,TR) TR00001m
I MPLICIT R EAL • 8
_
( A-H ,o•Z)	 - TRC0002n
DI MENSION	 A(1) TR000030
DI HENSI MN NA(2) TRC00040
IF	 (NA(1).NE.NA(2)) GO TO 600
i NaNA(1) TR00006C
TR*O*0  TR00007M
7 IF(	 N	 .LT.	 1	 ) GO TO 600 - T000108M
S
DO	 10	 I81,N TRCOOOQn
TR000100
t0	 10 TR:TR#A(M) -------	 -	 _--	 --- ---TRC061tn
RETURN TR00012M
1 '	 600 CALL	 LNCNT(1)
-
TR000130
13 WRITE	 (6 0 1600)
_
NA TRCOOtun
'	 4	 1600 FORMAT	 (•	 TRACE REQUIRES	 SQUARE MATRIX	 NAa0r2I6) TR000150
i_—..-




-- -- ._ ____-






0 91JNQOUTINE	 Ann	 (A,N0,9pNerCrNC) A000nO10
I MP LICI T 	REAL*9	 (A•N,0 • Z) A0000020
' DIMENSION	 A(1)IB ( 1).C(1).NA(2 ) VNH(2 ) oNC(2) ADO00031





LsNA(1)* NA (2)	 _ An000R7^
7 IF(	 N A (1)	 .LT. - 1	 .OR.	 L	 .LT.	 1	 )	 GO	 TO	 999 A00000Q0
DO	 300	 lstoL A0000090
' 300 C(I)sA(I) + R(I) - A0 00010M
t^ re	 To	 1000 Anoonl l n




1s 50 FORMAT	 f'	 DI MENSION	 ERROR	 IN	 A00	 NA2' , 2Ib,5X, ' N4a',2Ib) A0000140
14 1000 RETURN A00001SO

















1 14P LICIT	 REAL ► e,	 (A rM#O w Z) sus000pr
2 DIMF_NSION	 A (1)VS(1)pC(1)# N A(2)O N8(2)#NC(2) SU900030
__—
IF( ( NA( 1) p NE.'V8(1)) 9 0 0 .(NA(2).NE,NO(2)))	 GO	 TO	 999  sU9000up
NC(1) aNA (1)	














GO	 TO	 1000 SU8001 1 p
999 CALL	 LNCNT	 (1) SU90012P
AQ ITE(6j50)	 NA,N8 SUROO130









- —	 --- - --- — —_ _---
	 --------- -- -- -- -- —	




s^0 SUAROUTINF	 MULT(A j NA,8,N8,C,NC) MUL0001
1 IMPLICIT	 REAL*A	 ( A -N,O - Z ) 4UL000?
2 DIMENSION	 A (t),8(1),C(t)O NA (2)# NP(2)r NC(2) 'AULO0nt
 — NC(II_a	 NA( 1) MUL0004
-1
3_
u 'vC(2)	 s	 N9(2)  Ml1L0005
5 IF(NA(2).NE.N9(1))
	
GO	 TO	 999 M1IL0006
b _ _ NAR s NAM M11L000 7










0 • NqAsNAR,► NAC
 MULOO t 1
!1 TF	 (	 NAR	 .LT.	 1	 .OR.	 NAA	 .LT.	 1	 .OR.	 N88	 .LT.	 t	 )	 GO	 TO	 999 MULO017
- t 2 _ IR	 :	 0 MUL001 j
13 Tws-NAC MULO01:.
lu ')0	 350 Ks1.N8C MUL001r,





DA	 350	 Jsl ► NAR	
--- --	 -	 --	 --___	 __	 -----
	 - ------- 14ULOet 7
17 IRsIR ♦ t MUL001°
L9__ - —Jt s TK	 _	 _.. 	








21. - _ 00_ 300 ,Ist,NAC__ . _.	
_. _ _ _-
MUL002%




















28 300 CONTINUE MUL002`=
29 C(IR)sVt MUL003"
30 350 CONT I NUE MUL003'	 9
31 GO	 TO	 1000	 -- -	 ---	 -	 _ MUL003;
32 999 CALL LNCNT	 (1) MUL003
33 14PITE ( b,500)	 ( NA (I),I 2 1,2), ( N8(I),Is1,2) _WUL003
34 500
__
FOW M AT	 (•	 DI M ENSION ERROR	 IN .MULT_	 `-N4-%,2Ib , 5x,—• N9= 0,2Ib) + -	 ""IJL003`












MAXEL(A O NA.ELMAX) MAX0001.
1 IMPLICIT REAL * A	 (A•N , 0•Z) MAX000?
2 DIMENSION	 A(1).NA(2) MAX0003
3 C MAx0o0a
4 N	 s	 NA(1 )*NA (2) 	 __.-_.	 ----	 --'	 -	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -- 4AX0605
g C M4xo00o^
_	
b._	 _- _ ELMAX	 sA(1))	 —_-DABS( MAX0007
7
A
00	 100	 i	 s 20	 _	 ----	 ---- -	 -	 - - -- - - --	 -	 --	 -
EL MAXI	 =	 OARS(	 A(1)	 )
MAX000A
MAXOAOQ











































14 C tHI9 LOOP COMPUTES _T NE ONE•NORM
	



















25 C THIS LOOP CO MPUTES THE EUCLIDEAN NORM'
26 C

















_-36-C THIS LOO P COMPUTES THE INFINITY•NORM
37 C
	
38	 30 00 40 Js1,M
	
39	 _	 L=I +J




u2	 35 SU mm 0A8S ( A(L))+SUM
	43	 IF(SUM,GT.RLNORM)RLNORM=SUM_.
	























































0 31JOROOTINE	 JUXTC ( A,NA,9 0 Wd,C 0 NC) JUX0001
1 IMPLICIT	 AEAL*6	 (4 •04,0 • Z) JUX0002
2 MIMEN3ION	 A(1),S(1)rC(1),NA(2),NS(2)•NC(2) JUX0003
CN A (l) .NE . N S(1))	 GU , TQ 600 JUXOOOu
4Is
IF









	 .LT.	 1	 .OR,	 L	 .LT.	 1	 )	 GO	 TO	 600 JUXOOOa
-.LE(	 NC(2)	 LT *,
-
-1 -	 )_	 GQ TO 6Q4 	
__ __--	 -
JUX0010
0 --	 -- --- -MSXNA(1)*NA(2) - JUX0011
1 DO	 10	 I s 1, M s JUX0012
.2-_ 10	 C(I)sA(I) JUXOW
13 49gsNA(1)*N9(2) JIJX0014
14 OA 20	 I a 1, M9S JUXO01r5




-	 -- ----- --- -
	 ---	 -----	 --	 ---	 --20	 C(J) s A(I) -	 - JU XO017
17 RETURN JUX001°










24 1600 FORMAT	 (• Ol mENSION ERROR	 IN JUXTC.
	
NAs 6 r2I6,SX , $ N9s 0 ,2I6) JUX0021





0	 SURQOUTINE JUXTR(A,NA,8,Ne,C8NC)	 JUXOoot
IMPLICIT NEAL*8 r. ,	 z
	
2	 DIMENSION •(1)08(1)•C(1),NA(2).Ne(2)#NC(2) 	 JUX000%
	






F7 IF(	 NA(1)	 .LT.	 1	 .OR. L	 .L	 « i	 b
8 IF(	 NC(2)
	
.LT,	 1	 )	 GO TO 600 JUXOOOG
9 MCAsNA(2) JUX001,
10 MRAsNA(1) JUX	 Af11 MRBsNA(1) JUX001;12 MRCuNC(t) JUX001
13 00	 10 Ist, MCA JUNUT1`
14 00	 10 Jst,MRA JUX0011
15 KsJ+MRA*(I.1) JUXOOtr
16 LsJ+MRC*(I•t)
t7 10 C(L) s A( K ) JUxOnt,
18 00	 20	 Ist,MCA JUX001,
19 00 20 Js1,M B
20 KsJ+MRg*(I-1) JUX002'
_1 21 LsMRA+J+MRC*(I-1) JUX002;22 20 C(L)se( K ) Juy2
23 RETURN JUX002,
2u 600 CALL LNCNT(1) JUX002'
25 WRITE(bo 1600)	 NA,N8 JU	 t




a0 SURROUTINE	 FACTO R (Go NQ O D,ND,IOP,I ACeDUMM Y) FACn00'
1	 - - -	 I M JLICIT REAL * 8	 (A •MI#O-Z)	 - FA0000c'
2 OTOEN3ION	 Q(1)•O(1),DUMMY(i) ► AC000
_ _.01ME NSIO N 	NQ(2)eNO(2)•N0UM(2)-- FA0000'
Au I OP T	 a 2
 - .F A c 0 o n
5 N	 a	 Nq(i) FA0000 ►
M a N** FA0000









13 IF(	 IERR	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO 200 FA0001-
14 CALL LNCNT(5) FACOOI`
15_ I ERR	 0	 PRINT_ l00_# IERR _ -_._.IF(-	 . .GT^ . 	 _) ► A00010-
lb IF(	 IERR	 .EQ.	 • 1)	 PRINT	 150,ZTC3T,IRANK^ —'FAC0017





SINGUL AR VALUE AFTER 30	 ITERATIONS • )._1- FACOOt''
19 150 FORM AT(//,-	 IN FACTOR,	 THE MATRIX 0 9URMITTED TO 3NVOEC I3 CLOSE TFA0002r
20 10 A MATRIX OF LOWER RANK IJ31NG VEST s	 'pDtb.8v /•' 	IF THE ACCURACYFAC002'
-1
^_- ____^_Lg_RE . D^JCEQ . _ THE RANK MAY	 AL30 BE REDUCEO • p/, • CURRENT
- 
RANK	 a•,I4)FAC002c-
--;22 N0UM(1 ) aN FA0002
23 NOUM(2)at FA0002,-
_ L4 	___ IF(IE R R	 .EQ.	 • 1)	 CALL PFNT(OUMMY(N1)jNOUMp4H3NVLol) —	 FA00021







N O U M (I )	 a N	 --	 -	 ---^ -___._--1-F A C- 0 2=
2 q C FACn03r

















--_	 _	 -- --------	 ------
K	 s N2+1.1
L	 =	 Nt+J-1
-	 - - - F-OC603r
FAC003o
.3b _I F( 	 DUMMr(L)	 .EQ.	 0,,0)	 GO . TO . 300	 __._. _	 `.__ ____.._ __ FAC0037
—	 -37 DUMMY(K)	 a DSQRT(OUM M Y(L))*DUMMY(1) FA0003-
J38 250 CONTINUE FA0003c
N 0 U M_(.2) ? N 	 -_  
	
_	 - -- -,	 --_ -- - F A C 0 n u ^ -
40
_	 --	 _ _-	 _ _








F A C n 0 u
43 350 CONTINUE
44 IF(	 DUMM Y(N2)	 .LT.	 0.0	 )	 CALL	 SCALE(DUMMY(N2),NDUMeDUMMY(N2),NDUMIFA0004c
F A C 0 0 u k
4b CALL	 TRAr1P(DUMMY(rJ2),NOUM ,D,NO) F-e000u;
47 C FACOn4%
IF r 	IOP	 .E0, .0 . _) . RETURN— FA00011'
1
u8 _._.-_.__
u9 CALL LNCNT(4)  F-ACOOS,
5o PRINT 400 FA0005'
51.. 400 "Rw	 AT( //,_-	 FACTOR , (;	 AS	 (0	 TRANSP03E)XO FAC0n5•_.
52 CALL	 PRNT (O,Nr3,4M	 q	 , t ) _ F'AC045
53 CALL	 PRNT(n,ND,4H	 D	 i t) FACOn5
-
CALL	 MULT(DUMMY(N2)fNOUM,D,ND,DUMMY,N(3.) FACOnS`




_ 57_. __ - RETURN  FA0005•
.58 E^JD FACOMS
A-18
n SUBROUTINE	 EIGEN ( MAX,	 N,	 A,	 ER,	 EI,	 TSV,	 ILV,	 V,	 NK,	 IERP) EIG400'
1 ruPLICIT	 REAL*B	 (A ww #O-Z) EIG000%
2 DIMENSION	 A( w AX # 4 ) # ER(N ) # EI(N ) , V(M&X,1),wK ( Not) EIGOnO•












A CALL	 RALANC	 ( M AX,N,A,LOw,IGH,WK) EIGOOn'





IV	 s	 ISV	 •	 ILV FIG001'
11 IF	 (IV	 .NE,	 0)	 GO	 TO	 10 EIGOOt,
12 C EIG001
13 C COMPUTE ALL EIGENVALUES AND NO EIGENVECTORS EIG011I1•
to C EIGn114






IF	 (TERR	 O NE,	 0)	 Gn	 TO	 260 EIG001"
17 on	 5	 Tst,N EIGOO16






49(1,2)	 •	 EI(I) EI0002r
20 69 ( I,3)	 s	 ER ( I)**2	 •	 EI ( I)**2 EIG002'
23 GO	 TO	 190 ETGOna,






2b C SAVE	 A	 MATRIX	 FOR	 INVERSE	 ITERATION	 AND	 INITIALIZE	 WK(I,43 FIG002-
Z'L C` _.____. ._ARRAY _ wH IC R . w ILL_.^ -E__ 9- L(I GIC __,_ARRAY	 IN	 CALLED	 SUBROUTINES  FI0002=
j 28 C -	 -
_
EIG002C
1 29 On	 20	 Ta i,N EIG003'




31 JS	 s	 t EIG003%


























39 CALL	 NOR	 ( y , N,LOw,IGN,wK( .1 1- b),ER,EI_, IERR ) EIGOOur




411 Dn	 30	 I x 1, N EI000u;
42 _ WK(I,3)	 =	 ER(I .)**2	 +-**2.ET(I)_ FIGnnus
43 30 CONTINUE EIGOOu-




FIND LARGEST ILV EIGENVALUES AND FLAG THEM	 -^ F_IGOnu'
47 C EIGnnu.
48 _ _-.- nO	 50	 1 2 1, ILV_
	 ____ ___.
FIG00u
49 P	 s	 -t,00	 ---	 - --	
_
EIGO05-
Sn 00	 40	 J=1,m EIG045,
__51- _IF	 (WK (J,3)	 .LE.	 P.)	 P-0	 TO- u0	 ^; ETGn05
I
53 P	 =	 WK (J # 3) EIGnO5
sa 410__ CONTINUE Elren5=
55 SELECT(K)_.TRUF.	 - - 	 .,^ EIGOOc•
56 4X(0(,t)	 =	 -A K (K,3)	 "Y^, rIG00F
57 50_ _C ONTI N UE EIrg0n5




S o IF	 (EI( K )	 .GT,	 0.)	 GO	 TO	 55 EIG006,
69 IF	 (SELECT(K-1))GO	 TO	 60 FlGnnh'
61 1LV	 =	 ILV+t	 A-19 ETGnnh;
62 9ELECT(K-1)=.TQUE, EIGnnh-
r
y 3_	 Gn TO 60
^b4	 55 CONTINUE	 r	 —
65	 IF (.NOT.SELECT( wo l)) ILV = ILV•1
bb_ _00 CONTINUEy7	 IR (ISV . En.	 G0 TO -^96
5A C
h 0
_C _	 FINn SMALLEST ISV EIGENVALUES AND FLAG THEM
70	 C









741 00	 90	 Is1•ISV
75 P	 e	 1.n?u
76 DO	 70	 Jo1,N
77 IF	 ('nK(J•3)	 .GE.	 P)	 GO	 TO	 70
-	 70__ .	 -_.._ K a_J
79 P	 s	 WK (it
Flo
70 CONTINUE
Al __	 _ _14
1
.SELEC T (w)s.TRuE.
82 wK(K,3)	 •	 1074
83	 80 CnNTINUE
IF.	 (EI(K)	 .EO.- 0.) . 	GO	 TO	 90	 _____ _
145 10:
	
(EI( K )	 .GT.	 0.)	 GO	 TO	 is
86 IF	 (SELECT(K . 1))	 GO	 Tn	 vn
87 —. ISV	 s	 TSV+1
4A SELECT(K.1):.TRUE.
89 GO TO 90
40 - 85_C0NTI NUF_--
j91	 IF (.NOT.3ELECT(K+1)) ISV s ISV-!1
92	 90 CONTINUF
0 3 C









E I G 0 0 7 '
EIGO07%
























4b .— CALL_ -_I N VTT	 ( W AX,N,A,ER LEI, SELECT,N.M,V, IE RR rWK(lib),WK(1.3), EIGOOv7
v7
_







4Q C RACK	 TRANSFOR M EIGENVECTO R S	 TO ORIGINAL	 MATRIX EIGOIn"
100 C -	 -	 -	 - -	 EIGOtO?
01 CALL	 EL M eAK	 ( M AX,LO W ,IGM,A,INT(1)	 , M ,V) EIG01n;
02. _ CALL 9ALAAK	 (MAX f N,LOw.IGH,NK, M ,V) EIG0107
t0u C SEPAPATE	 FLAGGED EIGENVALUES FROM UNFLAGGED EIGENVALUES EIGOtOt
05 C EIG010-
nb IV	 z	 ISV	 f	 ILV EIG010'
107 IF	 (IV	 .LE.	 N)	 GO	 TO	 100 EIGOIOF
09
__ s..N-ISV_IL V ETGO10c
o oC
__
IV s N	 ---	 ----	 --- ----- —	 _	 - -- _ -.--EIGOtIr
110 100 CO N TINUE ETGO11'
111 TC	 =	 0 EIG011=
1 12
JC	 3	 IV	 - EIGOW
113 M^	 150	 IsIfN FIG011-
11u IF(SELECT(I))	 GO	 Tn	 120 EIG0I11-
IF	 (EI(I)	 .GE	 o.)	 GO 'TOO




GO	 TO	 120 EIG011-
117 Ito CONTINUE EIG011^
Ile JC	 s	 JC+1	 ---	 ---	 -	 —	 -	 - EIG011-
19 NK(JC,1)	 s	 FR(I) EIG012,
20 yK(JCv2)	 s	 EI(I) EIGn12'
121 KC	 =	 JC	 -	 - EIGO12=
22 GO	 TO	 130 F i r, 112 1
23 120 CONTINUE EIG012-
t2 u IC	 2	 IC+1	 A-20 ETGn12^
25 .41(f1c,l)	 s	 ER( 1) EIGOIP-
•	
126	 .40(TC,2) a EI(I)
	










3a C	 Nn om ALI1E VECTORS TO UNIT LENGT ►+ 4N0 STORE FOR REORDERING
133 C
	
34	 J s 0
35 151 CONTINUE
	
136	 1 s J+1
		
^39
37	 IF (wK(J,2) .NE. 0.) GO TO 154
	
38	 SU M s Me
 nO 1 19? Isi,N
1
4M	 SUM s SUM + V (I, J) ►► 2
	
41	 152_- CO N TINUE
	
42	 IF ( Sli m .EQ. M.) GO TO 158
	
143	 SO M a OSORT(SUM)
	
I
44	 ^10 153 IxIfN
	
45	 ovv(I,J+4) a V(I,J) /SUM
14h 153 CONTINUE
	
147_ __	 GO TO 15e
4P 154 CONTINUE
	
149	 1v1 s J+t
	
IS M 	IqiiM s n.	
-	 - - --
	
1
5t	 1)0 It 	 Is1,N
	











i 5b _ — . Do 156 iawl
	157	 am(I,J+4) s V(I,J)/SUM
	
^






1 61	 J a Joi
	




IF (J .LT. IV) GO TO 151
	
16 14	 IC a 0
	
65	 LC s 0	
_	 —
	66	 IF (ISV .EQ. 0) GO TO 190
OQOER_SMOLLEST ISV EIGENV4LUES AND EIGENVECTORS FOU OUT°UT
On 140 I21,ISV















CO N TI N UE	
_.
r0( (K, 3) 2 1 ,1741
CtI ►JTINUE
CONTIPJIIE
TF (IV .FO. N) GO TO Z20
A-L1
lh7 C




















































































9 C nPOFQ UNFLAGGEO EIGENVALUF3 FOR OUTPUT EIr,110'
0 C EIGO10'





IUF	 a N	 •	 IV
00	 210	 I:1PIUF EIGAIo-
4 P	 s	 1.D74 EIG010L
)w9 S . D0 . 210	 JsIVI # N	 ___ EIG019'
ab IF	 (wK(JP3)	 .GE.	 P)	 GO	 TO	 201 EIGnlQ"
197 K s J EIGA10•
L9,9_ - P	 s	 WK(JP3)- -
t




201 EQ ( IC)	 s	 a9 ( K,1) EIG02n%
02 EI(IC)	 a	 .0(K,2) EIG021:
13 WK (K, 3) 	 s	 1.074 EIG020-
4y . 210 CONTINUE __	 .	 _-	 ..-__-__.	
-
FIG021'-
`2A5 221 CONTINUE --'
	--_._
	 -_.._._. _ _._	 _—	 __.
EIG021h
16 IF	 (ILV	 .EQ,	 0)	 GO	 TO	 260 EIG0207
07__C EIG0201.
208 C OQ0ER LAkGE3T	 ILV EIGENVALUES AN O EIGENVECTORS FOR OUTPUT FIG020"
19 C EIG021'
00	 250	 TwIPILV EIG021'
e 1 1 P	 s	 t,674
- _
FIG021
212 00	 230	 Js1PIV FIGO ?1l













215 P	 s	 wK(J,3) EIG021f
"L!-- 230 -- .-C ONTINU E 	 ---_ ___----_	 _—_-- ---- _ ----	 ------_ EIG021'
17 IC	 s	 IC+I FIG021"
c19 LC	 s LC+I EIG021Q
219 E Q (IC)	 s	 +VK(KP 1) EIG02re'
I
20 EI ( IC)	 s	 AK(K,21 EIGOa21
PI D0 240	 jul , N EIGA227




_	 ---._._--	 .._._. ___..	 ---
CONTIN UE -- - EIG022
124 wK(Kr3)	 s	 1.074 EIG122^
225_ 250 . CONT16JUE EIG02?,





0	 SUBROUTINE SY MPOS (MAXN, N,A, NRNS,B,IOPT,IFAC,OETERM,ISCALE,P,IERR)SYMOOO
1	 IMPLICIT REAM ( -M ,	 o
2	 DIMENSION A( MAXNvN)g8( M AXN t NRH3) 0 P(N)	 SYM000
3 C	 SYMOO M
4 DATA	 Rl#R 2/1.00+75 ♦1.00.75/ OT-+VVV
5 C SYM00o
6 C TEST FOR	 A SCALAR M ATRIX	 ( IF COEFFICIENT MATRIX	 IS A	 SYMOOn
T C SCALAR-- SOLVE	 A	 U o'
e TERN, a 0 SYMo00'
9 NMI s N -I SYMOOI
10 IF	 (NM I	 . GT.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 20 I
11 C SYMooll
12 TF	 A(1
	 t)	 LE	 0 9 0	 )	 IERP	 :	 t SYMool
13 ISCALE a 0
14 OETERM a	 A(1,1) SYMo01
_ 15 P(1)	 •	 1.0/A(I,I)  SVMOOIr
16 DO	 10	 Jsi,N HS
17 8(1,J)
	
s	 B(1,J)/DETER M SYMOoli
18 10 CONTINUE SYMOoll_
19 RETUR N '
20 C SYM002 1




22 C M ATRI X, Symoue
23 20 IF	 (IF A C	 ,EO,	 1)	 GO	 TO	 160 SYM002t
24 C SYMoopc_
2S C INITI ALIZE DEYERWrMT EVALUATION PARANIETER3 SYMO	 r1 26 DETERMsl,O SYMOO27
27 ISCALEx0 3YM002P
12A C
124 C 'LOOP• TO PERFORM C HOLE S KY DECOMPOSTION ON THE COEF- SY M003r
30 C FICIENT M ATRIX	 A	 (I.E.	 MATRIX	 A	 WILL BE DECOMPOSED INTO	 SYM003!
31 C H	 • ^
32 C DIAGONAL MATRIX	 (D),	 AND THE TRANSPOSE OF L	 (LTRANSPOSE).)SYM003:
33 C SYM0034
34 30 70	 150	 z1,N SYM0 	 `
IMt	 a	 1 - 1 SYM003f13S
36 C SYM003_
37 D0 150 litri SYMO	 A
38 X	 s	 A(J,I) SYMO03C
39
-1 40 C SYM00 4rC DETE RMINE	 I	 N i




43 USING THE DIAGONAL 4c
44 C COMFIJTES DIAGONAL MATRIX AND DETERMINES IF MATRIX A IS	 SYMOOuc-
45 C SYNNETRIC POSITIVE DEFINITE SYM0041*6
— 46 IF (I M 1 ^5.	 0) G	 0 7
47 Do	 40	 K=1,I M 1 SYM004p
48 Y	 a	 A(I, K ) SYM004c
9 A(I,$)	 a	 Y*	 (K) c
t
4
o X	 =	 X	 - Y*A(I,K) SyM0A5t
51 40 CONTINUE Symons;
52 C 6-6 5T
053 C TEST	 IF COEFFICIENT M ATRIX	 IS POSITIVE	 DEFINITE SYM005^
5u 50 I O (	 X	 .LE.	 0,0	 )	 IERR	 =	 1 SYMn45t
Ss C SY M 6^f5 f
56 C COMPUTE INVERSE OF DIAGONAL MATRIX D**-1 	 = 1/P SYM0o5'
57 P(I)	 a	 1.0	 /	 X SYM005r
58 t 5	 c
W159 C TEST	 TO SEE	 IF OETER M INANT	 IS	 TO BE EVALUATED SYM00be,
b0 IF	 (IOPT	 .EQ.	 0•)	 GO	 TO	 150 SYMOO61
61 C MO	 6l_
b2 C A-23 SYM0063
6 C SCALE	 THE DETERMINANT	 ( COMPUTE	 THE DETER M INANT EVAL UATION SYMO)64
b C PARAMETERS DETERM ANf)	 ISCA	 j
b5 PrVOTIaX S YMOO66
6 60 tF(DA8S(METERM).LT,R1)
	
GO	 TO	 70 9YM0067
b OETEaM a OETERM*R2
0)8 ISCALE a	 ISCALE+1 sYM0n69
600 10 TO 60 SYM0070
7 70 IF(0A9S(DETER M ),GT.R2)	 GO TO 80 051"
71 OETERM a DLTEQ M*Rl SYM0072
71	 ISCAL E a ISCALE• l SYM0073
7 GO	 TO	 70
7.,, 80 T F (OA A 8(PI'00TI).LT.R1)
	
GO	 TO	 90 SYMOO75
75 PIVOTI
	 a FIVOTI*R2 SYM0076
7 ISCALE a ISCALE+1 symoa 77
i GO TO 80 SYMOO78
78 90 IF(DARS(PIVOTI).G % R2)
	
GO TO	 100 SYM0079
7 PIVOTI	 a PIVOTI*R1
8 ISCALE
	
a	 ISCALE • 1 sYM00!?1
8 GO	 TO 90 SYMOO82
82 100 DETEPM a 0ETER M*PIVOTI  'T
8 GO TO	 150 SYMOO84
8 C sYMbo85
95 C
8 C USING	 THE LOWER TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS OF	 MATR IX 	 A,	 THIS SY40OA78 1 C SECTION COMPUTES THE UNIT LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX sYu00AA
80 110 JMl	 a J-1
89 IF	 (J M 1	 .EQ,	 0)	 GO	 TO	 14 0 SY M 009n
Q 1 00	 1?.0	 Ka 1,JM l SYMOO91
Q X	 a	 X	 •	 A(lo'K)*A(jj7l( . l 5 y m7mq7
92 120 CONTINUE SYMOOQ3
C sYMOn9u91




96 15 0 CONTINUE SYM0097
Q C
q C SECTION	 TO	 AP P LY	 BACK	 SUBSTITUTION TO SOLVE L*Y	 s 8 FOR SYMOO19
QQ C UNIT	 LOWER
	
TRIANGULAR	 M ATRIX	 AND CONSTANT COLU MN VECTOR	 R SYM0100
l0 C
In 160 IF(	 IFAC	 .EQ,	 2	 )	 RETURN SYMO102
102 DO	 190	 Ia2.N sYMolos
I Ml =I.1to t
to C SYMolos
10_ nO	 190	 J'1, N RHS
-
SYM0106
106 X	 a	 8(I0J) SYTAO FU7
C sYMo108101
to D0	 170	 K211IMI SYMOI09
09 Y.	 :	 X	 w	 A(I,K)*	 (K,	 )
lin 170 CONTINUE SYMOIII
III C sYMo112
tt 1- B(I,J)	 a	 x
113 180 CONTINUE SYMOI14
l	 f C sYM01 15
X16 C OF UNIT	 LOWER	 TRIANGULAR M ATRIX	 AND INVERSE	 OF	 DIAGONAL SYM0117
C MATRIx SYMoItAJ11 C
.1 Y	 m	P (N), s Y M n 12 c 
.20 DO	 1 9 0	 J=1, N '? HS ''	 , SYMn121
T
,2 R(N.J)	 =	 (NrJ)*Y I;",
	 Ij' ^^e2.: 1Q0 CONTI N UE 1Ir1. 5YM412?
' 23 C SYMot2i
2 200 1a	 N ra 1 t 1	 A^-2 4 -gyw-	 - 21
.2 Y	 =	 P (N M 1 ) SY4012f
_26 C SrMolp
127 00 220 J:1.NPH9 "p
126 X	 a	 R(NMIoJ)*Y SYM012
_ 1




13i X	 a	 X	 .	 A ( K rN M I)*d(KrJ) SyM1o13
1 32 210	 CONTINUE SrM0i3
V3
134 9(NM1rJ)	 a X SYMoll
13S 220 CONTINUE 9yM0134. 36 C --,Svwm37 C SYMAI3
13 R C TEST	 TO OCTE RM INE 	 IF SOLUTIONS HAVE AEFN DETER M INED FOR SrMol3
139 C ALL COLUMN V M Kr?f-1 u
► u0 NMI	 a NMI-1 SYM014
141 IF	 (NMI	 GT.	 0)	 GO	 TO 200 9YMOlu
142 C
143 RETURN SYM414
lua ENO SYM01 u
a0 SUBRmITINR	 GELI M (NMOK,N t AoNP48,8,IPIVOT,IFAC,W K ,IERR) GELOOO
1 IMPLICIT	 REAL ► A	 (A•4,0•7) GELOO^
2 DIMENSION	 A(N M AX,i ) , 9(NM AX , 1),IPIVOT ( 1),WK(1) GEL00M
_._	 _.. IFQR•6	











IF(IFAC.EQ,I )GO	 TO	 10 GEL000
8 CALL	 GETFAC(NMAX,N,A,IPIVOT,IFAC•OETERM,ISCALE P WKoIERR) GEL000
4_- .	 -	 _._ IE_CIERR.GT.0) RETU R N 
	.._ _ 
	 ..	 _. 
_ GEL001
l
10 IF	 (IFAC.E0.2)	 OETAaOFTERm *( 10.**(100 *ISCALE))
it 10 NMI*N•1 GEL001
lZ C GEL001
13 C TEST FOR	 SCALAR	 A MATRIX GEL101
14 C GELOOI
_ 1S--_-..-.__IF(NMi.GT.0)GO TO - 40 	
_ _. 	 _ 
 GEL001`
16 IF(A(t,1).EQ.0.)G0	 TO	 30 GSLOO1-
17 On	 20	 Im1 ,NRH3 GFLOOI
L8.__2^f_9C1 .I)= 8(1^I)/.A (1e1)
-
GEL001'
19 IF	 (IF AC.EG .2)	 WK(1)=0ET4
20 RETURN GEL001`












as C --	 --	 -	 - GELOOe-
26 C PIVOT THE M-TH COLUMN OF 8 MATRIX GEL002`
2R nO	 50	 Is1,NM t GEL002-
29 KI=IPIVOT(I) GEL002;




32 50 A(I, M )=P GEL003'




34 C FORWARD SUBSTITUTION`  GEL003-
35 C GELOA3













	 _ _ --- -------P20.0
	
-	 - --	 GEL003,
ut 00	 60	 K=1,IM1 GELnOu(
42 60 P*P +A(I,K) *WK(K) GELOOu'
43 70 WK( I)=B(I•M ) -P 	 	 -	 - GELOOu,
44 C GELOOu:
- u5.- C BACK _SUBSTITUTION GEL004
47 A(N,M)=WK(N)/A(N,N) GELOOu•
48 C GFLOnu




St _-	 -.- IP1=I +t 
 
GEL005
52 P :WK (I) -	 GEL 105
53 00	 - J0	 K =I P 1 ,N GELOnq,





q O R(I,M)=P/A(I,I) GELOn5
56 C GEL005'
57 100 CONTINUE GEL005





--- ___, SiAROUTINE	 SNVOEC ( TOP#MO , ND,M,NtA , NOS,RpIAC,ZTESTtg*V , IRANK,APLI)S,SNVOOn
1 IIERR) 3NV000
2 TmPLICIT	 REAL*$	 (A•H,0 • Z) 3NV000




















10 IF(	 N	 .GE.	 2	 )	 GO	 TO	 3004	 -'  SNV001
11 C SNV001
12 IEQR	 2, 0 SNV00 1
13
_
ZTEST	 a	 10.* *(•IAC) SNV00t
14 SUM a 0.0 SNVO01










t7 1000 CONTINUE 3NVO01
1.9 _ . SUM a DSDRT(SU M ) SNV001
19
-- -	
_	 _._..	 -_.-- -.-	 _-_-- .
IRANK	 a	 0	 - SNVO02
20 IF(	 SUM	 .GT.	 ZTEST	 )	 IRMNX	 a	 1 SNVO02
2L. _-- -_GC1)__R_ SUM-- . SNVO02
22 C - ------ -- -------___ SNVO02
23 IF(	 TOP	 .EQ.	 1)	 RETURN SNVO02
1
2 u V(l,t)-a	 1.0 SNVO02'
25
_	 .__.	 _._.
IF(	 I R ANK	 .E0.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 1200 SNVnOP
26 no	 1100	 1	 =10 M SNVO02
t 27 4(1#- 1)	 a	 A(I#.1_) /SUM SP11V002




- -	 - ------- -	 SNV002
2Q GO	 TO	 1300 SNV003
30. -1ZOO. CONTINUE._ SNVO03
31 A(1r1)	 a	 1.0 SNVO03,
32 1300 CONTINUE SNVO03
_31- G------ -	 -	 -	 --__	 -	 _ 	 _ 	 ---- - - .. --- - _	 _. 3NVO0334 IF(	 TOP	 .EQ.	 2	 )	 RETURN
_	 ._
SNVO03'
35 IF(	 TOP	 .EQ.	 u	 )	 GO	 TO	 185o SNVO03





37 00	 1500	 J	 a	 1,NOS S"V003
39 Z a n SNVn03^
.19- -
 _ _0 0	 1400	 -1,- z 	 1 ► ""	 - S N V 0 0 u
u0
-	 - -	 ---__- _ _.. -	 _- -	
_._	 _ _
	
_	 _ . _ _.
Z	 =	 Z	 +	 A(I,1)*A(I,J)/SU S 	 - -	 -	 SNvnnu
41 1400 CONTINUE 9NVOOu
u2__ __ WCL,JI	 2	 Z  3,jV0nu
43 1500 CONTINUE SNVOnu





	 --- - --	 ---- --	 - - --	 -	 --- - ---
__ _SNV004,
146 OO	 1700	 J	 St	 NOS SNVOnu
47 9(1.J)	 a	 0.0 SNV00u
l
418. 1-700 CONTINUE	
_-. 	 _ -	 _
SNVOpu
aq 1800 CONTINUE SNVOOQ
50 C SNV005
51_- _ .- -1FC IOP 	 J.Q.3	 )	 RETURN SNV005
52 1450 CONTINUE S %IVO(15
53 IF(	 I R AN K	.EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 2000 SNV005
54 On	 1400	 I	 =i,M SNV005
5 5 APLUS(1,I)	 2	 A(I,1)/SU M SNVOnS
56 1Q0o CONTINUE 9NVO05






59 2000 CONTINUE SNVOO$
SQ DO	 21(0	 1=1,"" SNV000-
60 APLUS(ivI)	 2	 0.0	 A_27 SNVO06
















73 C COMPUTE THE E-NORM OF MATRIX	 A AS ZERO TEST FOR SINGULAR	 VALUFS-	 SNVO07
7 14 C SNVO07
.7.5 S"m20'0 SNVO07
76 00 500	 Istf m SNVO07
00 500 jxIpN SNV 0 07^7T
S.QQ . SUM_8 , 3UM	 +	 A ( I	 J) **2-. SNVO07
79 ZTEST a DSGRT(SU m ) SNV00lk







as GO TO 520 SNV00sk
96 sis wrTHU2,TRlJE. SNV00#4
_	 _ WTTMVZ.TR( J F- .- SNVOOP
.1
lk7
88 520 CONTINUE SNVO09,
8Q G	 0,0 SNVO09
90 X- - 0,0 SNVOOq
0 -t 0- 	1	 2	 1.N SNVOOQ
n 92 C SNVOOQ




9S E(I)	 v G SNVOOQ-
96 SNVOOQ
97 L	 1+1 3 P11 V 0 0 <3
^
98 C SNVOnq
Q9 C ANNIHILATE	 THE
	
T-TH COLU M N	 BELO W DIAGONAL, SNVOIC
too C SNVOIM
lit on	 3 1 s	 rpm SNVOIM








106 F	 a	 A ( ipr) SNVoI0
In? TF(F	 GE.	 0.0)	 G	 2	 • G SNVOIM
0 8 F*G
-H SNVOJO
09 A(l,l)	 F-G SNVnjj
Ito IF(r	 EQ,	 N)	 GO	 TO	 10 SNVOIJ
00 9 J	 z L,N SNVOI 1
.(
11
12 3	 3	 0.0 INVOli
13 00	 7 X	 c	 I ' M SNVOIJ
it 4 7 S	 a	 S	 + A(Xoj )*A, (. K,J)., SNVOI 1
Is -	 - F a S^H SNV011
lb 00	 A	 1(	 X	 IjlA SNV 0 1 1




10 Q(I)	 2	 G SK I VOI?
IF(I	 EQ,	 N)	 GO	 TO	 20 5 N V 0 1 p
C sklvn I P
1
21




12 14 S	 3	 0,0 INVOlp
11
25 00	 11	 J	 c	 Lo N	 A- 2 8 9NVnj2
Ir
26 11 S	 =	 3	 •	 A(IPJ)**2 SNVO1P-1 27 G	 a	 not) SNVOI?
128 IF	 (S	 .LT.	 TOL)	 GO	 TO	 20 SNV012





F	 s	 A(7,I+1) ENVOI t
31 IF(F	 .(;E.	 n.0)	 G	 s	 •G 9NVOIA
132 s F*r,	 -S_H gNV01 3._
- A(IPI+1)	 s	 F SNV013
1
33
34 00	 15 J	 a LPN SNV011





19 J	 a L,M gNV013
1
37 S	 2	 0.0 S N VI13
3 A r)0	 16	 K	 2	 L P N 3NV013
39 16 3	 s	 S	 +	 A(J P K)	 *	 A(IPK) S N'/01'1
40 00	 17 K	 s L P N SNVOIu
u l .17 A(JPK)	 s	 A(J P K)	 ♦ 	 3FE(K)	 _.	 _._.	







u 3 20 r	 z	 nARS(n(I))	 *	 OAA3(E(I)) SNVO1U
uu - IF(Y. ,GT,	 SIZE)	 SIZE	 :	 v	 _..	 _. 9NV014
145 30 CONTINUE SNV01u





,u8 C ACCUMULATION OF RIGHT	 TRANSFOR M ATIONS. 9NV01u
lu g C 8NV015
00	 un	 II	 =	 1PN	 __. S N VOI5
1
50
51 1	 s	 NPI	 II S NV015
152 IF(I	 .E tl.	 N)	 GO	 TO	 39 SNV015
1 51 I-F(G_.F.O,	 0.0)	 G_ - TO	 37.__- G 9NV015-_
SS nO	 32 J = LPN SNVO15,
156 .3;.). V(JPT) - O	 A (IPJ) /H 	-	 _	 _ SNVOtS"
57 n0	 36 J = LPN SNVO15,
S8 S	 =	 0,0 9NV^15^
_ L5Q _OQ 33	 K .x	 LPN SNV016'
4 66 33 9	 2	 S	 ♦ 	 A(IPK)*V(KPJ) SNV01b
bl 10	 34 K	 z L P N . SNVn16-
1b2.. 3U V( K PJ)	 O	 V(K P J)	 ♦ 	 S*V(K,I)_ 9NV016
163 36 CONTINUE SNV016
64 37 00	 38 J = LPN SNV0161
65 VCIPJ)	 =	 000
166 38 V(JPI)	 =	 0.0 9NVOtb
(57 39 V(IPI)	 1.0 SNVn1E+
68 G	 =	 E(I) BNVOlt+'
lb9 40 L	 =	 1 3NVO17
170 41 CONTINUE SNVO17'
t72
IF (.NOT GO	 TO	 53_





173 C ACCUMULATION OF LEFT	 TRANSFOR M ATIONS. 9NV017
7u C SNV017,
75 n0	 52	 II	 =	 1 ,N SNV017-
176 I	 _	 NP I 	 -TI SNV017-
1 77 L	 =	 I	 +	 1 SNV017
.79 I F (I	 .FO.	 N)	 GO	 TO	 43 SNVOla
160 nO	 42 J	 =	 L P N	 _ SNV01A.
g1 a? A(IPJ)	 2	 0.0 SNV01a:
82 43 CONTINUE SNVn1A
193_ _ IF(G	 .EO,	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 49	
-
SNvnIA
q Au IF(I	 .EQ.	 N )	 GO	 TO	 417 SNV010L
1 $35 M	 2	 A(IPI)*G
5 N V 0 1 a ^
186 on	 46	 J	 =	 LPN lNVola_
1%47 S	 3	 n.0	 A-29 S^^v01 p
A8 00	 44	 K	 2	 Lp m S ^1V^ 1 a
r89 44 9	 a	 9	 ♦ 	 A(K,I)*A(K•J) SNVOIQ
90 F	 a	 3 / ► ' SNVOIQ
91 00	 45 K	 s	 I,M 9NV01Q
I o 2 45 A(KrJ)	 a	 A( K •J).+_	 F*A(K,I)- _ SNV01Q
9 3 (46
..
CONTINUE gNV01a1 94 47 00	 u9	 J	 s	 I.M SNVO19
1 0 5. 4A 4 (JrI)	 s	 A(J•I)/ G 	-.	 _	 ..`.	 _-	 _-_	 _.	
._--	 -
SNVOIQ
96 GO	 TO 51 SNVOIQ
97 49 D0 50 J s I O M SNV019
_	 49_. 50.- At,1•I)	 s 0. 4 -	
_	 — - -	 -	 ------ - ----_ ------- --	
SNVOIQ








_._....__CO NT I NUE	 _	 _ SNV020
202 C SNV020
C DTAGONALIZATION OF BIOIAGONAL FORM. g^iVO ln
(
03
04 C _. .	 -_-.— __	 _. gNV02n
0 15
_ _ -	 __-___._.___	
_	
_ ____.__.	 _	 _._	 --_--








209 C SN Vn 21'
'.10 C TEST F SPLITTING. SNVO21'
11 C SNV021
t12 59 CONTINUE SNV021




IFf(SIZE+OA8S(E(L))).EQ.3IZE) 	 GO	 TO	 64 SNVO210
_Zlb_- - __- - .__L'"1.sL•1	 ._ _	 __	






X17 IF(( SIZE + OAAS (n(LMi))).EG. 3IZE )	 GO- TO	 61 SNV021'









- - --- -
223 salon	
-----.^	 _----- -- SNV022,
'a4 Li=L•1 SNVO22`
25 00	 63	 IsL•K 9NVn22.	 x
226 F=8*E(1) 9NV0?2'
27 E(I)=C*E(1) SNV022










3 4 IF(.NOT.NITHU)	 GO TO 63	







237 ZsA (J#I) 861VO23'
38 A(JrLI)=Y*C+Z*S	 -- - 9MV023
;9 A(.1, I ) s	 • Y*S +Z*C SnIV0211
240 62 CONTINUE 4NV124'	 1
, 41 C -	 SNVn24
^42 63 CONTINUE SNVO24
e 411 C SNVn2u,
244 L; TEST F CONVERGENCE. SNV024r
45 C SNVO24-
46 64 ZiO(K) SNVn2U-
247 IF(L.EG.K)	 GO	 TO	 75	
_	
-	 -	 -- 510m2u-
'4A TF(ITCNT	 .LE.	 30)	 GO	 TO	 65 SNVn24(
49 TcaR	 = KK SNVn25^
z90 PETURN	 A-30 SNV0291













































































261..--	 _ IFCE.LT.0.0) - Ga•G










'7n 00	 73	 IsLP1,K
171 G=E (I)






_279 __ Fsx*C+G+9---___--ilan Gs.x *S+G*C
at HsY*s
292. - Y=Y *C
^P3 IF(. NOT .wITHV)	 GO	 TO	 70
!PU 00 6P J=1,N
-	
x sv ( J J I-1)_--
2Ah Z=v(J,I)
^A7 V(J,I-t)=X*C+Z*S
`A9 V(J ► I)=.x*s+Z*C	
-	 -
2A9 68 CONTINUE
' q 0 C
!41 70_ Z=OSGRT(F * F +H*H)
	-	 -	 --
2 q 2 G(I-11=Z
P q 3 C =F /Z
^ y o u s=H /Z	
_ -	 -
`ipS F=C*G+S *Y
2 q 6 xi.s *r, +C*Y
•q7 IF(,NOT.w ITH U) 	 GO	 TO	 73










.3 n 6 73 E (L) 	 a	 n.0
^n7 F(K)=F4" 08 0(K) =xV9 GO	 TO 59
310 C
a it C CONVEpGENCE,
X12 C
313 75 CONTI '10E 	 A-31
"tu IF(Z.GF . 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 100
31 a(rc)s-Z SNV03160
31 Ilr(.NOT.NITNV)	 GO	 TO	 100 SNVO3170
31 00 76 Jsi,N 3NV031An 
7b_ V(_JjLKis - V( J.K) SNVO3190
St 100 CO N TINUE SNVA320n
3 C SNVO3210
321 .. , _ IE RRs O - 
_
SNV03220
32 00 2AO	 I I s2. N --	 --	 SNV03230




32 Q Psfl(I)- SNV03260
3a 00 250	 JsII#N SNVO327n





_.250_ CO.N TINUE SNV03310
331 C -SNVO33 ?n
37 IF	 (K.EG,T)	 GO	 TO	 290 SNVO333n








y _ IF . (IO o .E0.1) - GO	 TO	 290 SNVO3370
338 00	 260	 Jst,N SNV03390
3 7 -- _ P:	 V(J,I)  SNVO34MA
3 1 V(J•1)=
	 V(JrK) SNVO34JO
341 V(J.K)s P SNVO342n
-3. 42 _ 260 CONTINUE	 --_ --     SNVO3430




3 A OG	 270	 Jsl, m 	• SNVO345n
3uS P	 s	 A(J f l)  SNVn346M
3 11, A(J,I) s 	 A(J.K) SNVO3470
A(JrK)z P SNVO348n
34H 270 CONTINUE_ O TINUE  SNY034903u0-C_... _-- _---_ .
	 _	 ^_...__--------- --- -__-	
- - 9NV0354n
3'j ► 290 CONTINUE SNVn351A
3'	 . C SNVO392A
352 JsN SNV03530
3'; 2 4 0 IF	 (n(J).GT.ZTEST)	 GO	 TO	 300 SNVO354M311
_._,. n(J)80.1  SNV03550
355
_	
_.._JaJ- 1 	 ---- --------- -----_	 _.._._	 —._.	 gNV0356n
3 h GO	 TO 290 SNVn357n





TEMP	 = ZTEST/Q(J) SNVO350n
359 IF	 (TE MP.GT..0625)	 IERRm-1 SNVO360n
3)
_C  •- -- -- S N V 0 3 61 n3	 . ---RIF	 (IOP.LT.	 3)	 ET^IRN	 ---------_	 .—	 ^....._._._ ----	 -- -__._3NV0362n
362 IF(IOP.GT.3)	 GO	 TO	 170 SNV0363n
3	 3 On	 160	 L21 P NOS SNVO3bur
3	 4 00	 130	 J= 1/IR A N K SNV0365^
3	 5 SUMM0.0 SNV03bbn
3b6 D0	 120	 I M Ir"" SNVn367^
120 S I J`"	 =SIJM	 •	 A(I,J)*E(I,L)	 -	 ---- ---	 - --	 SNVO36Rc`3 1 7
3	 3 130 F(J)=	 SU M /0(J) 5NV036Q0
369 C SNVn370r
3	 0 00	 150	 K a1,N SNVO371n
3	 1 SUM=0.0 SNVO372c
3 2 D0	 1410	 I=1rIR ANK SNVn373r
373 110 S f J m	 =SU M 	+	 V (K, I) *E (I) SNV037ar
3u 150 A ( K •L) = S LIM SNV0375r
3	 5 160 CO NJ TI N LIF SNV037hr
376 RETUPN SNVO377r3 1 7 170 00	 2n0	 J=1.M	 a-32 SNV03M,
437l -_- on	 ;on	 t a ti N SNVO3790
31 SUM*0, A SNV03400
3A0 nO	 160	 Ks1rIRANK SNVO3610
34 180-SUM *SWM	 ♦ 	 V(I ► K)*e(J ► K) /Q(K) SNV43820
3A 190 APLUS ( I ► J)*	 SUM 	-- —	 -	 -	 SNVO3930
39 200 CONTINUE SNV13AUM
3A4 C	 . ___ _ SNVASA'50
34
38^





9s1 ► NO3 SNV03A70
347 -
_ 00 .22?	 I *i ► N 
_	
_ -  
SNV03490
--	 _-.	 .	 _ .	 _ SNV03890
3 R 00	 210	 J*1 SNY03911
3Q 211 S'JmsSU"'•	 OPIUS(IrJ1 . 9(JrK) SNVO341n
3Q 221 E(II*SU M SNVO3920
3C 00	 225	 Is1rN SNV03430
3S	 - - -225- 8(I1K) sF(I)	 _-,	 - S NVO304A
394 230
_-
CONTINUE -	 -	 -	 -	 SNVOI95M














	 3UM(A,NA,a,NO,C,NC,IUP,3Y M ,0IJMM Y) SUM00010
I mPLICIT P E AL*A	 ( A-N,O - t) SUM00020
01MEN31ON	 A(j) * 8(1) * C(1) # 0UMMY(i) 3UM00030
nI MEN3I(IN	 NA(2),N8(2),NC(2) SUM60040
LOGIC A L 9Y"" SUM000'50
CQMMON/CONY/3UMCV,RICTCv,3E RCV, w AXSUM SUM00066
0 IF(
	 IM P	.EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 10	 too 3UM0007t)_
PRINT 50 SUM00080
50 FORM ATt//,'	 LINEAR E9UATION 30LVER	 X	 s	 AXC	 ♦ B	 ') SUMM0090





3YM	 )	 GU	 TO	 75 3U'AJ01 t n
1 1 CALL
	
P Q NT(C#NC,4M 	 C	 •I) SUMOO120
1 sO	 TO	 55	
-
SUM0013M
13 7S CONTINUE SUM001un
' PRINT 80 SU400150
1	 _.__80 FORMAT (/ #	 •	 C •	 0.ji )_.A .TQAN3PUSE  SUMOO 1 h0













20 NJ	 s	 1	 ♦ 	 N A (1)*NC(1) SUM00210







_	 .-..	 _	 --	
_	 .CbN TINUE -- 3U M 60?30
23 Mt. 4ULT(A # NA.B,NBpOUMM Y,NB) 3UM0024M
7_ CALL	 MULT(OU M ^M Y f NN;CpNC,DUM MY(N1_) ? NS) - 3UM00250
CALL M AXEL(d# N8,WNS) 3UM00260
e CALL	 M AXEL(OUM 04 Y(N1),N8,WNDX) SUMOO270
27—. _ - IFI  ( WN3	 .GE.	 1..)	 GO	 T O_2?5__ _ 
	 _ --	  _--	 _--
SUM00280
IF(	 NNOX/WN S 	 ,LT.	 SU M CV	 )	 GO	 TO	 300
_._
SUMOO290
,11 GO TO 235 SUM00300
SO 225 IF(	 wNOX	 ,LT.	 3U M CV_)	 GO	 TO	 300 SUM00310tl 235 CONTINUE	 _-_..	 _ SUM00320
CALL	 400(9,N9 0 DUMMY(Nl),N8,8,N8) 31JM00330
CALL	 MULT(A,NA,A,NA,OUMMY,N A) SUM00340
34 CALL EOUATE(DUMMY,NA,A,NA) 	 `--------- ^_— _	 —f_ ---- - ----- SUMA03g0
10,
IF(	 SY M 	)	 GO	 TO 245 3UM0036M
_ C A LL	 MULT(CpNC,C#NC V OUMM Y O NC) SUk4o037n
37
_
CALL EQUATECOUMM Y,NC,C,NC)	 - SUM00380




.0 _--- --- ----__ _..-- 	
- .-._.
CALL	 TPANP(A,NA,C,NC)^ SUM00410
ul 250 CONTINUE SUMO0u2n
i' I2I+1 SUMOO430
.1 IF(	 I	 .LE.	 M AXSUM	 )	 GO	 TO	 200 SUM004u0
U4 CALL L NCNT(3) sUMO0u5n
PRINT 275, M AXSU M SUM0046n
275 FOR MAT(//,'	 IN SUM P	THE 9Ec^uENCE of P eRTIot. SllM9 NAS EXCEEDED 3TAGSUM0O47n
ul 1	 E'•I5v'	 WITHOUT	 CONVERGENCE') 3UM00uA0
48 300 CONTINUE SUM004"
lI IF(ION	 ,EQ,	 0)	 RETURN SUM0050n













































SUNROUTINE	 OILIN;A,NA,B ► y tl,C , NC ► IOP ► BETA , SY M ► DU MMY) AILO001m
I MPLICI T 	 REAL * A	 ( A .M ,O • Z) BIL00020
OI MENSION	 A (1) ► 9(1) ► C ( 1) ► DUMM Y ( t) 511.00030
_DL4"ENSION NA(2) ► N6 ( j) ► NC ( 2)oNDUM(2 )_ NILOOnuA
DI MENSION	 TOP(j)	 __ _	 — -- -.^ _— - - -- -gIC04ASn
LOGICAL SYM ^► ILOnnen
IR(	 IOP(t)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 To	 300 9IL04ASn
IF(SY M )	 GO	 TO	 tn4 8IL000^ln
CALL	 LNCNT(3) AiLOO4vA
_ PRINT SO BIL60106
SO FOR M AT (//,*	 LINEAR EQUATION	 SOLVERAX :	 Xe a C
	 •) 9ILOn11m
CALL	 PRNT(A,NA,UH	 A	 ► 1) SIL00120
CALL	 PRNT(ta ► N8 ► 4M	 A	 0 1)	 _ AILOO130
GO	 TO 200 BILOO140
100 CONTINUE BILnniSO
_ _CALL LNCNT(3)	 -. 
	 _ .^ ..---	 ._ 4IL00tbn_	 _ .	 -	 _.
PRI N T	 ISO
^. _ _
41LO417n
150 FOR M AT(// l •	LINEAR EQUATION	 SOLVER	 (	 8	 T R ANSPOSE
	 )X ♦ 	 X8	 =	 C	 •)	 91LOOI80
-	 _ CALL	 TRANP(A,NA ► OUMMY ► NOUM) SIL0010n
CALL	 PRN T(OUMMY,NDUM,uH 9	 ► 1) -	 	 - RIL0020P
200 CONTINUE SIL00210
















___ .	 _.	 _	 _	 BI1002A^




N1	 a	 N	 ♦ 	 I	 RIL1031 1
CALL
	
EQUATE(A ► NA,DUMMY,NA) 	 RIL00320




s N2 ♦ NA(1)	 BIL00340
ISv	 s n	 -.	
___^. _._^__ __...__._.__
	
_____ __.__^_ -- . _^. _
	
-gTL0A35n
ILV	 a	 0	 RIL0036C
NEVL	 a	 NC (1 )	 1 I1
	
00371
CALL	 EIGEN(tJA(1),NA(t) ► DU MMY,OUMMY(NI ),DUM ►Ar(N2) ► ISV ► ILV,V,OUMMY(N81LI039M
13) ► IE R R)	 AIL003Qm
IF_(IE PP	.EQ	 GO	 TO	 35091LOO40P
c' AlL
	
LNCNT(3)	 -	 -- ----- 	,.---.._._--__ -------- -__- ._—_ -. __ gI1004tn
PRINT	 325,IERR	 41LIOU20
325	 FOR M AT(//,*	 I N	4ILIN,	 THE	 • ,Iu, •	EIGENVALUE
	
OF	 A	 HAS	 NOT	 BEEN	 OETAILOnuZr
(ER M INED	 AFTER	 30	 ITERATIONS • )	 BILAOuur
IERRaI	 BILIOU50
CALL	 NOR MS(NEVL ► NEVL,NEVL,A ► IERR ► BETA)	 9ILOOub^
AETA22.*AETA
	 . 
	 _-- -._ 
GO	 TO	 385	 BILnnuar
350	 CONYINUF	 AILnnuvr
Ja	 N1	 ♦ NEVL
	 • 1	 yiLOn50^
X	 a	 N2	 ♦ 	 NEVL
	 at	 BILOn51"
CO	 a	 nSORT(DUMMY(Nt)**2	 ♦ 	 OUNMY(N2)* * 2)	 RILOO52r
CN a DS0RT(OUMMY(J)**2 ♦ OUMMvM**2)
CD	 a	 0lJMMY( J)-0U MM Y ( NI) 	 AILCnSu^
IF(CD	 .EO.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 365	 gILOn55r
BETA	 a	 (OIIMMY (Nt) *CN-DIIMMY (J) *CO) /CD	 -	 RILOnSh^
IF(RETA	 .LE.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 365
	 giLOn57
AETA	 a DSQKT(BETA)	 HILnASP
































































00 . 375	 1	 s	 !,NEVL 84006411
J	 s	 N 1 	 •	 I	 at	 - 9IL006SO
K s Na
	 •	 I	 at 4 10066m
IF(OUMM V ( J)	 .GE * 	0 . 0)	 GO	 Ta	 37S 9ILOA670
®ETA	 s BETA	 ♦ 03Q0T(OUMMY(J)*.2 ♦ OUMMV(K).*2) -	 RIL006A0
375 CONTINUE OIL00640





If(	 SY M 	)	 PO TO SAO	 - SIL00740
CALL	 EQUATE(B,N8,0UMM Y,N8) 91	 00750
N18M+l_ MIL00760
J142	 s	 N1	 +NB(1) 9IL06770
N3	 r	 N2	 ♦ 146(1) SIL00740
_ NEVL	 s N ®(1) SIL00790
CALL	 EIGEN ( NS(1),NB (I ) . OUMMY,GUMMY ( N1)#DUMMY ( N2),ISV,ILV , V,DUMMY(NRILOOAOO
13)PIE RR ) 91L008t0
.IF(IE RR	.EQ,	 0)	 GA	 TO	 450 StL00420
CALL
	 L NCNT(3)	 --	 - BIL00430
PRINT	 4 00oIERR 4ILOO840
u00 .FORMAT (.//,'	 IN AILIN,	 TNE__ j l4e'	 EIGEN_VALUE_ OF 	 8 NA3 NOT BEEN FOUNKILOOASO




CALL	 NOR MS(NEVL,NEVL,NEVLoS t IERR,BETA1) 81L008AO
BETAis2,*RETA1 RILOO890
GO TO 485 AIL00910
450 CONTI NUE SIL00910







	 + NEVL	 a t 91LO0930




CO	 s	 O1)MMY(J) •OUMMY(N1) 4IL00Qh0
_
IF CCO	 .EQ.	 0,0 ) -. GO	 TO _465	 _ BIL00970_	 _	 _













-GO TO 495 -	 9IL01010
465 CONTINUE
	
_ _-- •---..___ - 01L01030
SETA!	 s	 0.0 AIL61m5n




	 +	 1	 - 1 9ILO1070
K	 s N2 +	 1	 -1 SILOIO81
_.IF(DUM M Y(J) .GE.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO 47_5 9IL01090








485 CONTI NUE ►+t1411ur




IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 520 BIL0121('





PRIN T 	 515,RETA _	 -	 9101??_"
515 FOR M AT(//o'	 SETA	 s	 '•Elb * 8#/) 9IL012V
520 CONTINUE 41LO1240
A-36 MIL0125r
N1	 2	 N.i RILO1Ph0
-b




CALL 3CALE(OU MMYrNAp0UMM YrNA,.1,) 9ILOt24n
__L '_-NA (1 )	
-.- -
8IL0t300
- - - ------....._ _-_--














OUMMY(L) a SETA • AM BIL013SO
-






	 + N STLO1380
CALL	 EG(JATE ( C,NCrOUM M Y ( N2),NOU M )	 _ RiLO1390
NDU M (2)a NDUM(2) ♦ NAM RIL01400










IF(	 .NOT,	 SYM	 )	 GO	 TO 600 RIL01440^3



































CALL UNITY( DU M MY ( N3),NA) BILO1460
N4 a N3 + N BIL01470
NDU M (2). _ a 	 NDI) M(2) ♦ 	 N4(1 L BIL014An
-	
-... _
N5	 a	 N4	 +	 NA(1)	 _._	 _-_.	 _.._-.—	 __-•	 -- _ _	 HILOt49n





IF(	 IERR	 .Etl.	 t	 )	 PRINT	 625 9IL01530
C A LL_ EOUATE ( OUMM Y ( N1) l NA.OUMMY,N 4) 
-
 8ILn154n- --	 _ _
--	
-
CALL EGUATE(DUMMY(N2), NC, C# NC)
_ -
	 -9TL'01550
CALL	 TRAN P (0UMMY,NArDUMMY(N1),NA) BILOIS60






CALL 3CALE(OUMMY(N3)rNC # CrNC # GAM) 8IL0t5 Qn
1600
-9I-L0161
CALL	 SU M (D(J MM Y # NA # C # NC # OU MMY(N1),NA,IOPTT,SYM,DUMMY(N2)) BIL01620
GO	 TO 700 ATLO163M
CONTINUE  BILOt640
Nu	 s N3 +NA(1) BILO1651
IFAC a 0 BIL01660_
CALL GELI M (NAC-17	(1)# NA ) _rOU M  _MY ,NDUM(2)rDUMMV(N1)#DUMMY(N'3)-IF4C,DUMm13YL01670
tY(N4),IERR) 91LO1680
IF(IERR	 .EG.	 1	 )	 PRINT_ 625 91LO1690
F0 9 M AT ( //r • 	IN	 BILIN,	 THE	 MATRIX	 ( BETA ) I	 A	 IS	 SINGULAR # INCREA381LO1700
tE	 BETA	 #) 81LO171n
._CAL_L	 EGUATE(DU MMY(N1),NA,OU MMY,NA) BILO172(^
CALL EGUATvCOOMMY(N2).NCrCrNC)_____--- 	 ----- - -----..,-------91LOt730
X1 2	 a	 `^	 +	 N - BILO174M
CALL
	
EGUATE(B,N9#0UMMY(N1) 0 NH) BIL01750
CALL	 E0UATE(B,N9 # OUMMY(N2)r-N8) BIL01760
CALL	 SCALE(DU MMY(Nt)rNB,IJUMMY(N1)rNBr•1.0) 9ILOt77n
La•NH(1) BIL01780
NAX=N9(1.) _ 	 --	 -	 _ _	 -	 BILO17on
0065nI	 =1,NAX BIL01900
L=L	 + NAX	 +1 9%011
	
10
1_t	 a	 L	 +	 N	 --	 -	 - BILOta2n
M1	 a	 L	 +	 P12-1 BILOI S30
nUMMY(Lt)a	 BETA-	 4'L) 9IL01.94n




N 3 	a N? +	 M	
P'-3
7 AIL01980



















1P CALL	 EOIIATE(DU uM Y(N3),ha ;l) I JMM Y(N1),NR) 8I1.01Q00
t CALL	 TRANP(DU MMY(N2),NS,DU MMY(N3),NS) 	- SIL01910
1 CALL	 E00ATE (DUMM Y (N3),N9,OUMMY(N;-A ),N8) 9ILO192n
192 CALL	 TRANP(C,NC,DUMMY(N3),NOUM) AILOt930
19l NSDIJM	 s	 NDUM(?)	
_	 __ _-_ _-.._ _	
-.	
SIL01940
t q NnUM(2)s	 NDUM..2)	 ♦ 	 N8(2) SILOt9SO
1 Q 5 - IFAC	 a	 0 BIL01960
1 CLL N4sN3+NC(t)•NC(2)
	 - 4IL0t970
1 e N5zN4+NB(1) 9ILOI48M
19 CALL
	
GELIM (N9(1)kNB(1)oDUMMY(N1),NDUM(2), DUMMY (N2)•OUMMY(N4)plFAC,91LOt94A
1Q9 I DUMM Y ( NIS),IERR) HIL0200n
2t IF(IFRR	 ,EG,	 1	 )	 P R INT	 675 9IL0201n
2c 675 FOR M AT(ii, , IN 	 BILIN,	 THE	 MATRIX	 (BETA)I	
- A	 IS	 SINGULAR, INCREASE9ILO2020
202 1	 BETA	 ') AIL02030
2( CALL	 TRANP (DUMM Y( N 2),N8r0UMM Y(N1),N9) RILM2040
2(
-- 
.	 NOUM(2)2 NSDUM  BIL02050
205
_._	
-	 --	 -	 —	 --
CALL	 TRANP(DUMMY(N3),NOUM,C,NC)	 --	 - 81LO906A
20 CALL	 SCALE(C,NC,C,NC.GAM)	 . RIL02070
2(21 -N2	 s	 N	 ♦ 	 M	 ♦ 	 J_	 _ _ AIL020AMCALL
	









2t2 CALL	 PRNT(C,NC 0 4H 	 X	 ,t) 41LO2130




SURROIITINE	 5AR STA( ArNA,B,NB,C,NC• IOP,SYM•EPSA,EPS8.OU MM Y) , AA R OOOtn
I MPLICIT REAL*6	 (A-H •0-Z) BAROnO20
2 DIMENSIO N 	A(1)r8(1)•C(1),OUMMY(1) 9AR00030
DI MFNSION NA(2),Ni(2),NC(2),NOU M 1(2)• NOU M2(2)•NOU M 3(2), N DUM4 (2) SAR00040
LOGICAL	 SYM	 --	 -	 - -	
-	 _...	 _
- -SAR00050
I F	 (	 Io p 	.EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 250 BAR00060
6 _ IF(.SY M )	 GO	 TO	 100 - BAROnO7n
CALL LNCNT(3)	 - 8AR0009n
PRINT 50 8AR000g0
Q _.	 50 FORMAT .(//, •	 LINEAR	 SOLVER
	
AX	 +	 X8	 s C	 •)_ EQUATION AAROOIOn
CALL	 f3 RNT(A,NA,+IH	 A	 • 1) 8AR00110
CALL
	
P Q NT(8rNR,4H	 9	 r1) 9AROO12n
' GO	 TO	 200 AAR00.3n
13 100 CONTI N UE	 - SAR00140
CALL LNCNT(3)
i. -- -	 .--PRINT -P I 	 150	









CALL	 PRNT(OU MM YoNOUM1.4H 8	 •1) BAR00190
,4 200 CONTINUE	 -
	 ._ _	 _	 -- -- -----__ ._
	 _	 -
RAR 0020n




I ' 250 CONTINUE
	
- - -	 ----_	
—._	
-- --- 9AR00230
23 CALL	 EQUATE(A, N Av0U M M Y•N DU M 1) BAR0024n
2 ; N1s(NA(1) **2)+1
	-
.Ii _---	 -	 -	
_	
-
N2aN1 +NA(1) -1 8AR002430
ed 00	 300I=N1• N 2 BAR00270
27- __ _.... DUMMY (I) so.0_ BAR0028M
ti 300 CONTINUE BAR 0024M
I) C BAR00300








^j1=NOU M t(1). *NOUMI(2)+1 - _ - gAROn34n
3n CALL NULL(DUMMY(N1)•NDUM2)^------- 	 ----	 ------	 ---- - -	 4AR003SM
LUz(NA(I)+1)**2




37 CALL	 EQUATE(OU4M Y(LU),NOU M 30DUM MY,NOUM1) BAR00380










EQUATE(q,N9 ► OUMMY(LU),NDUM2) 9AR1043M
-3 Mt=LU+NB(1)**2 8AR00440
vU M2:141+N8(i)-t 9AR00450
,._ D0U'.I0I =MI,M2 RAR00460
D"J"MY ( I )=0.0 6AR00470
U7 400 CONTINUE BAR00480
i5 C BAR004QO
-J) NOUM 2(2)= NDL' N2(2)+1 BAR00500




-	 -	 -	 -	 -
BAR00521l
M1sNnUM2(1)*N0UM2(2)+LU BARnn530




JUXTR ( DUMMY ( LU),NDU M 2,DU MM Y( M t),NOU M 3,DUMM Y ( M 2),NOU M U) RAP00560
C A LL	 EQUATE(OU MM Y(42),NDU M4,DU MM Y(LU),NOU M 2) BAR00570
.5!_ 'asN9(1)+	 1	
-	 _	 -	 -	 -	 ---	 -	 -	 -
BAROOSAn
-58 LN9	 s LU R JQ0o59n
-1
0 LU	 =	 LU	 +	 (NB(1)+1)**2 BAR00600
) LV	 =	 LU	 +	 NA (1)**2 9AROn610
h1 CALL	 AXNXQ ( UUIAMY,DUM'Ai'(LU),N%(1)rNrNA ( 1),DUMMY ( LNB)rDUMMY(LV)rNB ( 1AAR0062n





6 SOO CnNTINUE RAR00660
CALL	 TRANP(nUMMV#NOU!N1,OUM-MY(.Lv)OCUM2) BAR0067n
-- -- -- -- --- ---
CALL EQUATE(OU MM r(LU),NDUM 2,DU MM r,NOU M I) 9AROn6An




	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 700 9AROn72n
_ C.ALL..LNCNT(3) - -- --_-__--	 --__. _—_--
	_ 
RAP0073M
73 POINT 650 RAROO?UO
1 650 FOR M AT(//,*	 IN	 8ARST4,	 EITHER	 THE	 SU R ROLITINE	 AXPX8	 OR	 ATXPXA OARAROM750
1S UNAALE	 TO REDUCE






'	 I ... 7AO.,.C,0 N TINVE._    AAR0079079 C
­8 A0008n0
	
n	 IF( IOP .NE. 0 )	 CALL PRNT(C,NC,uH X 01)
	
RAR0081 0
- -----0 ET I J R N 	 —_ —_ _ -- --
	 - -- ---- - —__ ... 
	








I MPLICIT	 REAL*8	 (A-H,0-1) TES0002M
2 DIMENSION	 A(t ),Ok)4MY(1) TES00030
-	 -
_DI M ENSION	 NA(2),NOUM1(2)J_NPU M 2 ( 2) ---





► - LOGICAL	 DISCrSTASLE
-	
-- TES0005M








CALL	 EGUATE(ArNA,DU 0mY,N A ) TES0009n
Nix






ISV	 a	 0 TES0012r
12 _ CALL	 EIGEN ( NA(1)#NA ( 1),OUMMY,OUMMY ( N1),DUMMY( N2),ISV,ISV,V,DUMMY(NTES0013p
1 3 13)rIFRR) TESOOtur
NEVL	 a	 NA(1) TES00150




lb CALL	 LNCNT( 4) TE90017P
1 PRINT
	 100,IERR TESOOIAr
100-FO RM A T ( //j'	 IN	 TESTSA,	 THC !-pI5p•_EIGENVALUE_ OF—A –HAS	 NOT BEEN FO	 TES00190
1 q IUNO	 AFTER	 30	 ITERATIONS • ,/) TES00200
I RFTURN TES0021r
1—C TE90022r
2 200 CONTINUE  TES00230
23 NOUM1(t)	 a	 NEVL TES0024C
cl _ NnUN'1 (2)	 a	 1 TESn025c,
3 CALL	 JUXTC(DU'' MY(Nt),NOU M 1rnUMMY(N2),NOU M 1•DUMMY,NDU M 2) TESOn2br
26 C TES00270
17 _ I.F( - DISC	 )_GO	 T0_ . 4100	 -_--	 - TES00 2 809 ._ __ _	 __..^_. _ __—_._... 	 _.__.-OQ	 300	 I a t rNEVL --	 --- - TES00240
14 IF(	 DUMM Y(I)	 .GE,	 A LPH A 	)	 GO	 TO	 600 TES0030"
0 _	 300





2 400 CONTINUE TES0033





	 I= t r N E V L -	 — T E S 0 0 3 5 n
5 K	 a	 I	 + NEVL TES0036^
38 LzN	 +1	 -1 TES0037m
7 DUMM Y(L)	 a OSNRT((DU MMY(I)**2)+(DUM MY(K)**2)) -	 TES003Ar
A 500 CONTINUE TESe03gr
1 9 C TES0040r
40 --
_
1F '(	 DU MM Y(L)	 .GE,	 ALPHA - i— GO -TO- eon -- ---------------- -	 ---	 TEW-illt,
I C TWOU2r2 550 CONTINUE TE9e043
413 STABLE	 a.TRUE. TES0044
4 600 CONTINUE TES0045t




47 PRINT	 700 TESeOUP.-
A 700 FORMAT(//,'	 P R OGRA M 	 TO	 TEST	 THE RELATIVE	 STABILITY	 OF	 THE MATRIX	 ATESOOu4
4 1',1) TE90050
50 CALL.	 ORNT(A,NA,4H	 A	 ,l) TESO451




- ----	 _	 - - TES0053'
33 750 FOR M AT'//,'	 EIGENVALUES	 OF	 A	 ',/) TES0054
54 CALL	 PPNT(DU MIA Y,NnU ti'2,41HF-VLAr1) TES0055
IF(	 .NOT„	 DISC	 )	 GO	 TO	 850 TESne56
1
5
b CALL	 LNCNT(U) TESn057
57 PRINT	 800 TE3005F
8 800 FOR M AT(//,'	 MODULI	 OF	 EIGENVALUES	 OF	 A', /) 	-	 - -- - TES005Q
'^9 CALL
	
PRNT(OUM M Y(N),NOU f^t 1 4H r40DA,t) TES0060
b0 C A_41 TESembl
61 950 CnNTINUE TES006?
12 CALL	 L'NCN T ( 4 ) TES0063
3IF(3TAALE) PRINT 900•ALPNO	 TFS0064M
64	 IF( • NOT. STABLE) PRINT 950•ALPNA	 TES00650
r,	 vao FORMAT (// t • ^taTRlx o	 I3 STABLE R EL4TIVE TO • •E16.8 ./) 	TES0066M
^i	 950 FQRMAT (// , •
 MATRIX A I3 UN3TABLE RELATIVE TO • ,E16.8 •/) 	TES0067M
b/ C
	 TES00690
b A 	RFTURN	 TES0069n






















*11	 SU RROUTINE EXPSER(A,NA,EXPA,NEXPA,T,IOP,OUMMY
1	 IMPLICIT RFAL * 8 (A•M,O-Z)
Ot MENSION A(1),E XP A(1),OUMMY(t)
	
S __ __?LMEN -S- IO N NA ( 2)rNEXPA(2)	 _ --
u	 COMMON/CO`1V/SUMCV*RICTCV,SERCV,MAxBUM
5 C
_ _ _ N s NA(1)	
—	 - -
L s (N* *2) + 1





3	 AfIAA a !NAA*TT
2	 ANAA a OASS(ANAA)
15 —
- _ 	 IF ( ANAA ,GT , 1 .E • 15 ) GO TO _100
-
6	 CALL UNITY(EXPA,NEXPA)





,.1	 CALL NORMS(N,N,N,A,IOPT,ZERO) 	 -_
22	 ZE.ROsZEPO/ (2. * *47)	 ^. - - ---- - -------
1
3 	 CALL TRCE (ArN4, TR)
u	 TO a TR/N
25	 00 200 I s 1 r.N
^6	 M 2I + N*(I.1)
1 L_	 A(M) s A ( M ) • TR




1 CALL	 NORMS(N,N,N,A,IOPT,COL) 	 -
32 TOPT	 s 3






 - ---	 -A r I 0 R M	 s R O w_
435 IF(	 ANORM	 ,GT,	 COL	 )	 ANORM s COL
36 TMAX	 s	 1./ANORM
7 Ks	 0
8 300 CONTINUE




__ — —_----- ---CONTINUE
1 K=K+1
42 TT	 =	 T/(P**K)
43 IFC	 K	 .	 1100	 )	 300,700,700
1
14 350 CO N TINUE
15 SC a TT
46 CALL	 3CALE(A,NA,A,NA„TT) - --	 --- --------
CALL	 IJNITY( EXPA , NEXPA)
1,
17





53 S	 S	 1./'I
	
lu	 CALL SC,ALE (EXPA,NEXPA,OU44Y(L),NA,S)
	.;5	 CALL ADD(DUMMY(L),NA,DUMMY,NA,EXPA,NEXPA)
	




'8	 IF( TOT .GT. 1.0 ) GO TO 5nO
	
39	 IF( DELTiTOT .LT. SFRCV )	 GO TO 600
	
60	 GR TO SSO
	
1	 500 CnNTINIIE	 A-43
	


































































I^ CALL EQUATE(EXPA, NEXPA,DUMM Y,N A) EXPOO650
b5 Ii	 s	 iI	 •	 1 EXPOO660
y GO TO 400 ExP0Oh7rI C _ .
	 _	 -_	 _ EXPOObBr
8 600 CONTINUE EXPOO69P
h 9 IF(	 K	 )	 625rb75,b50 EXPl07An
1
) 62S CONTINUE	 - -	 EXP0071n
1 CALL	 LNCNT(i) EXP0072m
72 -. _PRI_NT 635	 _ E XPOn73M






76 650 CONTINUE EXPOOT7r
1
7 00 660	 I
	 210K EXPO07ar
0. _ TT _=_2*TT F_xP007or
7 q CALL
	
EOUATE(F_XPA,NEXPA,DU MM Y O NA) 	 _	 -	 - -	 ExPOOAor
CALL
	
EnUATE(OU MMY,NA,OUMM Y(L),NA) EXP0081r
11
0




A3 T s	 TT FXP0094r
I
4  6.75.. CON TINUE
 
ExP0085r
' S 9	 s	 I,/SC EX P O0a 6 r
86 CALL	 SCALE (A # NA, A,NA,9) EXP00871





M	 a	 I ♦ 	 N#(I.1)	
_	 -- EXPOOBgr





	 _ _-. __-- _	 _ _
- IF(	 MAe9(A(M)j	 .LE,.ZERO.),_ A( M)	 =	 0.0_ -_
-.	 _	 _	
EXP0091('
1 685 CONTINUE EXPOn02r
^2 C EXP0093r
Q3 __ TRsTR*T_
	 _._ 	 __-- -.	
- --
EXP0094r
3	 a	 OEXP (T ') EXP0095r
I
4
s CALL	 $CALE(EXPA,NEXPA,EXPA O NEXPA,3) EXP00a6r











	 _	 _ _-- -	 _	 _ -._
EXPO 100
100 PRINT	 750 EXP0101-
,l
it 750 FOR M AT( 'ERR^1R	 IN	 EXP SER,	 K	 a	 1000	 •) EXP0102
.2 _ RETURN EXPO103
1111 3 C EXPO ln4
4 900 CO N TI N UE EXP0105,






!n7 PRINT	 825 EXPninA
j




j9 IEPIE3	 METHOD	 '/) -	 ExP011m
110 CALL	 PRNT O A,NA,4H	 A	 01) EXP0111
CALL	 LNC I IT(3) EXP0112
1
1
.2 PRINT	 a50,T ExPo11?
113 850 FOR M AT(/'	 T	 -	 0 0 016. 14/) EXPO11!^
^t4 CALL	 PRNT(EXPArNEXPA,4HEXPAr1) EXP0t19
. 5 RETURN	 - E X P 0 t 1 F
i 6 Ehln FXP0117
r
A-44
SUBROUTINE	 EXPAOE	 ( MAX,	 N. Av .j A r	 IDIG,	 WK • 	 IERR) EXP00010
I"APLICI•T	 REAL * 9	 (A-H.O - Z) EXP00020
DI MENSION	 A(MAX,N) , EA(MAX,N) , WK(N,1)•C(9) EXP00030
3____ REAL*u -_SDjGCVALOGI .O	
__^..  EYP00040
IERR s 0 -EXP00050
C CALCULATE NORM OF A EXPOOO60
6 __ ANOR M = 0.
_ 
^ _  EXP00070
DO	 10	 I=1, N -EXP06080
t S : 0. EXP00090
DO5 J=IvN EXP00100
10 —_	 S =- S ♦ DABS(A(I.J))
	
— --- ---- -- -----
-EXPOWII'O"
5	 CONTINUE EXPOO120 
IF (S	 .GT._ ANORM_), 	ANURM s 9_y	 _ _	 _	 _ 	 T_ 	 _ -	 EYPOO130
13 10	 CONTINUE EXPOO140







16	 C **r* ^EkPO•i170
17 DIGC = 24.*DFLOAT(N) EXP00180




20 IDIG :	 15 -	 IFIX(ALOG10(SOIGC)	 ^	 9 5) EYPOO210







2 C **** E-XP00 2 30
23 M = 0 EXPOO240
^4, - 
.IF (ANORM .LE._1.) GO TO27 	 _ EXPO0250	 A
5 FACTOR =2.
__ __.__.,____EXP00260
eb DO	 15 M=1,46 EXP00270
.—
.LE._FACTOR_)	 GO TO ?0 
.IF-..(ANoRM	 _	 !— — EXPOO280
8 FACTOR r FACTOR*2.
_,—
E1(P002Q0
_9 15	 CONTINUE EXP00300
30._
--
__-_ . GO_ TO -125.
	
-	 --- _^.--- —	 —.—_. G (J`f'^.	 -	 -- -	 ----EXP00310
1 20	 CONTINUE	 rs^'4;^	 _ .-
t-1r
EXP00320
2 C ****	 G EXP00330
















--37 A(I , J)	 r:	 A(l#J) / FACTOR EXP0038(
8 25	 CONTINUE EXP0039(
9- EXP0040(
00	 C **** -" EYP004-f(
i	 C SET COEFFICIENTS FOR 	 (9,9)	 PADE TABLE ENTRY EXPOO42(
2—C * **-_*-	
__ _—	 _.—	
------- ----- _ _+ __ --E
u3 C(l) _ .5 `—EXPOOtIU(
04 C(2)	 =	 1.1764705882352D-01 EXPOO451




.46 C(4)	 = 1.7156862745098D-03 EXP "-47I
47 C(5)	 =	 1.?2549419607840 - 04 EXP00481





	 _ .-^. EXPOO491___ _---
^9 C(7)	 = 2.2u4a875386051D-0 T-	 - -^- EXPOOSOi
SO C(8)	 = 5.1011080422A45D-09
51 C(Ql--11__	 .=_5.6b78.478247605D EXP0052i	 a_.—_._
i3 C CALCULATE PADS NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR BY COLU MNS EXPOO54
54 _C EXP0055
-55 NP1	 a N+1 EYP0056
;b NP7 = Nf7 EXPOO57
57_— _-_... DO	 95_J=1,N 	
-	 —	 -	 --	 ---
EXP0058
----
	 ------; 8	 C **** EXPO 05 9
;9	 C COMPUTE JTH COLU MN OF FIRST NINE POWERS OF A EXPOO60
60	 C- .-**** __	 _	 ..__	 _. __	 EXP0061
-00 35	 I=1,N	 A-45 EXP0062
^ 52 S	 c	 0. EXPOO63
' 3 -__ -.	 -.	 On	 30	 L=f r N	 _	 -	 -	 - EXPOO640
4
-
S	 a	 8	 +	 ACIrL)*A(LrJ) EXp0065C




WK (I rNPf ) ._a	 g_  EXPOO67C
7 35 ^CONTINUE
.	 _
-	 - *-^	 -	 __-- ` -EXP00 b9C




0 DO	 45	 Izl # N  -	 EXP0071C
1 S	 a	 0. EXP0072(
7.2____	




S a 3 +	 A(IrL) *WK(L ► K)	 -^ E XP0074(





CONTINUE 	 - y-'- - -- EXPO077(
7 C	 **** EXP0078(
8_C-- - -COLLECT TERMS FOR JTM COLUMN OF NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR EXP0079(
% 0 DO 85 I a 1rN EXP0061(
. 1 -_-V= 0.	 _ E X P 0 0 6 2 (
b2
- _ —__	 _
0U a	 . EXPO-0e31
Ft 3 00 65 L a te@ EXP00841
, 4--_ ._.-- - - K	 a .. N+9-L_ EXPOOSSi
v5
_	 _.	 _-_.- _-_--
	
-
KNf	 z K-N+f EXP00861
96 P	 a	 C(KN1)*WK(I.K) EXP00671
•7 S = S ± P	 _	 ^+ EXP00881
e IEO a M00(KN1 0 2) EXP00891
89 IF	 (IEO.E0.0)	 GO TO 55 EXP00901
°0------------ -	 U = U ' p EXP0091it --____-_ -_---- --	 ----	 --.-.-.	 __..._TGO TO 65 -EXP0092
a2 55 CONTINUE EXP0093
93
_	 U	 =	 U.
	+..P_   EXP0094
+4 65
_^.._	 _	 .__ .	 - - _--	 _	 _	 _
CONTINUE
	 -•- EXP0095
is P	 =	 C(1)*A(IrJ) EXP0096
94__. S	 a_S	 + P _ EXPOO97
')7 U = U - P EXPOO96
+8 IF	 (I	 .NE.	 J)	 GO TO	 80 EXP0099
99 S a	 S	 +	 i. EXPO 100M
)1 80 CONTINUE EXP0102
J2 _ EA (I^8-J)=
	
^ EX'^0103
03 WK ( irJ) =!U	 ----	 ---^	 --- iEkP01-64
)4 85 CONTINUE EXP0105
)5 95 CONTINUE EXP0106
17 C CALCULATE NORMALIZED EXP(A)	 BY	 WK * EXP(A)	 = EA EXPOto9




	 -	 ---` `EXPO1.10
10 IF	 (IERR	 ,NE.	 0)	 GO TO	 130 EXP0111
tl-. _ • __. IF	 .E0.	 03	 GO	 TO	 130_("	
_	 ___ .___ __ _ - _
	 -.	 __	 _ .__-.	 ___	 _-
EXPOI12
:2 C **t* - EXPO 1-13
13 C TAKE OUT EFFECT OF NORMALIZATION ON EXP ( A) EXP0114
14 C **** EXPOI15
l5 66--f 2 'o K=I,P	 - -	 -_- ---	 ---
16 n0	 t10	 I = 10N EXPOI17
17 DO	 110	 Jul F N
   
ExPOlIA
16
_	 _	 _S _
	
0. _. -EXPO 1-19
J9 DO	 105 L =1rN EXPOI20
20 S	 =	 5	 +	 EA(I,L)*EA(L,J) EXP0121
2 1_
_
-_ 105 CONTINUE	 --	 -	 -	 - EXP0122
?2 WK(I.J)	 a	 S EXP0123
23 110 CONTINUE E"P0124
?4 DO	 115	 I=1 r N	 A-4b EXPOI25
?5 DO	 115	 J=1vN EXP0126
I -






t9	 120 CONTINUE EXPOI290









_1	 C	 ••rr EXPOI320
3Z___	 ____Do l 22 I r 
1 p N-'--~	 — --	 '-
 
E XP01330
"3 DO	 122 J s l•N ExPOl340
4 A(I,J)	 z	 A(I,J)•FACTOR EXPO13SO
35-122 CONT INUE  EXP01360_
z b GO TO 130	 -- ------
_ --_	
---	 EXPOI31C
7	 C	 •+► •r EXPOI38C
jS	 C_ -.__ NORM_ 	OF A	 IS EXCESSIVE EXPO139C
0	 125 CONTINUE EXP0141C
L EXP0142(
42 C rrrr —E'WP6143(
"3	 C EXIT ROUTINE EXP0144(














SV9 R OO T I N E	 EXPINT( A O N At8 O NBtCpNC , T,IO P oD U'MM Y) EXPOC
1 ImPLTCIT	 REAL*A	 (A.M,O • Z) E X POC
2 014ENSION	 A (1)0e(1),C(1)•0U MMY(1) EXPOO





5 N	 :	 NA(1) EXPOO
(Nsr2)t1 
	 _.-	 _._	 _	






8 NC(2) s NA W ExPOO
_ .9 ___N@(I) .s_.NA(1)	 _ --	 ---	 -- -	 --- -_	 --- -- -	 -EXPOO
10 N8(2)	 s NA(2) ExPOO
11 TT s T EXPOO
__	
_ EXP00
13 IOPT s t— -EXPOO
14 CALL NOR MS(N,N,N # A,IOPf,COL) EXPOO
15 ^IOPT -8 _3_ _ _ _ _ EXPOO
16
_	 —	 --
CALL NORMS(N#NpNrA O IOPTeROW)
_
^0P60
17 ANAA s COL EXPOO





19 TMAX : 1. /ANAA	 -	 ^	 -
_
—E x1*0Oi
20 K s 0 EXPOO,
__21	 1.00
_LONTINVE_- - -- -- EXPOO;
22 IF(	 TMAX	 TT	 )	 125r 150 # 150- 	  --- —	 EXPb(P,
23 125 CONTINUE EXPOO.'
-- 
24___ _.. !(_ s- K t _.1 -
	 -- - ----,^._---
	 --	 -- --	 -- — -- -- --
	
E xPOOi
25 TT s T /(2**K) E XPDOi
26 IF(	 K	 -	 1000	 )100 # 600,600 EXPOO;
—27__C EXP00i
28 150 CONTINUE- EXPOOi
29 SC = TT ExPooi
_30  CALL	 SCALE(APNAPA#,NAPTT) 	 ^- .	 _	 _. EXPOO?
31 CALL UNITY(9,NB)	 = EXPOO?
32 CALL SCALE(e,NB,DUMMY,NB,TT) EXPOnl
33- .._._—•	 S	 s	 TT /2.	 --	




-^34 CALL	 SCALE(A.NA,DU MMY(L)•N A rS) EXPOO]
35 II	 = 2 E XP003
-
36----- .
  CALL	 ADD(DUMMY,NA^DUMMY(L)oNA^DUMM Y_(L)P NA ) EXP003
37  CALL	 ADD(A,NAV8vN8,0UMMYtNA)
_ 
_ EXP003
39 CALL EQUATE(ArNA#CpNC) EXP003
f
3 9 ?u000NTINUE_ EXP004
AO
_
CALL MULT(ApNApC,NCr8,N8)	 --	 --•	 ^-- l '— EXP004
41 S	 s	 1./II EXP004





44 CALL M AXEL(C,NC,OELT) EXP004
_45 TOT
	
1.0	 )	 GO TO 300
--I-F-(	 _.GT.  EXP004
46 4IF( DELT/TOT .LT. SERCV )	 GO TO	 00	 i EXP004
47 GO TO 350 EXPOO4
413 300 CONTINUE EXPO04
49--'- -- IF( ' DELI
	
.LT.	 SERCV	 )	 - GO	 TO - 400	 __	 _.	 _ ._	 -- -	 EXP005
50 350 CONTINUE EXP005
51 S	 TT/(II	 +	 1) EXPOOS,
52------ CALLSCALE(C.NC.B•NRpS)--	
--_ -- _-^ _	 _- ----	 _-	 --- -_..._	
---EXP005'
+53 CALL	 ADD(8•NOoDUMM Y(L)•NOIDU MM Y(L)tNB) EXPOO54
54 CALL	 ADD(C•NCrDU MMYoNCv0UMMY,NC) EXP005'
. 
55 II	 =	 II	 t	 1	 -- -	 EXP005^
56 GQ TO 200 EXPOOS'
57 C EXP005,
58	 _ 400 CONTINUE EXP005c
59 CALL	 EQUATE ( DUM M Y, N8r 8, N8 ) EYP006(
EO Ir(	 K	 )	 425,500,450 EXP0061
of 425 CONTINUE -	 -£XPO06i
62 CALL LNCNT (i ) 	 A-48 EXPOO62
3 PRIP'T	 43S EXP0064C
4 435 FOR M AT ( •	ERROR	 IN	 EXPINT • 	 K	 15 NEGATIVE. • ) EXPQ065(
65 RETURN EMPOO66C
^b C_...__ EXP0067(
7 450 CONTINUE EXP006Af
08 DO	 475 J	 s	 I•K EXPOO69C
69 TT	 s 2 • TT EXPOA?O(
0
_
CALL	 E0UATE(9•NB.DUMMY • NA)	 -
_
IXP0071c
1 CALL	 M ULTCDU MM Y•NA,OU"4 "4 Y(L).NA•C•NC) EYP0072(




__ _	 _	 ___
CALL MULT(DU M4Y•N8•DUM M Y•NB•B•NB) EXPo07w
4 475 CONTINUE EXPOOTS(
75




1 7 500 CONTINUE EXP0076(
, 8 . .CALL -E DUALE(DUMMYSL),NC.•C•NC)— EXP80791
79
^`_!
s	 s	 1,/SC —YXP0*680(
k 0 CALL	 SCALE(A•NA•A•NA•8) EXP0081(
11 c EXP00621





93 CALL LNCNT(5) EXP00644
34w_._P.RINT__ SS0..r- EXPoossf
65 550 FORMAT (//• l 	COMPUTATION OF	 THE MATRIX EXPONENTIAL	 EXP(4-w1r)•,—//,•^+4EX0008b,
86 1ND	 ITS	 INTEGRAL OVER	 (0•T)	 BY	 THE	 SERIES METHOD	 ••/) EXP0087,
i7 __ CALL_PRNT(A•NA•4M Ar1) -_	 ____^	 __ EXP0088,




)0-__515. FORMAT (/•!_	 T	 =	 • oD16.8v/) 
	 _	 _---_..
_ _—_EXP0091,
?I CALL	 PRNT(B•NB,4HEXPA•1) EXPOOQ2




?4 C - EXPOO95
45 600 CONTINUE EXPOO96
96 _. _. _.__ CALL LNCNT C 1 )	 _	 -_-_-- --	 - -	 _ _- - _ - _	 e- EXP0097
?7 PRINT 650 EXP0098
a8 650 FORMAT(	 •	 ERROR	 IN	 EXPINT,	 K	 =	 1000	 •) EXP0099
99 _ RETURN 
	 _...	   	 _ _	
EXP0100





0 SUBROUTINE	 VARANC( 6 # 'JA t G,NG,O , NG,w,Nh,IDENT , DISC , IDP ,DU IIMY ) VAP0001i
1	
_
I`"PLICIT	 REAL* A 	(A-N,0-Z)	 -- VAR00021
2 DIMENSION	 A(1),G(I),G(1)pw(1),DU MV Y(1) VAR6',13
3­ DIMENSION	 NA( 2),NG ( 2),NO(2),Nw(2),NDU v 1(2)rIOP ( 3) ► IO PT (2)
-
VAR0004
4 LOGICAL	 IDENT,DISC,SY M -	 VAR0005
5 COMMON/TOL/EPSAM,EPSRM,IACM VAR0006 
IF(
	
)	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 100
_IOP (1	 _ VAR0007
7 CALL LNCNT(5) --VAROOOE
e IF(	 DISC	 )	 PRINT	 25 VAR0009
_9_ ^.. IF(	 .NOT.	 DISC	 )_ PRINT_ 3S	 _
-
VAROn10
1 0 	 25 FORMAT ( A !,'	 PROGRAM TO SOLVE -FOR THESTEADY -STATE VARIANCE MATRIX•VAROOII
1 IF /,,*
	
FC -;	 A	 LINEAR	 DISCRETE	 SYSTEM • ,/) VAR0012
&Z 	 35 • FOR M AT( //,_• PROGRAM TO SOLVE FOR THE STEADY - STATE VARIANCE MATR I M OVAR0013
13 1,/•'
	
F OR A LINEAR CONTINUOUS 9Y3TEM'r/)
	 _
-VAR0014
.4 CALL	 PRNT(A,NA,4H	 A	 01) VAR0015
.5	 _._I.F (—. NOT. - IDEN. T	 )	 GO . TO	 SS _`__.— VAR0016
16 CALL LNCN T( 3) VAR0017
17 PRINT 45 VAR0018
l8.	
_^5_FO RM AT( /,'_G	 ; S. , AN._._IDENTITY_ MATRIX - ',/)	 --_	 -	 _	 _-_--	 -- VAR001 9




	 5S CONTINUE VAR0021
'_L..__-_	 tALL_PRNT(G,NG,4 H_ G	 #1) _.	 ._._ __`_-•-  	 _..__- _ __._..	 VAR0022
22	 6S CONTINUE '-VAR0023
?3 IF	 (	 .NOT.	 IDENT	 )	 GO TO	 85 VAR0024
?4 ___ CALL-LSICNT(3)	 _ 	 ^'.....	 _._. _._	 -_-. 	 _	 _  VAP4025
?5 PRINT 75 `VAR0026
26	 75 FOR M AT ( / r' 	INTENSITY MATRIX FOR COVARIANCE OF PROCESS NOISE •. /)	 VAR0027
? A	85 CONTINUE VAR0021
29 CALL PRNT(G,NO,uH	 0	 ,1) VAR0030
VAR0031
51	 100 CONTINUE	 - '"0032
32 IF(	 IDENT	 )	 GO TO 200 VAR0033
33	 _ _ .. CALL MULT(G,NGpGeNO,DU MMY,NG) ,_, _ __VAR0034
34 N1	 =	 NG(1)*NG(2)	 +	 1 VAR0035
35 CALL	 TRANP(G # NG,DUMMY(N1),NDU M 1) VAR0036
3b- CALL MOLT(DUMMYeNG#DUMMY(N1)#NDUMIrOtNO) _	 VAR0037
37 C VAR0038
38 'A'F(	 IOP M	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO TO 200 VAR0039
39--- - - --CALL— LNCNT (3.)_. 
	_ 	
_..	 -- —	 --- -	 — — --._ __. _ . _ _








43	 200 CONTINUE'' vAR0044
44 IF(.NOT,	 DISC)
	
CALL	 SCALE(W,NW,W,N W ,- 1.0) 	;,: VAR0045
45— IOPT0).	 =	 IO P.(2)._ 
	
.	




-46 IOPT(2)	 =	 1 -J^ 41,1 VARp0^7
47 SYM = .TRUE. VAR0048
4 8.._	 __	 _._IF( - DISC	 )	 GO	 TO	 300	 _	 _	 _	 _ 	 .^`' _- __ VAR0049
49 IF(	 IOP(3)	 .E0.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 250 VAR0050
50 CALL BILIN(A,NA,A,NA,4,Nw,IOPT,BETA,SY M ,DUMMY ) VAR0051
51___.___._ GO - J.0-400	 -._._	 - . -_-.--_ 	 _ vAR0052
52 C
53 250 CONTINUE
5.4 CALL	 RARSTW( A,^iA,A,NA, VJ,NVI,IOPT,SY M •E P S A ,EPS A , DUMMY ) VAR0056
55 GO TO 400 VAR0057
56 C VAR0050
57 _ —_300 CONTI NUE	 _	 _	 _ _ _ ._	 -  VAR0055
-58 CALL EGUATE(A,NA,OUM M Y,NA) VAR006C
54 N	 =	 NA(1)**2 VAR0061
M,1	 :	 N	 +	 1 VAR006i
61 CALL	 TRANP(A,NA,DJ MMY(N1),NA)	 A-50 VAR0n6?
62 N2 = N1	 + N VAR0064
F'







66_ _-- -IF(. I0 P (1) .ED, _^	 RETURN	 VAR0061
b'7	 C A LL LNGNT (3)	
--	 -- — - - ------- ----- - . _
	
VAR0064
b0	 PPINT 450	 VAR007(
69_. AS FORMAT(/, • VARIANCE M ATRIX _'^.C)-- --.	
- -	 ___ --- ----- VAR007'






7.2_ __.. rRETURN _ 	 _—^ 	 VAR0074
73	 END	
—_.. _	 --	 _  
	









0—^^ S ►► HR6utINF
	
CTRQL ( A, ► ,i A, EipN $3 , CpNC,IOP,IAC,IRANKPDJ 04Y) CTROAO
1 IMPLICIT	 REAL *8 	 (A. ►-,0•Z)
_
-	 CTR000
2 DIMENSION	 A(i),B(t).C(1),DU M0 Y(i) CTR000
__3 _	 _OIMENSION_ NA(2),NEi(2)pNC(2)?NV_(2),IOP(5) CTR000
4 N	 n	 NA(1)*N9(2) CTR000
5 N1	 = N ♦1 CTROOO
N 1 +N C TR000
7






8 J	 =	 I CTR000
__9 _G
_	 _.	 _--	 —_	 _.-
  CTRO01
10 CALL EOUATE(B,N8pOUM 4Y(N2).NV)
,
CTRO01
tt CALL EouATE(8,NB,oUMMY,N8) CTRO01
-_12_LOL__CO 1q TINUE___	





14 CALL JUXTC( DUMMY(N2),NVpOUM MYCNI),NB#C P NC) CTRO01
-1 	  CTRO01
16
_	 _	 _ _




18 C ALL_E0UATE (OUMMY ( N1) _pN.BtOUMMYfNB)	 , 	_	 _
—	
CTRO01
19 CALL EQUATE(C,NCrDUMMY(N2)•NV) CTR002
20 J x J +	 1 CTRO02
_21	
_ GO_TO_ 100_	 _	 _	 __	 _ CTR002
22 C CTRO02
23 200 CONTINUE CTRO02
-2/4 C	
- -
	 -- - -	 -- - --- --
	
41^ T R 0 0 2_C
25
_	
_- -	 _. __
IF(IOP(1)	 .E0,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 300 CTRO02
26 CALL PRNT(A,NA,4H	 A	 ,l) CTRO02
_2T________CALL PRNjfB^NB^4 ►^ - H _ ^1) CTRO02
28 CALL LNCNT (4)  CTRO02
29 PRINT 250 CTR003
_3Q_-_-_.250 FORMAT(//,'	 THE MATRIX C	 IS THECO_NTROLL A BIL_ITY MATRIX FOR THE	 A/CTRO03
31 18	 PAIR',/) CTRO03
32 CALL PRNT(C,NC 1 4H C	 ,1) CT0003
_33 C CTRO03
34 300	 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 RETURN - 	-- -'---	 -'-	 _.._ ..__	 _^.^__..a__. --^ -CTRO03
35 NOS = 0 CTRO03
36- IOPT = 2 CTRO03Y
37	 K	 c	 NC(2)
	
-	 - --	 -- - CTRO03
38 NC(2)	 2	 NB(2) *(NA(2)•NB(2)+1) CTRO03
3 Q N =	 *NC(2)_NC(1)_ _CTRO04
40 CALL TRANP_(C,NC,DUMMY,NV) — CTR00-4
41 NC(2)	 = K CTRO04
42 N1	 = N +	 1 CTRO04
41 3
 __,_,_ N2	




44 CALL	 SNVDEC(IOPT,NV(1),NV(2),NV(1) ,NV( 2)sDUM ►NY#NOS#B,IAC#ZTEST,DUMCTRO04
_4 5 1 MY(N1),DUMMY(N_2)rIRAN_K,ApIERR) CTR004	 j
46 IF( IE RR _-^E0, 0 ) G0 TO-3y0--	 -	 `^--^` CTR00"
47 CALL LNCNT(5) CTRO04
48 IF(	 IERR	 .GT.	 0	 )	 PRINT	 310,IERR CTRO04	 k
49 IFt	 IEPR	 . -EQ,	 -I ' ) - PRINT - 320 0"   	 ZTEST,TRANK	 -	 --	 -+ -	 MOOS
50 310 FORMAT(//,'	 IN CTRQL,	 SNVDEC HAS FAILED TO CONVERGE TO THE ',I4,	 •CTR005
51 1	 SINGULAR	 VAL6E AFTER 30	 ITERATIONS ') CTR005
52 320 FOR M AT(//,'	 IN - CTROLr	 THE MATR 'IX'SUBMrTTED TO_SNVDEC USING- ZTEST-=CTR005
53 10.D16.8,'	 IS	 CLOSE	 TO	 A	 MATRIX	 WHICH	 IS	 OF	 LOWER	 RANK • ,/,' IF THE CTR005
54 2A000RACACY	 IS REDUCED THE RANK MAY ALSO BE REDUCED • ,/,'	 CURRENT RACTR005
3NW	 a ► , I4) 	 _ __.__	 _	 _ -CTR005





59 IF(	 IO P (3)	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 400 CTRO06
60
 CALL	 LNCNT(6) CTRO06
61 -----'---PRINT
  350,ZTEST,IRANK CTRO06
62 350 FORMAT(//,'	 BASED ON THE ZERO-TEST	 '016.8,' THE RANK OF THE CONTRCTRO06
®-52












	 _  CTRO
67
_	 _
CALL PRNT(DU MMY(N1),NV,IOPT,3)	 " ` CTRO
69 C CTRO
_- 69_-__400 I F (	 IOP(4)	 JQ.	 O_ )	 RETURN---. CTRO
70 N	 x	 NA (1) **2	 _ -	 -- -	 _	 -	 --	 - ---- CTRO
71 CALL	 E0UATE(DU mMY(N2),NA,DUMMY,NA) CTRO,
US








	 ___ —._CALL TPANP(DUMMY,NA,DUMMY(N2),NA) CTROI
76 CALL EDUATE(DUMMY(N2),NA,OUMMY,NA) 	
_
CTR01
77 CALL MULT(DU MM Y.NA ,DUMMY(NI),NA,DUMMY(N2),NA) CTRO(
^is-
-
_CALL`MULT.(DUM ^"	 ,rv_A_^9,r^8,DUMMY_(N^),NB) 	 _ CTRO(
79 C ^C TRO1
80 IF(	 IOP(5)
	
.EO.	 0	 )	 RETURN CTROf
—_81_.—C f,_ :._LNCNT_(5)
82 PRINT 500 ! CTROf
83	 500 FORM AT( / / r' 	 CONTROLLABILITY CANONICAL FORM	 • P / f'	 '	 (V TRANSPOSE) A CTROC
—
85 CALL	 PRNT(DUMMY(N2),NA,IOPT,3) CTROC
86 CALL LNCNT(2) CTROC+
PRINT. 510
—	 — 
-^88	 510 '-'FORMAT(/, •	(V	 TRANSPOSE	 )	 8	 ') CTROO
89 CALL PRNT(DUMM Y(Nl),N6,iOPT.3) CTROO
^_9.0 ('4LL _ LNCNT C2 ). ^_._
	 __ __ ___^^_
^- --^
CTROO
91 ---- _--_--_—PRINT 520 C T R 0 0
92	 520 FOR M AT(/,'	 V	 TRANSPOSE') CTROO





_ _ 3 6




22 CALL PRNT(A,NAr4H A 01)
23 CALL PRNT(8vN8,4H B ,i)
2 4 .NE_. _. l ) _.AND ._( I Of (i)_.NE._0)
-
25 CALL LNCNT(3)
26 IF(	 IO P (1)	 . EO.	 0 ) PRINT	 140
_.EO.	 1 ) PRINT-.160_—
28 140 FORMAT(//r'	 H	 IS A NULL MATRIX	 •)
24 160 FORMAT (// r'	 H	 IS AN IDENTITY	 MATRIX	 0)
. -GO _TO	 200 . 	_ --
31 180 CONTINUE
32 CALL PRNT(HrNHr4H H it)
_33 __-200 CONTINUE
34 IF(	 ( IOP(2)	 .NE. 1) AND.	 ( IOP(2)	 .NE.	 0)
35 CALL LNCNT(3)
_36 - _ IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EQ.	 0 ) PRINT 220
37 IF(	 IOP(2)	 . E CG.	 1 ) PRI04T	 240
38 220 FORMAT(//,'	 G	 IS A NULL MATRIX')
- 39 ___240 _FORM A T( // r'. G	 IS .,AN IDENTITY MATRIX')
40 GO TO 280
at 260 CONTINUE
4Z____ CALL PRNT(GrNGr4H G_ r1)---.	 --	 ---_
43 280 CONTINUE
44 CALL PRNT(F,NFr4H F it)
45._._-- ._IF(- (IQP(3)	 .NE.--_O).-.AND..(IOP(_3)	 oNE.__1)
46 CALL LNCNT(3)
47 IF(IOP(3) . E0.0)	 PRINT 285
_48. ____IF(IOP(3).Eo.l) PRINT 290 -	 — -- _
49 285 FORM AT(//r'	 V	 IS A NULL MATRIX•)
50 290 FORMAT(//,'	 V	 IS AN IDENTITY	 MATRIX')
_51 -_.	 .. GO - TO	 300.--
52 295 CONTINUE
53 CALL PRNT(V,NV,4H V ,1)
54_C_'__
55	 300 CONTINUE
n SUBROUTINE	 TRNSIT ( ArNA,B , NB_,H,NHoGeNGrF , NF,V,NV , T, X ,NX,DISC , S TA SL TRN00(
I - TPNOO(
2 IMPLICIT	 REAL+8	 (A.H 2 O•Z) TRN001
DI MENSION	 A(1),B(1),H(1),G(1),F(1),V(1),X(1),DUMMY(1) TRN00(
4 DIMENSION	 NA;e) ,NB(2) ,NH (2),NG(2) , NF(2),NV ( 2).NX(2 ) rT(2)•IOP ( 4)—'TRN00(




7	 -	 - N	 s	 NA(1)*NA(2) TRN00(




N2 =	 N_±	 N 1.^.__
	 _ ______	 _.	 __-----	 -•-__-.	 _-.	 -- ----_ ___.__ _^-_.
TRN001
lO N3 = N ♦ N2 TRN001
11 N4 = N ♦ N3 TPNO01
-- 12 a N	 4- - -	 --	 __- -N5
TRN001
----





16	 IF ( DISC) PRINT 100
	





20	 120 FORMAT(//,' CO MPUTATION OF
56	 C ALL
.57.-










TRANSIENT RESPONSE FOR THE DIGITAL SYSTTRN001























































	 a	 T(2) TRNOO
64 IF(-IOP(3)	 .NE.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 315 TRN00
65 CALL	 EXPSER(A,NA,DUM m Y,NA,TT,IOPT,DUMMY(NI)) TRNOO 







68 CALL	 EXPINT(A,NA,DU MMY,NA,DUMMY(Nl),NA,TT,IO P T,DUMMY (N2)) TRN00
69
 -_ CALL	 MOLT(DUM MY(Nl),NA,8,NB,DUMMY(N2)p N B) - 	_ , _	 - _ TRNOO
70 IF(	 IOP(3)	 .NE.	 1	 )	 GO	 TO	 325 TRN00
71 CALL	 EQUATE(DU 4MY(N2)rNB,DL'MMY(Nl),NX) TRNAO
-.72_-- .. - GQ	 TO	 400__ _
	 - _.	 ._ 
	 -  	 _ _ -- ---.-
-TRNOO
73 325 CONTINUE	 - -TRNOO
7u CALL	 MULT(DU MMY(N2),NB,V,NV,DUMM Y(N1)• N X) TRNOO
_7 5._.-_ _ GO_ TO	 400 _-
	 -- ---	 -----_-_	
_..._ _	
------ - - - -	 -
TRNOO
76 350 CONTINUE TRNOO
77 NMAX	 =	 IOP(4) TRNOO
-Z9-CALL EQUATk (A, NA p DU M Yj NA)-___	 _.-._ TRN00
79 IF(	 IOPf3j .EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO 400 —TRNOb-
EO CALL MULT(B,NB,V,NV,OUMMY(Nl),NX) TRN M








83 CALL L NCNT( 4) TRN001
_Qu  PRINT 420	 _	 !	 _	 _	
-
TRN001
85 420 FORMAT(//, t	STRUCTURE OF PRINTING TO FOLLOW',/) TRNOO,'
86 CALL	 LNCNT(6) T RN001
_87
_._ aPINT 440__	 T•
..	 .-_	
-	 --- - — - - ---	 --- --
TRNOO!
88 440 FORMAT( • 	TIME OR STAGE	 • r/•'	 STATE - X TRANSPOSE	 FROM DX = AXTRN001
89 1	 + 8U',/, 0 	OUTPUT - Y TRANSPOSE - FROM Y : HX + GU 	 IF DIFFEPENTTRNOO(
q . Q - _ - _ 2_^ROM X •, /,! __ . CONTROL - U TRANSPOSE - FROM U = -FX 	 + V •. //) TRN00c
91	 C TRN00c
92 K o 0 TRN00c






96_ 450 CONTINUE TRNOOq97 ___ IF(
	
K	 SGT,	 NMAX	 )-GO-TO-800 _ ...
	




99 CALL	 MULT(F,NF,X ? NX,OUMMY(N2),NV) TRN005




CALL	 MULT(DUM M Y,NA,X,NX,DU MMY(N3),NX)	 - TRNOIC
O1 IF(	 IOP(3)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 475 TRN010
.02 CALL	 ADD(DUMMY(NI),NX,DUMM Y(N3)PNX,DU MM Y( N 3), N X) TRN010
103 u7^ CONTI N UE
-__._ 	^_----
TRN01.0
1 04 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 525 TRN010
05
 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EQ.	 1	 )	 GO	 TO	 500 TRN010
406 - CALL MULT(G,NG,DUMMY(N2)rNVeDU MMY(N4),NDUM l)	 -	 - TRN010
107 GO TO 525 TRN010
08 5_0_0_ CONTINUE TRN010
09
_ _	 _ _	 _	 _
CALL EQUATE ( DUMMY ( N2)rNViDU MMY ( N4)p NDU M 1)	 -'^	 y	 -`	 -'-TRNOII
110 525 CONTINUE TRNO11
'1 I
 
IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 575 TRNOII
12
_
IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EQ.	 1	 )	 GO	 TD ' 550	 V	 - - TRNOII
113 CALL	 MULT(H,NH,X,NX,DUMMY(N5),NDU M 1) TRN011
114 GO TO 575 TRN011
15	 550 CONTINUE __ -TRN011
.16 CALL	 EQUATE(X,NX,DUMMY(N5),NDUM I) TRNO11
117 CONTINUE TRN011
18 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO ­ TO	 600	 _ TRN0111
19 IF(	 I0 0 0)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO TO	 700 TRN0121
120 CALL	 ADD( DI,JMMY( N4),NDUMl i DUMMY(NS),NDU M I,DUMM Y(N4), N DU M I) TRN012
'21
_
GO	 TO 700	 -	 - -._-TRNO12;
22 600 CO N TINUE TRN012'
123_ IF(	 IOP(1)	 .NE.	 0	 )	 C A LL	 EQUATE ( DUMMY ( NS)rNDU M 1 , DUMM Y( N4 ), N DUM I) TRN0121
12u	 C TRN012'
25 700 CONTINUE	 _ TRN0121A-55
12  CALL LNCNT(5) TRNO
127 IF(,	 NOT.	 DISC	 )	 GO	 TO	 720 --	 TRNO'
128 PRINT	 710,K TR N O'
_12Q _ 710 FORMAT(////,IS)_ TRNO'




131 720 CONTINUE TRN01





133 PRINT	 730,TI M E TRN01
134 730 FORMAT(////,D16.7) TRN01
135 —740 _CONTINUE
136 CALL	 TRANP(X 0 N x,DU 0MY(N 5), NDU M 2) TRN01
137 CALL PRNT(DUMMY(NS) ► NDU42•LP3) TRNO1
138__.. (	 ( TOP (2)	 . EO.	 0)	 .AND.	 (	 (_ IO-P(1-)-_,.E04	 0)	 .OR.(IOP ( 1)	 EQ._--- - IF 1)	 )TRNO1
139 1)	 GO TO	 750 TRNO1
140 CALL TRANP(DUMMY(N4%pNOUMI#DUMMY(NS)rNDUM2) TRNO1
14.1__ CALL PRNT(DUMMY(NS),NOU M 2^L^_3)	 __,•_^   TRN01-
142 750 CONTINUE TR401
143 CALL TRANP(DUMMY(N2),NV,DUMMY(NS),NDUM2) TRNO1
X4-4-__ CALL	 PANT (D .UMMY_( . N5_)_ F NDUM2,L. -3) _-__---	 _	 _-_	 _.	 - _ -- --  TRN01
145 C TRNO1
146 CALL EOUATE(DUMMY(N3),NX,XtNX) TRN01
147 K_ : K +_1__ 	_ 	 _	 --- __.	 __-•- -_•	 TRN01
148 GO TO 450 ^`TRN01
149 C TRN01








152 CALL SCALE(F,NF,F,NF,-1.0) TRN01
1.53._-- IF.( - .NOT.	 STABLE	 .OR.-IOP(3)- .EO,	 0	 )	 GO TO 900_	 F	 _ _	 TRNO1
154
,__.
IF(	 IOP(3)	 .EO.	 1	 )	 GO TO	 820 TRN01
155 CALL MULT(8,NOpV,NV,DUMMY,NX) TRN01'




1S8 CALL E0UATE(8,N8,DUMMY,NX) TRN01'
159- 840 CONTINUE - 	_ 	 -	 _	 _ TRN014
160 IF(	 .NOT.	 DISC	 )	 GO TO	 860 TRN01i
161 CALL UNITY(DUMMY(N1),NA) TRNO1(
162 CALL	 St)ST(DUMMY(N1),NApA,NA,A.NA)_ TRNO1!
163 86O CONTINUE TRN01f
164 IFAC = 0 T RNOlf
165 GELIM (NA(1)rNA ( 1)VAtNX ( 2_),DUMMY •FDUMMY ( N1),IFAC#DUMMY ( N2),IERRTRNOIE_-.CALL
_
166 1) TRN01t
167 IF(	 IERR	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO TO 880 TRNO16
16.8 LNCNT (3)	 _	 __ _	 _
v
_.C A LL TRN016- ._
169 IF(
	
.NOT.	 DISC	 )	 PRINT 865 TRN017
170 IF(	 DISC	 )	 PRINT	 870 TRN017




173 870 FOR M AT(//,'	 IN TRNSIT,	 THE MATRIX	 I	 -	 (A-8F)	 SUBMITTED TO GELIM ITRN017




75 GO TO 900 TRN017
176 880 CONTINUE TRN017




,79 PRINT 890 TRN018
180.- 890 FORMAT(////,'	 STEADY-STATE	 VALUE OF	 X	 TRANSPOSE') TRN018
Al CALL TRANP(DUMMY,NX,DUMMY(N5),NDUM2) TRN016





- — -84 900 CONTINUE TRN018
A5 CALL	 E(JUATE(DlJMMY(N6),NA,A,NA) TRN018
86 C .	 TRN018
1 P7 RETURN	 A-56 TRNOM
88 FND TRN018'
0 SUBROUTINE	 SAMPL(A,NAp9 # NOp0rNO,R,NR,w, Nis ,T,IOP, DU MM Y ) SAM00,_
1 _ IMPLICIT	 REAL*8	 (A-H2O-Z) S AMA 0
2 01""ENSION	 A(1),A(1),0(1),R(1),w(1),DUMMY(1) ^AMO4^
_ 3-- NA(2),NB ( 2), NG(2) • NR(2),NW ( 2),IOP ( 2), N DU M ( 2) SAM004
4 COMMON/CONV/SUMCV,RICTCV,SERCV,MAXSUM	 -	 -	 - '^ -SAMOOI
5 IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 100 SAM00f
0	 C_ _ _ SAM00l
7 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .E0,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 50 SAM00f
g C SAM00(
_ 9___ _. - CALL
	
LNCNT_(5 ). 3AMO01
10 PRINT	 25 SAM001
11 25 FORMAT(//,'	 COMPUTATION OF WEIGHTING M ATRICES FOR THE OPTIMAL SAMPSAM001






13 CALL	 PRNT(A,NA,4H	 A	 01) SAM001
14 CALL	 PRNT(B,NB,4H	 8	 ,1) SAM001
-1 5 	CALL LNCNT (3) ____.-	 —_	 _ SAMOO 1
16 PRINT	 35 SAMA01
17 35 FORMAT-/,-	 CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE 	 INDEX WEIGHTING MATRICES' • /)	 SAM001
1.9_ _CALL_PRN'1'(n,N7)pUH 0	 , l )-__._-_ _  __-.._..._	 _ SAM001
19 - RCALL	 PPNT(R,NR j4Hr1) SAA002
20 CALL LNCNT(3) SAM002
_21_,_ .-PRINT,- 4 5-o T_
	... 	 - --	 _ __
w_	 SAMOO2
22 45 FORMAT(/,'	 SAMPLE	 TI M E	 _	 ",016.8,/) SAMOO?_
23 C SAM002









— --- ----	 -----
25 C SAM002
26 50 CONTINUE SAM002
CALL_LNCNT(B)_ SAM002
28 PRINT 75 SAM002
29 75 FOR MAT(//,'	 COMPUTATION OF THE RECONSTRUCTIBILITY GRAMIAN', /, • 	FORSAM003
30__^_ --THE	 ( A , H )	 SYSTEM OVER	 THE	 INTERVAL	 ( O,T)	 ',/,'	 THE	 MATRIX 0	 IS	 (SAM003
31 2 H	 TRANSPOSE	 )	 X H',//) SAM003
32 CALL	 PRNT(A,NA,UH	 A	 ,1) SAM003
.33____. CALL	 PRNT (Q, NA, UH	 Q	 r 1 )._ _
	
___.. _ 	 ..	 _--	 _.._- .--
	 --
SAM003
34 CALL LNCNT(3) SAM003
35 PRINT 85,T SAM003
36	 _._. 85 .FOR M AT(/,*	 T	 n	 '01698,0._  SAM003
31 C SAM003
38 100 CONTINUE SAM003
39_C--- -	 -•	 -- -----__.._..-_ ^,-_^ _. _	 ______	 - ----._^._^. _._._	 SAM004
40 -NA(l)N s SAMOOV
41 L	 =	 (	 N**2) SAM004
_42 N 1	 L . +__ 1 _ -- _ -^	 _ _ 	 __. _ ..-__.._.	 _ _._-_	 _	 _-. __- ___..-- _ --- -- - _	 SAM004 
43 N2 s N1 + L SAM004
44 TT	 = T SAM004'
SAM0044
116 IOPT	 2	 1 SAM00w,
47 CALL	 NORMS(N,N,N,A,IOPT,ANORM) S AM 00 4 1
IOPT__= 3 SAMp04'
49 CALL	 NORMS(N,N,N,A,IOPT,ROWA) lSAM005'(
50 IF(	 ANORM ,GT.	 ROWA	 )	 ANORM = R04A SAMp05'
51 G,^ __	 ___. ___	 _	 _ SAM 005;
52 IF(	 ANOPM	 .LE.	 1.E-15^)	 GO	 TO	 900 SAM005:
53 C SAMOOSi
54__- _ TMAX	 =	 1.0/ANORM-- -- _ SA M 0o5'
55 K = p SAM005t
56 C SAM005^
57_	 -_-125 CONTINUE	 _._	 _	 _ _ --	 - --_--	 _--	 SAM005I
58 IF(	 T M AX	 -	 TT	 )	 150,150,240 SAM005(
59 150 CONTINUE SAM006(
60 ___ K	 =	 K	 +	 1 SAM0061
61 TT	 s	 T/(	 2**K)	 A-57 SAM006;
62 IF(	 K	 -	 1000	 )	 125,800,800 SAM0062
r
63. C _	 _	 _.	 __ _	 _ _ _ .	 ___.	 ___ SAMOC
64 200 CONTINUE SAMOC
b5 C SAMOC
67 SC : TT SAMOC
68 CALL	 SCALE(ArNArArNArTT) SAMOC
69
-- --	
--CALL SCALE(OrNOrOrN4rTT)  SAMOC
70 CALL EQUATE(GrNG,DUMMYrNG)' SAMOO
71	 C SAMOO
72._._. IF.(	 IOP(2)	 . 9 NE4 _0 	 )__.GO T0__500 _	 _._ 	 _.__._,---•- .._  _.. —	 SAMOO
73 C SAMOA
74 225 CONTINUE SAMOOSAMOO
-76 I	 s	 I	 ♦ 	 1 SAMOO
77 F	 1.0/II SAMOO
-_ 1&-----CALL- .SCALE- -CAI I04rF)	 _ _ __ - _	 ___ SAMOA
79 CALL MOLT(DUMMYrNAvOUMMY(N1)rNArDUMMY(N2)rNA) SAM00
80 CALL TRANP(OUM14Y(N2)rNAtOUMMY(N1)rNA) S AMOO
B1 CALL_AOD_(OUMMY_IN1)_rNAr^UMMY^it 2)rNAtDUMM^rNA) _ _-----	 — —_	 SAMOO
82 C SAMOO
83 CALL MAYEL(GrNOPTOT) SAMOA
_B4 —CALL .MA)(.EL(DU MMYrN A.rDELT.). --
85 IF(	 TOT	 .GT,	 1.0	 )	 GO TO	 250 SAM00
8b IF(	 DELT/TOT	 .LT.	 SERCV	 )	 GO TO 300 SAMOO
--8 L­ -G!? T 0 2 7 5 
	 -- -- ---	 -C'^--	 -	 - - — _-- -_-._. ---	 SAM00
88 25O CONTINUE SAM00
89 IF( DELT	 .LT.	 SERCV )	 GO TO 300 SAMOO
_9p _-27 C_0_N TINU E
__
SAM00
91 CALL	 A DO(Go N Or DUMMY rNArOrNO) SAMOO
92 GO TO 225 SAMOO,SAMOO'
- 94 + _ ._300 CONTINUE SAM001
95 C SAMOO,
46 ^F(	 K	 ^Ef^.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO 400 	 _





^97 N 3 s N r 	 + L	 -- SAM0 0 4
98 G a	 1.0 SAM00'
99 IDPT s 0 _	 SAMO1
-1- 60
_
EYPSER(ArNArDUMMYrNArGrIOPTrDUMMY( N 1)) SAM011
101	 C SAMO1I
102 350 SONTINUE 	 -^ - _	 SAM011
103
_
IFC	 K	 .EO.	 0- )	 GO TO 400 -MOB-(S A





107 CALL MOLT(GrNO V OUMOA YrNArDUMMYCN2)r NA ) SAMO1(
108_ CALL MULT(DUMMY(N1)rNArDU MM Y( N 2 )r NArD UMMYC N31r NA ) SAM01C
109 ^—
_
CALL	 ADD (OrN GrDUMMY(N3)r N ArOrNO)	 "— 5AM0T-1
110 CALL MULT(DUMMYrNArDUMMYrNArDUMMYCNI)rNA) SAMO11







113 GO TO 350 SAMOII
11. 4 	C .._	 _	 _..- —__--	 - SAMO_l!
l ! 5 400	 CONTINUE	
. ---.—_ _ SAMO 1"1
j116 S =	 1.0/SC SAM011









IF(	 IOP(1)	 .ED.	 0	 )	 RETURN	
r^3 . SAM012
,20. __CALL PRNT(GrNGr4MGRAMrI) SAM012
121 RETURN SAM012
22 C SAM 012
.23 CONTINUE__500 SAM012
124 CALL	 SCALE(8rNBp8vN8vTT)	 A-58
SAM012
25 - N3	 N2 + L • SAM012
F+
12e N4	 s. N3	 ♦ 	 L SAM012
127
_	 _	 _
NS a NO	 ♦ L S AM012






r 130	 525 CONTINUE
 SAM013
131 i I	 a	 I	 2 3AM013
132__—__._ .I_ a 	I	 +	 1	 _-
 SAM013
133 F	 a	 1 . 0 /I I
-- 3AM013
134 CALL	 SCALE(A,NA,OUMMY(NI)rNA,F) 344013
_135___._ CALL _TR A N P (DUMMY(N1) O NA,DUMMYCN2)oNA) SAM013
136
_	 _
CALL MULT(DU MMY► ,NA,DUMMY(N1),NA,DUMMY(N3),NA)
	 —	 a SJM013
137 CALL TRANP(DUMMY(N3) # NA,DUMMY(N1)rNA) 9JM013
.138.x....._









140 CALL SCALE(DUMMY(NS)rNW,OUMMY(N1),NW,F) SAM014
14L IF.(_I..NE.—I _)60 -TO_S_5Q_ SAM014
142 CALL EQUATE(DUMMY(N1),NW,W,NW)
143 CALL EQUATE(DUMMY(Ni)rNW,DU MMY(N6),NW) 3AM014
_144____CALL_ ADD(QrNQ ► DUMMYfNQ .VO,N Q).
-------	 __
SAMOip
145 GO TO 525 3AM0-1''Ij
146 C SAM014
14.7_559—C0NTINUE_ ^
	  _	 _ _ _ 
_ _. 
_3AM0Ib
148 CALL MULT(DU MMY(N2),NA,DUM MY(Nb) ,NW,DUMMY(NS),NW) SAMOi^




152 CALL MULT(DU MMY(N2),NDUM,DUMMY(Nb)rNW,DUMMY(N3),NR) SAM015
_L53	 __ CALL_TP ANF( DUBIMY(N;)_,NR,DUMMY(NS)rNR) 
	 _ _ SAM015
154 CALL ADD(DU MM Y ( N3),NR , DUMMY ( NS)rNR,DUMMY ( N3)rNR)
	 -	 -^- -^ SA
­
MO15
155 CALL EQUATE(DUMMY(N1),NW,DUMMY(Nb),NW) SAM015
156-___.____IF( _
	
I	 . N E.	 2	 )	 GO TO 575 SAM015
157 CALL
	
ADD(Q,NO,DUMMY,NQ,Q,NQ)	 - `	 SAM015
158 CALL	 ADDfW,NW,t1UMMY(N1),NW,W,NW) SAMOIS
1.59_
	 .- -CALL FOLIATE(DUMMYCN3),NR,DUMMY(N4)vNR) SAM016








163 --	 -	 -^CALL MAXEL(O,NQ,TOT) -	 SAM016
164 CALL M AXEL(DUMMY,NQ,DELT) SAM016
.165_._.__. _IF-L TOT	 . GT,	 1.0	 )	 GO  -TO	 -80	 _ _ _	 _ SAMo1E
166 IF( DELT/TDT	 .LT.	 SEPCV	 )	 GO TO 595 
_	 _
 SAM016
167 GO TO 595 SAMOt6








170 IF( DELT	 .LT.	 SERCV	 )	 GO TO 585 SAM017
1.7.1__ __GO_.T_0. 







173	 585 CONTINUE SAM017.;
174_	 __CALL M AXEL(DU MMY(N4),NR,TOT) . _ 	
_ -	 ^. SAM017
- — 
-175
._	 __.	 _	 __--_-.	 __ _.CALL MA XEL (DUM M Y (N3) rNR,DELT)
176 IF(	 TOT	 .GT.	 1.0	 )	 GO	 TO 590
 .; a
SAM017
177______ --IF .( - DELT/TOT	 .LT, _ SERCV	 )	 GO TO 600 SAM017






179 C SAMOIe	 11 J
180_	 590 .CO N TI NUE SAM018	 a
;181
_












185 CALL	 ADD(1N,NN,DUMMYfN1),NWrW,NW) SAMOIA
186_ _CALL	 ADD(r)U MM Y( N 4), NR,DU M MY(f43),NR,DU MM Y(NU),NR)	 - gAM018
187 GO TO 525	 A-59 SAM018
1 88 C SAMO 1 e
IR Q 	600 CO N TINUE	 -4t AMA
190 IF(	 k	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 700
191 G	 s	 1.0
19 2— -__._...._ I O P T s r
193
. __	 _	 _
CALL EXPINT(A,NA,DUMMY,NA,DUMMY(N1),NA,G,IOPT,DUMMY(N
1Q4 CALL	 mUL'r(DUMMY(N1),NA,B,r48,nUMMY(N2),NB)
1 9 5.- _ CALL..EQUATE(DU4MY(N2),Nd,DUMMY(N1)•NB)
196 C
197 650 CONTINUE
14-5 —_ _-_-_ I F ( K	 J0 9- 0	 ) GO -TO
199 K	 s K	 w	 1	
—	 --.700-----.—.	 --
200 CALL MOLT(O,NO,DUMMY,NA,DUMMY(N2),NA)
_2. ____CALL TRANP(DUMMY,NA,DUMMY(N 3),NA)





205 CALL MULT(DU MM Y(N_3),NA,DUMMY(N2),NB,6_UMMY(N5) 1, •NS) - '-
206 CALL MULT(DUMMY(N3),NA,W,NW,OUMMY(Nb),NW)















217 CALL MULT(DU MMY,NA,DUMM^(Nf),NB,DUMMY(N3),NB)
_








225	 _ _ CALL	 ADD(R,NR,DUMMY(N4),NR,R,NR)
226 CALL	 SCALE(W,NW,w,NW,2.0)
	 -
227 S s	 110/SC
?29 _ CALL	 SCALE(o,NA,A,NA,S)
229 CALL 	 SCALE (g,NB,B,NB,S)-






?34 750 FORMAT(/, #
	DISCRETE PERFORMANCE INDEX WEIGHTING MATRIi
235 CALL	 0RNT '(O 0 N O, 4H 	0	 # 1)	 ------	 -_— ._	 _ -- ___--
236 CALL PRNT(W,NW,4H W	 ,1)
?3 . 7	 _
_
CALL PPNT (R, NR, 4H R
	 1)
?38
...	 _	 _	 ._._
RETURN
239 C
X 40 800 CONTINUE








X 47	 - CALL	 SCALECQ,NQrQ,NQ,T)
1 48 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .NE.	 0	 )	 GO TO	 925
X49 IF(	 IOP(1)
	















































































25u CALL	 SCALE(w,'JW,W,Nw,T) SAMO2
255 _  CALL	 TRANP(B,NH,DUMM Y,NGUM)
 SAMO2
i	 256 CALL mULT (DUMMY ,NDUM,A, No, DUMmY(N1),NP) '__ — 
_SAMO2
257 TT	 s	 T/3. SJMO2
_256. _ CALL	 SCALE(DUMMY(N1),NR,DUMMY,NR,TT) SAMO2
259 CALL
	
SC A LE( R ,NR, p , NW, T) __	 __ .	 ._ .	 _ _. SAMO2
260 CALL
	
ADD(R,NR,DU MM Y,NR,R,Nk) SAMO2
_..261.











_CALLALL PRNT (Q, NQ, uN Q__,_l i SAMO2
2b5 CALL PRNT(w,NW,4m w	 11) __.__ ____	
-JkMO2
















0 0r N0 , ►+, ,, p ,NRpF , NF•IO P , OU yM Y)SURROI I TIPIF	 PRFFIL ( A,Nh # 9,Nd	 hv_ r PaEOI
1	
_
IMPLICIT	 PEAL*4	 (A-H•O-Z) P4EO(
1 DIMENSION PREO(
_ 
_	 3 DIMENSION	 NA(2),NB(2')•NO(2)•NW(2)•N P (2), NF (2'•IOP(3 )	 _,.___ PREO(
4 IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 100 PREO(
5 CALL LMCNT(S) PREO(
6 PRINT 25 PREOC
7	 2S FORMAT(//r'	 PROGR: M TO CO MPUTE P R EFILTE R GAIN f	 TO ELE M INATE CR03PREO(
8 13-PROCUCT	 TE RM	 '•/,'	 IN QUADRATIC	 PERFOR M A NCE	 INDEX	 • r/) PREOC
9 I F (	 IO P (3)	 .EO.	 G	 ',	 GO	 TO	 50_A PREOC_
10_ CALL	 PRNT (ArNAr4H	 A	 01)
11 CALL	 PRMT(6rN8r4H 8	 r1)
12.__..5 0_ CONTINUE PREOC
13 CALL PRNT(O,N g r4H 0	 01) PRE00
14 CALL	 PRNT(WrNWr400, 	W	 01) PRE00
_-1S
	






17	 100 CONTINUE PRE00
.___1.D CALL. TRANP(W,NWrF•NF) — 	 _ .	 ---.._...	 .	 _	 _ _	 —. PREOA
19 CALL SCALE(F,NFrFrNFr0.5) PRE00
20 CALL	 EOIJATE(Rpf4RVDUMMTrNR) PRE00
—2L 1 OPTXO _...._ 	 . _ ,r 	 _ _ __ _. ___ 	 _--	 — — _ _ _ PRE00
22 IFACmO PRE00
23 N1sNR(1)**2+1
__24	 _ NR(1)_M_m	 _	 _ PRE00
25 CALL SYMPDS('^rMrDUMMY•NF(2)•FrIOPT•IFAC,DETERMrISCALEoDUMMY(N1)i1EPRE00
26 1PR) PRE00





28 CALL LNCNT(4) PRE00
29 PRINT
	 150 PRE00
..30_--150 FORMA T (// r'	 IN PREFILr	 THE MATRIX R - IS NOT	 SYMMETRIC POSITIVE- DEF/PRE00
31 1NITE•,/) PRE00
32 RETURN PREOO.
33 -.C._	 _ _.	 _ _ --	 PRE00'
3u	 200
-	 --	 _	 _.
CONTINUE PREOn:
35 IF(	 I0P (2)	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 300 "E00:
36 _ CALL MU1.T(wrNWrF V NFrDU MM Y,N0)	 _	 _ __PRE 00'
37 CALL SCALE(DUMMYrN(i,DUMMY•N0•0.5) PRE00:
38 CALL SUBTtO,NQpDUMMY•NO,O,NO) PRE00:
C.-._39_ PRE00I
40	 300 CONTINUE PREOOI
IF(	 IO P (3)	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 400 PRE00I
CALL MULT(BrNHrFrNF•DU M MYI N A )	 _	 -- — -__ -	 - --._--	 PREO0i
—43 ArA,NA)PRE00LCALL SUBT(A,NA,DUMMY,N
44 C PRE00&
.45 40O_COK''.I N UE____ _	 —.—. _ _- —	 _._..	 w —_____ PREO04:
46 IF(	 IOP(1)	 .En.	 0	 )	 RETURN P;fr6 4
47 CALL PRNT(F•NF,4H F	 r1) PRE004
48 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO TO 504	 _ 	 _	 —	 _  PRE004_
49 CALL LNCNT(3) PRE005
50 PRINT 450 PREOOS
450__51 F.Of MAT( /r 	'	 M ATRIX	 0	 (W /2)F •,/) PREA05
52 CALL PRNT (OrN0,4HNEw0, 1) PRE00S
53 C PFE005
54_. -_.Soo CONTINUE _	 P RE O05
55 IF(	 IOP(3)	 .En.	 0	 )	 RETURN PRE005








, 0 SUB ROUTINE	 CSTAA(ArNA,B,NB,FrNF,IO o rSCLErOUMN Y)	 CST01
1 ~
_
I`PLICIT	 REAL*	 (A-M,O-Z) CSTOi
2 DIMENSION	 A(J),9(i)r F (1)rOUMMr(i) CSTO,
3 NA(2)rN9 ( 2)pN F ( 2) . pIO P ( 3), N D'U 04 ( 2) CSTOf
4 OIMENSInN	 IOPT(2) -- _	 - .-	 CSTO(
5 LOGICAL SYM CSTO(
6.
--	





10 - GO IF(IOP(2)	 .EQ.	 0^)TO	 100
-
	'--M--	 "- -- -- 
•__._
	 _ _..._-__C'TO(
11 CALL	 EOUATE(ArNArDUMM YrNA) CSTOC
.12	
_
N2sN1+NA(1)_-- --	 _  CSTOC
13 N3aN2+NA(1) ^----_--CSTOC
14 I8V	 so CST 0
._,1S -, __ LV. s0__ _  CST00
16 CALL	 EIGEN ( N4(1)rNA (+ I)r(? _IMMr,DUMMr ( Ni).DUMMY (N2)#13Vi -ILL#VODUMMY C NCSTOo
17 13)rIERR) CSTOO





20 IF(IERR	 .ED.	 0)	 GO TO SO C5T00
.-._21 .CALL.,LNCNTC3)	 -_-•-	 -- 
	 - _	 _ .._-__------ _	
CST00
22 PRINT 25rIERR CSTOO
23 25 FOR M AT (// r'	 IN CSTAB,	 THE	 SUBROUTINE EIGEN FAILED TO DETERMINE THECST00
.'ri y r'	 EIGE 14VALUE	 FOR	 THE	 M'ITRIx	 A	 AFTER____ 30	 ITERATIONS • )	 CSTOO_	
---
25 IERRs1 CSTOO
26 CALL NORMS( M ,MrMrA,IERRrBET A ) CSTOO
_..27 __._..9ETAa2.•HET A CSTOO
28 GO TO 200 '- __CSTOO
29 50 CONTINUE CSTOO 
CSTOO
31 BETA a 0.0 CSTOO
32 00 75 I	 =	 1 r M CSTOC:
_33—. J = C S T O 0 :
34 RETAI	 =	 DARS(DUMMYCJ)) ^CST00:






SETA s SCLE*(BETA +	 .001)--- 	-- - -- -i	 - -^CST00:
38 GO TO 200 CSTOO?
-39_C-- _--- -- . _,	 CSTO01
40
_	 _-__ _-_ _.. _	 M_-_	 -___-	 -__ -_
100 CONTINUE
_	 _ ___	 __ .____ _
^CSTOOL





43 C ----Ci OOt
44 CALL TRANP(8rNBrDUMMYpNOUM) CST004
45__..__
	




46 CALL SCALEM 4NY(N1)rNArDUMMY,NAr •2.0) --- GST604
47 CALL	 5CALE(A,lljArDUMMY(N1),NA, • 1.0) CST004
s. 
- N A ( I )._J	 _ CST004
4 4 NAX	 = NA(I)  C S T O O y
50 DO 225 I =irNA Y CST00S
-51  J a J+ NAX+1 CST005
53 DIIMMY(K)=nUMMY(K)-BETA CST005
54 - . 225 CONTINUE- _	
-	
CSTOOS
55 N2 = NJ	 + N CST005
56 SYM = ,TRUE. CSTO05
OPT C 1)=A
	 V._	 _ _ - __---	 _	 CST 005
59 C CST005-
59 IF(	 IOP(3)	 .NE.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 300 CSTO06
60 EPSA=EPSAM CST006
61 CALL	 9ARSTW(DUMMY(N1),NA,ArNArDUMMY,NA,IOPT,SYM,EPSArEPSA,DUMMY(N2CST006;
62 1 ) )	 A-63 CST006:
-63.
_-	 _..roo	 TO	 350	 „	
- --	 - - -
CSTO(
6 4 300 CONTINUE
-	 C3TO(
65 IOPT(2)	 a	 I CSTO(
_ 66 _ ^.	 CALL	 AILI N CDUMMY(P41),NA,A,NA l OU TAM Y,NA,jOPT,ASCLErSYM,DU MPYCN2)) CSTV
67 350	 CONTINUE	
_ . _
	 ,.	 _ _	 .. __.	
-- ------ CSTO(
68 C CSTO(
CALL	 E0UATE(8oNB,DUM 14 Y(N1).NB) CSTOC
70 IOPT (1)	 z	 ;	 -_ -	 _ _	 ---	 CSTOC
71 IAC sIACM CSTOC
-_.-7-2__
—N3 _ .N2 + NA (1) CSTOC
73 CALL	 SNVOEC ( IOPT,NA ( 1),NA(I),NA ( I),NA(I),OUMMY,NS(2)rDUMMY ( Ni),IACCSTOC
_
74 1,ZTEST,DUMMY(142 )pDU40Y(N3)rIRANK,APLUS,IERR) CSTOC
_75__. IF(IERR .Ea.	 0	 )	 GO 30_400__- _ CSTOC
76 CALL LNCNT(5)	 -	 -	 - -	 -	 ____	 CSTOC
77 IF(IERP	 .GT,	 0	 )	 PRINT
	 3b0,IERR CSTOC
--JI,IF_( IER R . EO. -1) _PRINT_ 370, ZTEST,IRANK_ CSTOO
79
_
360 FORMAT (//, l
	IN CSTAB, SNVDEC HAS FAILED TO CONVERGE TO THE
_
 ',f4;'-CST00
80 1SINGULARVALUE AFTER 30
	 ITERATIONS',//) CSTOO
- at	 37-Q__EQRMAT_(//,' 	 IN_ CSTAB,	 THE MATRIX SUB M ITTED TO SNVDEC USING ZTEST =CST00
82 1	 '016.8, •	IS CLOSE TO A	 MATRIX OF LOWER
	
RANK ''r%f • IF THE ACCURCST00
83 2ACY	 IAC IS REDUCED THE RANK MAY ALSO HE REDUCED', /r' CURRENT RANK CSTOO
85 IF(	 IERR	 .GT.	 0	 )	 RE- f`­U4-N CSTOO
86 NDUM(1)
	 =	 N A (1)
t'
CSTOO
_87, .___N0UM(2)	 ffii	 _	
--
CsTOo
88 — ---.	 CALL PRNT(OU MMY(N2),NDUM,4HSGVL,I)
 CSTtiO




91 CALL TRANP(DUMMY(N1 ),NB,FfNF) 	 -`- -------_	 "
 CSTOO
92 IF	 (	 IOPC1)
	
.EQ.	 0	 1	 RETURN CSTOO
_93__




	 COMPUTATION OF F MATRIX SUCH THAT A.BF IS ASYMPTOTICALCST00
_ 96 _^ LY STABLE	 IN THE CONTINUOUS SENSE
	 './) CSTOO
97 CALL	 PRNT(A,NA,4H	 A	 ,I) CST00'
98 CALL LNCNT(4) CSTOO,
99 PRINT 550,8ETA CSTO1,
100 550	 FOR MAT(//,'
	 BETA	 s	 ',D16.80/)	 -	 _._	 _	 __	 _._._ ._	 -	 -	 CSTO1
!O1 CALL	 PRNT(B,N8,4H	 R	 ,1) CST01
CALL PRNT(F,NF,4H	 F	 ^1) CSTOi^
3
_
CALL MULT(B,NB,F,NF,DUMMYrNA) 	 ^_	 — _~-	 - -------^.__CSTO11
104 CALL	 SUBT(A,NA,DUMMY,NA,DUMMY,NA) CSTO1i
105 _	 CALF	 PRNT(DUMMY,NA 0 4HA -BF,I)
--- -	 ---
CSTO1(
106 -	 -	 -	 _	 - -_N2	 =	 NI+NA (1) -	 _	 -	 -	 CSTO1(
107 N3 = N2+NA(1) CSTOIC
10 $
--j_SV a. 0	 _ CSTO1(
110 CALL	 EIGEN ( NA(1)oNA(1)rDUMMY , DUMMY ( N1),DUMMY(N2),ISVrILV,VrDUMMY ( NCSTOII
1 1 1____ 13) r IERP) CST01 I
112
-, -
0	 =	 NA (1)
	 _	 ---
- -- CST01 I
113 IF(	 IERR	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 G0 TO 600 CSTO11





_._ _	 -	 _--	 •__--	 4._	 __._-..__.____CALL LNCNT(3) _____--	
------CST"031
116 PRINT 25 , IERR CSTO)1
117___ 600 CONTINUE CST011
118 -CALL LNCNT (4) 	-	 --	 —	 -	 - -	
__ CST01i
li q PRINT 650 CSTOI;






FORMAT(IOXr2016 1 9)	 -	 -	 -
-- CSTO-1'c
122 CALL LNCNT(M) CST012
123 D3	 700	 I=1 •tA
_
 CST012
124 .'	 =	 NI +I-1	
-	 A-64 CST012











 RETURN - - ----
	
















IMPLICI7	 REAL.*$	 (A-H2O-Z) DST
2 DIMENSION	 A(1)98(1),F(1),OUMMY(1) DST












6 - _.N . s N A (1) * * 2	 _ .	 --	
_ -	 - -- --
	
-"- DST,
8 N2 = N1
	
+ N 0STr
^-_ _.-I F (	 .NOT,	 SING ^_ GO TO 	 100  	 _ ^.	 _.___-	 _-- __OSTr
10 IOPT(11=I0P(1) OSTr
11 IOPT(2)	 =	 1 OSTr
_.12_ IOPT(3)__=	  	 _	 __--. 	 ._
-	 -	 - -	 -	 ---	 ------	 - --
 OST^
13 CSCLE=t,05 OSTC
14 CALL CSTAB ( A,NA,8,N8,F V NF,IOPT,CSCLEPOU MMY) OSTC
15 CgJ.L MULT(B,N6 ? 	OUMMY,NA) 0$TC
16 CALL S118T(A,N4,OUMMY,NA,OU MM Y,NA) OSTO
17 CALL EOUATE(OUMMYjNA,D'jM MY(N1)p N A) DSTO




20 100 CONTINUE DSTO
_.C A LL, EGUATE(A,NA,DUMMY,NAI
----DST
 DSTO
22 CALL EQUATE(A,NA,DUMMY(N1),NA) 0
23 C ;7 DSTO
-
24 2P.Q-.CONTINUE  






IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EO,	 0	 ) GO TO	 300 ---- DSTO
26 N3 = N2	 +	 NA(I) OSTO
27 _ _ r^4 	 F N3	 +	 NA (t) --- --- DSTO
29 CALL EIGEN ( NA(1),NA ( 1),DUM M Y ( N1),DU MM Y ( N2),DUMMY ( N 3)rIS V , IS V , V , DUMOSTO {
_30- - =- - _1 M Y( N4 ),IER R )	 _  DSTO
31 CALL EOUATE(DU MMY,NA,DUMMY(N1),NA) 	 -	
_ _
nSTO
32 M = NAM DSTO
33 IF(	 IERR	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 250 OSTO-_
34 CALL	 LNC A1T (31 DST0,
35 PRINT	 225,	 IERR
36 225 FORMAT (// • IN DSTAS	 ,	 THE PROGRAM EIGEN FAILED TO DETERMINE'#
37 1I5r
	
'EIGENVALUE FOR THE MATRIX	 A•BG AFTER 30	 ITERATIONS	 •)
38 CALL PANT(DUMMY,NA,4HA-8G,1) DSTO(

















1.0 -	 --	 -	 - -----------	 ---__-..._ -	 - -	 DSTO(
44 DO 275	 I	 =1, M DSTOC
45 N2	 '1-t_I	 ---	 --	 -	 - - -	 ---	 ----	 -. OSTOC_
46
--I) 
-2-'43I2  	 +	 I	 -1
_
`DSTV
47 ALPHAI	 =	 DSART(DU MMY(I1)**2 + DUMMY(I2)**2) DSTOC
48 IF(	 ALPHAI	 .LT.	 ALPHA	 , AND.	 ALPHAI	 . NE,	 0	 )	 ALPHA	 =	 ALPHAI DSTOC
---49 275 CONTINUE DSTOC
50 ALPHA = SCLE*ALPHA DSTOC
GO TO 400 OSTOC
53 300	 CONTINUE DSTOn





56 U00	 CONTINUF OSTOO
57 j	 -	 WMA(1) OSTOO
5H	
-
NAY	 a	 NA(1)	 - -	 DST00
59 00	 425	 I	 =	 1,NAX OSTOO
60 J	 = J +	 NAx	 +	 1 OSTOn
61	
_
K	 a NI	 +	 J	 -1 DST00
62 n11MMY(K)	 a	 0tJ MM Y(J)	 °	 ALPHA	 A-55 rgrn^
V__63	 ..DUMMY(J) a DUMMY W) ♦ ALPHA	






--_ - -	 DST
65 CALL EQUATE(8, NR,DUMMY(N2),N8) DST
_._ 66.- __ _ N3 s N2 ♦ NA(1)*Ne(2) DST
67
_.,--
	 --- _- --	 __-	 ---	 --------
NRHS s N A(1)+N8(2)
---- - ---
-`DST
68 N4 s N3 ♦ NA IM DST
69_-.-__.—.IF4C
	
s	 0	 _- .___ _. DST'
70 CALL GELIM(NA(1)*NA(1),DUMMY,NRHS,DUMMY(N1),DUMMY(N3),IFAC*DUMMY(NOST,
71 14)*IERR) DST,
---_72_—_-._ IF(_ IERR	 .Ef3.	 0_) . G0	 TO 500	
__. 	 _
DST(
73 CALL LNCNT(3) DST(
74 IF(	 .NOT.	 SING )	 GO TO 445 DST,




76	 435 FORMAT(//o f 	 T N DSTA9, GELI M HAS FOUND THE MATRIX ( A=0) ; (ALl5HA)OST(
77 ii	 SINGULA	 ", OSTC






79 CALL PRNT0	 F,4H G	 * 1) OSTO
80 GO TO 465 OSTO
at	 445_CONJINUF,_.__._ DSTO
82 CALL LNCNT(3)	 N	 - ____--- -! - -	 OSTO
23 PRINT 455 OSTO
84	 455_F.QRMAT( //,!-IN DSTASI GELIM HAS 	 THE MATRIX A
 _--__--._.	 _.
♦ ( ALPHA)I SINGDSTO








Be CALL LNC N T(3) -`—OSTO
89 PRINT 475,ALPMA OSTO
90_ 475 FORMAT(//,! -- ALPHA_ _	 !pDI6.8)... ^•. 	 _ - __-	





93_.-SOO CONTINUE	 _	 - DST0i
94 CALL EQUATE(DUMMY(N1),NA,DU MMY,NA) OSTO(
95 CALL TRANP(DUMMY(N2),NB,DUMMY(N1), NDUM ) OSTO(






97 CALL MULT(DUMMY(N2),NB,DOMMY(N1),NOUM,DUMMY(N3),NA) DSTO(
f
98 CALL SCALE(DUMMY(N3),NA,DUMMY(Ni),NA,4.0) DST()(
 
99 __ SYM a .TRUE. DST01
100 IOPT(1)	 =	 0 MOST01
101 EPSAaEPSAM 0STO1
LO2_____-.__ CALL T,SYM*EPSA,BARSTW(OUMMY,NA,B,NB t OU!^!MY(N1) I NA,IOP	 EPSA,DUMMY(N20ST01
_	
-_	 _	 _	 .	 ._	
---------	 -
' 103 1)) DST 01
104 CALL EGUATE(DUMMY(N1),NA,DU MMY,NA) DST01
_11.05_ _CeLL_TRAMP(B,NB, DUMMY (Nj_f NOUM)	 _	 _	 _ __ ____ _DST01lob CALL MULT(8,N8,OUMMY(N1),NDUM ,OUMMY(^1 2), N A) OSTO1
107 CALL ADO(DUMMY,NA,DUM MY(N2) * NA,DU MMY,NA) DSTO1
- 0.8_____ CALL..E0UATE(A, NA,DUM_MY(N-1)* NA )_,___
^
DST01
09 IF(	 . NOT.	 SING	 )	 GO	 TO 600 _bST01
110 CALL MULT(8,N8,F,NF,DUM MY(N1),NA) DST01
11  CALL	 SUET(A,NA,DUMMY(N1_),NA,DUMMY(N1)_,NA)	 _ _- _ OST01
12 C OSTO1
13	 600 CONTINUE DSTOi
3_ DST01






19 IF(	 IERR	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 700 OST()I•
_-120 CALL LNCNT(S)	 __- - - ----- --	 0STO1;
IF(	 IER R 	.GT,	 0	 )	 PRI NIT 62S P IERR 0ST01;
k2
21
2 IF(	 IEPP	 . EQ.	 -1)	 P RINT	 650,ZTEST,IRAN k DSTO1^
23 - 625 FORMAT(//,* I .i nSTAS, SNVDEC HAS FAILED TO CONVERGE To T.HE • ,15, • DST01f-
24 1SINGULAR	 VALUE AFTER 30	 IrERATIONS • ) DSTO 1c-







_..126—._-.--_..1 =_-' pDI6,8•'	 •	 IS	 CLASP:	 TO	 A	 MATRIX	 OF	 LOWER	 RANK ' r/r 0	 IF	 THE ACCURDST
127 2ACY	 IAC I3 REDUCED THE RANK MAY	 ALSO BE REDUCED'•/,'	 CURRENT RANK DST
128 3	 a',I4) DST
-• _.L24 _IF.(	 IERR _	 , GT. A	 )_RETURN DST
134 NOUM(I )=	 MA(1) —09ti
131 NOUM(2)2	 I DST'







.-	 -	 ---	 ---	 ----
-OgTr
134	 700 CONTINUE OSTr
,C ALL . TRANP(BrN8r0UMMYCN2) rNOUM)  OSTr
136
_-_	 _CALL MULT(OUM-MY(N2)rNOUMr0UMMY(N1)•NA,DU MMY ' NF) OSTr
IF(	 .NOT,	 SING	 )	 GO	 T!l	 840 DST"
^
137





139 GO TO 900 DSTC
140 C DSTO





~ - -'-CALL EOUATE(DUMMYrNF,F,NF) OSTO	 a
143 C D3TO




145 IF(	 IOPC1)	 ,EO,	 0	 )	 RETURN DSTO
146 CALL LNCNrC4) OSTG
_ 14Z PPINT	 10.9! _ OSTO
148	 1000 'ASYMPTOTICA^LYFORMAT(//,' COMPUTATION OFF SUCH THAT A-9F 	 IS ST'A8DST0
149 ILE	 IN THE	 DISCRETE SENSE',/) OSTO




	 0,1)  OSTO
152 CALL LNCNT(4) OSTO




FO RtAAT(//,'	 ALPHA	 =	 ',016,8,/)	 —	 --
_
DSTO'
4 155 CALL PRNT(F,NF,UH F	 ,1) OSTO'








158 CALL PRNTCDU,4MY,NA,4HA-8F,1) OSTO'






	 ---	 - - _	 --	 -PRINT
	 1200 --- OST01	 1
161	 1200 FORMAT(/ /, '	EIGENVALUES OF A-RF') DSTO
_	 162- 
	 -





164 N2	 = N1	 F NA(1) OSTol
_	 165_ .N.3._=	 N2	 ± NA (1 )- OST01 









-.IFC	 IERR	 ,EQ,	 0	 )	 GO TO	 1300 -- -	 OST01
170 CALL LNCNT(3) DST01
_7I _PRINT	 1250 OST01
72	 1250
_ _	 _











-	 _ _ __.
-osrol
76	 1300 CONTINUE DST01
177 CALL JUXTC(DUMMY(Nt)•NDUMoDUMMY(N2)pNOUM,DU mmY,NDUMI) DST01
--79-	 -- CALL PQNT(DU MMY,NDU Ai 1,uHEIGN i 1)	 - - - --- DSTO1
79 CALL LNCNT(4) OST01
190 _ PRINT	 Iu00 OST01
81	 IuOO^FOR M AT( //,'	 MODULI	 OF	 EIGENVALUES	 OF	 A-BF',/) DSTO1
82 M	 =NOUM (1) OST01
183
	
_ 00	 1500	 I	 =	 1.M 1ST01
184
_	 ___
J	 =	 m1	 +	 I	 -	 1 —	 OST01 1	"{
5 K	 =	 N2	 +	 I	 1 0ST01 ,
96 PtiMMY(I)=OSORT(DUMMY(J)+*2	 +	 DUMMY(K)**2) DST01-
187	 1500 CONTINUE DST01:	 1
38
4' -








•- 0 _ _ SUBROUTINE DISREG ( A,NA,8 , N8,H,NHrOrNA,R,NR,F,NF,P,NP , IOPrIDENTrOU OIS-
1- ^MMr) DIS,
2 IMPLICIT REAL*A	 (A.H2O•Z) 013'







-r 6 - H(1),NH(2),NOU M ( 2) 01st
7 LOGICAL	 IDEPIT	
_^	 _ .-...





_	 9 COMMON/CONV/3UMCVrRICTCV,SERCV,MAX MSU  DISC
10 _- 	 --- --N	 : N A (1) * * 2	 -	 -- 	
.	 _	 _
--0 I S r
11 Nis N	 +1 OIS(
-...12_
—.___
N 2 s N1 +N DISc
13 ^N3s N2+N	 --	 "- DISr,
14 C 015(
--LS— --58S
 s0 0 I S (jl
16
. _-	




15 -_ `IF(IOP(1)	 .EQ.	 0)	 GO	 TO 8 5 DISO
~ 19 CALL LNCNT(5)
	 - - — -	 -	 -	 ---'-	 -^' -^ OISO
20 PRINT 25 DIsO
-21	 5--EORMATC/'/-,.! PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE TI ME^INVARIANT FINITE •OURATION OPOISO




CALL PRNT(A,NA,4H A_-r Il i 0230
25 CALL PRNT (8, N8,4H 8	 r1)	 -----DISO
26 CALL PRNT(O,NGr4H 0	 rl) OISO
IF( .NOT . -- IDENT -)__ GO —TO-45 _r DISO
1	 28
^—	 -	 _ _—	 — - -
CALL L NCNT( 3)
--
DISO
1	 29 PRINT 35 DISO
--30.__-.35- FORMAT(/,.'	 H	 IS	 AN	 IDENTITY	 MATRIX_',/) DISO
31 GO TO 65	 = 0130,
32 45 CONTINUE 0150
CALL	 PRPiT (H,NH,4H	 H	 , 1) OISO
34 LALL MULT(O,NO,H,NH 2 OUMMY,NH) -	 DISO,
35 CALL	 TRANP(H,NH,0UM?4Y(N1),NF) r)ISO^
_36 _. CALL	 M (JLT(OU PA 'A Y(NI),NF,DUMMY,NH, Q t NO) OISO.
37 CALL LNCNT( 3) OISO
38 PRI N T 55 0130,
.9 ^_ 55 - FORMAT(/,!_MATR -IX	 (	 H	 TRANSPOSE	 )OH'r /)y  DISO,
40
_	 _	 -
CALL PRNT(O,N0,4HHTGH,1) -` DISO,
41 65 CONTINUE OISO(
_42_-.------CALL PRNT(R,NR,4H OISO(
43 CALL LNCNT(4)  DISO
44 PRINT	 75 DISO.
45 -- 7.5_FORM A T( //,' WEIGHTING ON TERMINAL VALUE OF STATE VECTOR • ,/) DISOc





49 IF ( (IOP(1)	 ,NE.	 0)	 .OR.	 IDENT)	 GO	 TO	 100	 -	 " OISO'
50 CALL MULT(9rN r3,HeNH,DUMMY,NH) DISOr
51 TRANP(H,NH,DUMMY(N1),NF)--__CALL DISOr
52 CALL	 MULT(DU MMY(N1),NF',DUMMY,NHoQ, 'Nd)	 -	 -- DIsOc
53 C DISO"




,56 CALL EQUATE( P ,N P PDU MMY,N P ) DIsOr,
S7 CALL-MULT(P,NP,A,NA,DUMMY(N1),NA) DIS00
59 CALL	 TRANP(8,NB,DUMMY(N2),NF) DISO^)
59 CALL	 f4ULT(OU 14MY(N2),NF,OUM %i Y(N1),NA,F,NF) DIS00
60 CALL	 Ml1LT(PrNP,B,NR,DU`AM Y(N1),N8) DI30r,
61 CALL	 'A ULT (DUMMY (N2),NF I OUMMY(NI),N8, DUM M Y (N3),NR) DISOl)
6
2 CALL	 ADD(RrNR,DU4tAY(N3),NR,DUMMY(N1),NR)	 A-70 OIS00




-----_..----	 _	 -_	 _	 .. _	 _	
-	 OISf
65 MF	 a NP(1) OIS(
66 . ,__.._CALL SNVOEC ( IOPT,"F , MF,MF, MF,OUMM Y(N1),NF ( 2)oF,IAC,ZTEST,OUMMY ( N2)OTS^
- -
67 Iv0110 4Y(N3) , IRANK,APLUS , IERR) DIS(
68 IF(	 IERR	 .E0.0)
	
GO	 TO	 300 QIsr
69 _ _ CALL LNCNT(5)	 ,_.	 _	 _ _.   Disc
70 IF ( IERR	 . GT.	 0)	 PR INT	 200,IERR OISr
71 IF(IERR	 .EQ.	 -1)	 PPINT 250,ZTE$T•IRANK OIsO
___72__200 _ FORMAT( //,.	 IN 0I3REG,_3NVOEC 
HAS 







73 1031NGULARVALUE AFTER 30	 ITERATIONS',//)^ --DIso
74 2SO FORMAT(//,'	 IN DISREG,	 THE MATRIX SUBMjTTEO TO SNVOEC USING VEST OISO
-_75
_ la' . D16.8, • 	IS CLOSE	 TO	 AMATR_IX	 OF LOwER RANK', /,' IF_ THE ACCURACYDISO
76 2	 IAC IS REDUCED THE RANKMAY ALSO BE REOLICED'•/, 	 CURRENT " R4NK a••'OISO
77 3	 f14) 0IS0
_L@, .GT E 0 _RFTUf?N	 _.IF(_ IE ? R	 ,^	 r.	





80 NDUM(2)	 a	 1 DISO





83 300 CONTINUE Diso
84..-- - - .CALL .MULT(R^NRpFvNF,OUMMY(NI).tNF),---
++ -85 CALL TRANP(F,NF,DUMMY(N2)jN8)  0130
86 CALL MULT(DU MMY(N2),NS,OUMMY(N1)rNF,P,NP) DISO
-87	 CALL A00( O , NA r Pp NPpP . r NP ).__._'"?__ ._ .	 _ _ 	 _ -	 _ _	 _
i-
 OI30
88 CALL MULT(8,NB,F,NF,DUM 0Y(Ni),NA) - '-DIso
89 CALL SUET(A,NA,DUMMY(N1)iNAPOUM MY(N1)•N A ) DISO-
_ 9.0_ _._.-C A LL MULT(OUMMY,NA,OUM MY(NI),NA, DUMMY (N2),NA)- 	 _ _ ^ - ^ 0130,
91 CALL TRANP(OUMMY(Ni),NA,DUMMY(N3),N4) OISO(
1	 92 CALL MULT(DUMMY(N3),NA,DU 4MY(N2),NA,DU MMY(N1),NA) OISO(
93 CALL ADD OIsor94	 C. OIsor





- PRINT 	 350,I
	
--••- --	 -	 - _ .- .--• --	 -- ---	 _ - ---	 - ---- • ----- --- ---
 
0I30(
99 350 FORMAT(///,'	 STAGE	 0 ,I5./) OISOr
99 .. CALL PRNT (F, NF, 4M F	 , 1) O I 801
100
-
_	 _,. _ ..	 _






102_- 400 CONTINUE OIs01
103
_
IF(	 I	 . 	 0	 ) 	 Gt7 • TO	 600_.-.._.____.----.^.____--E.Q. .—_-_-_-------DIS01







107 IF(	 ANORMI	 .NE.	 0.0	 )	 GO	 TO 500 0I801
GO_ TO	 100_ Disoi_1 1108
110 500 CONTINUE 01301





IF(	 ANnRM2 /ANORMI	 .LT.	 RICTCV	 )	 KSS a	 1 -	 — oIsol
113 Gil	 TO 575 0isol
t14 550 CONTINUE OI301
15
_
IF(*ANORM2	 .LT.	 RICTCV	 )	 KSS=1_.
.16 575 CONTINUE Oisol







120 600 CONTINUE oIS01
X 21
22
_ K	 =	 IOP ( i)	 +	 IOP ( 2)	 --	 -	 -	 -
IF(	 K	 .E(4.	 0	 )	 RETURN
—	 DIS01
olSol
123 IF(	 XSS	 .EG.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 700 DIS01.






124____050 FORMAT(,/,' STEAnr- STATE SOLUTION HAS SEEM REACHED IN
--
DISREC • ,/)	 OIS01
127 C _ OISO1
:28	 700 CONTINUE OIs0l
129	 - IF(	 IOP(2)	 ,NE.	 0 • ) RETURN 0I301
IF(	 IOP(1)
	
.E9.	 0 )	 RETURN  OI30 ►
U
1 30
31 CALL LNCNT ( 3) OISOI
L32_ -_ I	 a	 :OP(3)-I Olsol.
t33 PRINT	 800 0 	 I	 ._ -	 --+^	 -- 	 ----	 -	 -	 T _ 0I901
34	 800 FORMAT(/, •	F	 ANO P	 AFTER	 0 ,I5•	 STEPS•,/) OISO1
_l 3S  CALL PRNT(FoNFg,4m F_ 0I301
136 CALL PRNf(P # NPo4H P	 # 1) OIs41
137 RETURN 01501


















0- 31JOROUTINE CNTREG(A,NA.N.NB.H.NH,O.NQ,R.NR.Z.W,LAMBOA.3,F,NF.P.NP CNT'
t I,TPIOP.IOENT , GUMMY) CNTC
2 IMPLICIT REAL*8	 (AaH2O • Z) CNT'














---12------ - .-TFG IOP(i ). EQ.-0- 1- GO-.t0-65 — -
	 -- -- -	 - - -	 -- - CNT^
13 CALL
	 L AICNT (5 ) CNTn
14 IF(	 IOP(3)
	
. EQ,	 0	 )	 PRINT	 25 CNTO
_L5 25- FORMAL(//! PROGRAM -SO SOLVE. _T.NE .-TIME!I NVARIANT. _FINITE!OI)RATION CONCN-TO
16 1TINUOUS OPTIMAL • /' REGULATOR PROBLEM WITH NOISE -FREE MEAS(JREMENTS'CNTO
17 2) CNTO
i LEC_IOP(3)_.NE.-.^^_ °RENT 32..—_
	
_	 _ _	 CNTO
19 30 FORMAT (//' PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE TIME - INVARIANT INFINITE -DURATION CCNT*O
20 tONTINUOU3 OPTI MAL' /' REGULATOR PROBLEM	 WITH NOISE -FREE MEA3URE MENCNTO











CALL PRNT (A.NA, 4H A	 , I ) CNTO
23 CALL	 PRNT(8,N9,4H	 B	 ,l)	 ,,., CNTO
24---. CALL	 PRNT(Gj NO,4H	 A .-j 1)-- _ - ` _-• ---^ _ __  CNTO
25 IF(	 .NOT.	 IDENT	 )	 GO	 TO 4S CNTO
26 CALL LNCNT(3) CNTO
- PRINT	 35__ CNTO
29 35 FORMAT( / • 	H	 IS	 AN	 IDENTITY MATRIX # /) CNTO
29 GO TO 55 CNT0f
. 30 C --  
	 - _	 __ .	
-	 CNTO'
31 45 CONTINUE CNTO(
32 CALL PRNT(H.NH.4H H	 .1) LNTO(
CALL	 M ULT(Q,NQ. H,NH_,OUMMY-,NH)-___ •-
	 --	 -__-__._ _.__-ONTO(--	 _____. -, _
34 NIX	 NH(1)*NH(2)+1 C N TOC
35 CALL	 TRANP(H,NH.OU MMY(N1),NOUM1) CNTO(












FORMAT(// # 	 M ATRIX
	
(H T_RAN SPOSE )GH • ) 
  CNTO.,
40 CALL PRNT(G,NG,0,3)	 - -	 CNTOr
41 55 CON TINUE CNTOC
42 CALL PRNT(R,NR,4H R	 ,1) CNTO(
44 IF(	 IOP(3)	 ,NE.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 65 CNTOn
45 CALL LNCNT( 4 ) CNT00
46 PRINT 60	 --- -- -	 -	 -CNTOn
47 60 FORMAT (//' WEIGHTING ON TERMINAL	 VALUE OF STATE VECTOR '/) 	CNTOO






50 65 CONTINUE CNTOr





N	 = NA(1)**2  CNTO(%
53 N1	 a	 PlA(1)*N8(2) +1 CNTOO
54 CALL	 TRANP(8,N9PDUMMY(N1),NOUM1) CNTnn
N2 = N1	 + N --	 -	 CN700
1
55
56 L = NP(I) CNT00
57 IOPT = 0 CNT00
- 58 - IFAC = 0
_	 _	
---	 CNTOn
59 CALL	 SYMPDS(LPL,DUMNIY,NB(1),DUMIAY(N1)•IOPT,TFAC.DET, ISCALE,Dl1P-iMYCNCNT00
60 12)PIERR) CNTOO
61	 C C"ITOC,
162 IF(	 IER p	 .EQ.	 n	 )	 Go	 TO	 ln0	 A-73 CNTOO
63 LNCNT(4)—CALL CNTO_
64 PRINT 7S CNT n
65 75 FORMAT (// • 	IN CNTREG,	 THE SU80OUTINE	 SYMPOS HAI ROUNO THE MATRIX CNTO









_	 _._ _ - ONTO
68 C CNTO
_.69 _-- 100-CONTINUE _	 — CNTO
70 CALL EGUATE(OUMMY(N1),NOUMI.OUMMY,NOUM1) CNTO
71 CALL MOLT(BPN8,0UMMY ( Nt)pNOUMI,OUMMY ( N2)rNA) CNTO
72. -_ CALL SCALE(OUMMY(N2)rNA f OUMM Y__( N 1)r NA r-1.0)	 _	 -	 _- -_-_	 _ C N Tn'
73 N3 a N2 + N  CNTO
74 IF(
	
IDENT	 .OR.	 (IOP(1)	 .NE.	 0)	 )	 GO TO	 200 CNTO
_	 .75
	 __._ CALL MULT(OrNO,HrNHrOUMMY(N2)V NH )	 _ —	 - 	 _	 _	 - CNTO
76 CALL T0ANP(H,NHrDUMMY(N3),NOU41) ONTO
77 CALL MULT(DUMMY(N31,NOUMI,OUM MY(N2)rNH 2Or NO ) CNTO
Z8^ CNTO'
79 200 CONTINUE	 -	
._ _-.__.__ _,	 _	 __	 •--	 ----	
--
_CNTO(
80 CALL SCALE(0,NOrQrN0,•1.0) CNTO(
-81" -CALL. JUXTR(A,NArOrNQ,ZrNOUM1)--^
	 - -- --
CNTO(
82 CALL TRANP(ArNArnUMMY(N2)•NA)  -CNTO(
83 CALL SCALE( DUm"Y(N2)rNA,DUMMY(N2)rNA,-1.0) CNTO(
- 8u 2*N_±	 - --1---8	 _1 CNTO'
85
-.
CsLL JUXTR( DUMMY(N1),NArOUMMY(N2)rNArZ(L)r NOUM t) CNTO(
86 CALL SCALE(Q,NQ,9,NA,•1.0) CNT0(




NOUM2(2)	 a NOUM2(1) CNTO(
89 IF(	 IOP(I)	 .NE.	 0	 )	 CALL	 PRNT( ZrNDUM2r 4M Z	 rl) CNTOC
_99 _CALL_EOVATE(ZfNOUM2r0!JMMY(N1.)_LNDUM2)-_ CNTOf
91 M a 4*N CNTOc
92 N2 a M + N1 CNTOC
_..93_. L	 a	 2 *NA (I)	 _	 -	




N3 a N2 + L CNTOC
95 Nu a N3 + L CNTV
ISV	 c	 L - _	 _	 _	 - _.	
--_ 




97 ILV = 0 -CNTOr
98 CALL EIGEN ( L,L,OUMMY ( N1)rDUMMY ( N2),OUMMY ( N3)rISVrILVrWrDUMMY ( N4),ICNTOC
_99 IERR)	 __	 __ ONTO!




IOZ.-_r_3F( .IERR .GT. 0 I GO_TO-250_-- 	 _ 	 _    	 ..-_ CNT01
103 PRINT 225,IERR CNT01
104 225 FORM AT (//' 	 IN CNTREG,	 EIGEN FAILFO TO COMPUTE THE	 • rib, • 	EIGENVEC CNT01
s CNT01
106 RETURN CNTn1
107 250 CONTINUE CNT01
___PP.1NT .2.75• IERR _	 _ CNT01
_I
L
109 275 FOR M AT(//'	 IN CNTREG,	 THE	 'ri6r'	 EIGENVALUE OF Z HAS NOT BEEN FO - CNTnt
110 lUNO	 AFTER	 30	 ITERATIONS	 IN	 EIGEN '/) CNT01




lt3 300 CONTINUE CNT01
-114 ___ IF(	 I0P(1)	 .EO.	 0	 )	 G0 .__TO	 400 .__ CNTO1
15 CALL LNCNT(3) ^CNTO!
1` 16 PRINT 325 CNT01
-.117	 —325 FOR MAT(//'	 EIGENVALIJES	 OF	 Z')	 _	 — CNT01
NDUM1(1)
	 =	 L CNT01
1
18
19 Nr)UM1(2)	 =	 2 CNTni
120___ CALL.._°RNT(DUMMY(N2),NOUM1,Or.3)	 _	 _	 _..__	 - CNT01
CALL	 L rJ CNT(3) CNT01
1
21
22 PRINT 350 CNT01
1 23
	
- 350 FOR MA T(//'	 CORRESPONDING	 EIGENVECTORS') CNT01
124 CALL PRNT(W,NOUM2,0,3) CNTO1






126	 it * t
-129— _ J 2
	





132.___ _ _NOU M 1(2) 8-1




136	 4tS CONTINU E
	137	 IF( I .GT. L ) GO TO 515
	
L36	 _ 	 K1 - 8 N2 +1.1
	
139	 K2 s Nt+(I•t )+L
	
140	 K3 s N3+I.1
	




























































142 J s	 tJl•!)*L+M+1
143 it







143 K4 s K4+1
149 J	 (J2. 1 )*L+1
_150 -___J2 = J2+1 _	 .•?^._ __._ _.. __ . .
151 IF(	 OUMMY ( K3)	 .NE.	 0.0	 )	 J^'= J2	 +	 i
152 450 CONTINUE
__1.53 CALL EGI)ATE(DUMM_Y(K2)pf OUMt*W(J)PNOUMI)_,
154 IF(DUMMY(K3)	 .EO.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO500
^ 155 I	 ^	 I+1
156_ - K2 s K2+L
157 J s J+L
158 CALL EOIJATE(DUMMY(K2)#NOUMI,W(J)#NDUM1)
159 _S 00 CONTINUE _
160 I=I+1
161 GO TO 415
162 _	 _515 CONTINUE
163 C
164 CALL NULL(LAMBDA,NA)





J s -NA (l)
167 NAX	 s	 NA(t)
168
1^ 169 520 CONTINUE
170 IF(	 I	 .GT.	 NAX	 )	 GO	 TO 530
171 J_ a	 +_ J_ +	 1_NAX
KO = KO + 1 -^	 ---
1
172




K2 =	 DU !A MY (K 1 )
175 ^ K	 s N2+K2.1 -	 -	 - ---------- - --	 -	 -----
^.76 LAMODA(J)	 a DU4MY(K)
17 7 K3 a N3+K2.1
178
_
iIF(	 D(jMM Y(K3)	 .EQ.	 0 0- 0 -- )	 GO	 TO - 525
79 K4 = J+1
- 80 LAMROA(K41)	 _	 •nUMMY(_K_3_)_
181	 - K4 = K4+NAX
2 LAMBOA(K4)	 = DUMMY(K)
V
8
3 K4	 = K4.1
18 41 LAMBDA(K4)	 = DUMMY(K3)
85 KS	 =	 M	 +	 (I . 1)*L	 +	 1










19t J s NAX	 + J	 +l CNTO
S2 43 CONTINUE CNTn
191 101+1 CN T O
194 GO TO 520 CNTO
195
___S30 CONTINUE CNTO
jab _C _	 _._	 .	 _	 _. CNTO
197 IR(	 IOP(t)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 700 CNTO
j9e C ALL LNCNT(3)  CNTO
_
199
. _._	 _	 _--
PRINT 53S —'CNTO
200 53S FOR M AT(// • REORDERED EIGENVECTOR, • ) CNTO,




203 PRINT S45 CNTO








206 CALL PRNT(LAm8DAv4A,0,3) CNTO,
207 .C. _ _ _	 _	
--
CNTO-
-	 -"--1208 CALL MULT(Z,NDUO20WrNOU042*OUMMV(N-1),NDUM2) CNTO
209 L s NOUM20) CNTO
219 _.M ONTO;
21t N2 s N1+M-
-	 CNT ),
2t2 CALL EnUATE(W,NDUM2,DUMMY(N2),NDU M 2) CN •rn







215 IFAC s 0 CNTO,
_216_. _ CALL -GELIM(LrLrDUMMY,N2 ) rLr.OU^"MY ( N1),DUMMY(N3)rIFAC • OUMMY_( N4),IERRCNTO;
—1 217 1) CNTO;
1 215 IF(	 IERR	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 600 CNTO;
219.._, CALL	 L N CNT( 4 )	 ._ 	 _.	 _ _ _	 CNT0
220 PRINT S50 CMTO;
1221 550 FORMAT (// • 	IN CNTREG,	 GELI M HAS FOUND	 THE REOROEREU MATRIX W TO 8 CNTO.
_1222 _.._ t E 	 SINGULAR	 •/)	 ._ ..___	 _ CNTO,
223 600 CONTINUE !- CNTne-
224 CALL PRNT(0U mMY;Nt),NOU M2,4H4IZW,1) C N TO;
_'22S C _ CNIT0;-
226 700 CONTINUE CNTO;
227 NDUM1(1)	 :	 2* N A(1) CNTO;
229 _..- _ . NOV M l (2)	 z	 N A(1)	 -•	 ------._ 
	 _ 	 - - _	 -	 -_-._.--------•__-- --, 	
ONTO,
229 N2 _ 2*N	 + NJ CNTO;
230 CALL TRANP(w,NOUM1,DU uMY(N2),N0UM2) CNITO;
231 - --_- NW 1.1	 Z	 N1 CNTO:
232 NOUM1 (1)	 as NA (1)~ CNTO;
233 CALL	 TRAMP(DUMMY((•."),NDU4t,DU MMY(NW11),NDU M 1) CNM
?34
 _ _- - - L ? - N 2 +N - - - - ,- - - -	 - - _ _ _." _-- -- - -	 - - -	 -- — _	 -- --- -	 -	 - C N T 0 C'
123 15 NW21	 a NW11+N CNM
236 CALL	 TRANP(DU MtAY(L),NOUMI,OUMMY(NW21),NG IJ M I) CNTO-
L	 s	 2*R1+1 CNTO%
1
?38






?39 N3 i N2 + 2*N CNTO-








? ij2 NW12 a NW2t+N CNTO;
2 4 3 CALL	 TRANP(DUMM Y(N3) 0 ^1DU M I,OUMM Y(N'Al2),NDU M 1) CNTO%
?44 L a N3 + N CNTO;




. r D I 1 MM Y( N W22), N OU'A l) 	 _  _	 CNTO;
247 C CNTO(-
TO	 8011




250 CALL	 PRNT(DUMMY(NA2t),NA,4HN2t	 ,1) CNTO
'S1 CALL	 PRNT(1711MMY( ,VW12),NA,4HWl2	 ,t)	 A-76 CNT0
" 2S2 _,. CALL PPNT (DU M MY 00022),NA, 4M W 22	 #I)_  CNT
2153 C CNTc
2154 900 CONTINUE CNTC
_2515__-_-- IF(	 IPM
	 . CI E. , 0	 ) -.G9-T4. 9 0 0._ 	
- -- - --	 --	 ---
C N T
2 156 N2 a N1 +4*N ----'- CNT''
257 CALL MULT( p ,NP,OUM4Y(N412)rNA,3,NA) CNT
258.- -_ CALL MUTT(P#NP,OU 44M Y(Nw 11)#NA,OUMMY(N2),NA)	
_...
 CNT ^,
2 159 CALL 3U9TfSeNA,OU4MY(NW22),NA,3 0 NA) CNT
260 CALL 3UST(OUMMYCNW21),NA,OUMMY(N2),NA,OUMMY(N2),NA) CNTO
_2 61 __




	 -..	 ..	 ._ __- _—. .._	 _.
L	 s	 NA(i) CNT^
263 IFAC a 0 CNTO
2b4 - _ _ N4 —s_N3+NA(1)
-
CNT
26S CALL GELI M (L * LPDUMMY(N2),L,3,DUM 44Y(N3)rIFAC,DU MMY(N4),IERR ') -CNTO
266 IF(	 IERR	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO 850 CNTn
_ LNCNT(u)  




268 PRINT 425 ONTO
269 625 FOR MAT (// • IN CNTREG.	 GELI M 4A3 FOUNO THE MATRIX 	 021	 PtXOtt TO CNTO








274 -GO ' T-0 -160-F -IF(	 !OP(1).EO.	 0	 )O1 0 CNTO
275 CALL PRNT(3,NA,4H 3	 ,1) CNTO
N0UM1 (1 )-, s	 NR (1) 	 '.2  CNTO
277
_	 _	 _ _	 .	 ___^_.
NOUM1( 2) 	 a NA(1)
-•---
CNTO,
278 CALL LNCNT(3) CNTO,





875 FORMAT( / / • MATRIX	 INVERSE)WC9	 TRANSPOSE) •) -CNTO,
1291 CALL	 PRNT(DU M f4Y,N1)UM1,0.3) CNTO,








284 900 CONTINUE CNT4'	 i
285-
 





CALL	 TRAMP(DUMMY(NW12),NA,DUM MY(N2).NA) CNTOC
287 CALL TRANP(nUM MY(NW22),NA,P,NP) VIM
1
288 N3 a N2+N  CNTOe-_
289 IFAC a 0 CNTOi
290 L s NAM CNTO:
291 N4 s N3	 +	 NA(1) CNT02
292 -
_
CALL GELIM(L.L•DUMMY( NZ), L,P,'DU MMv00),IFAC;OUMMY(N 2l3,IERR) ------CNTQe-
293 IF(	 IEPR	 .E0,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 QSO CNTO;
_._.
CALL LNC N T( 4 ) CNTO^
1
294
295 PRINT	 925	 ----	 --- --------- ----	 •--- 	 -	 --- --	 -- -	 ----- CNTO2
296 925 FORMAT (// •	IN CNTREG,	 GELIM HAS FOUND THE MATRIX W12 TO BE SINGUL CNTO^





	 — -	 CNT02
1?94 950 CONTINUE CNTV
300 NOU M 1(1)	 s	 NRCi) CNT03
-301
-	
NOU M 1 (2)	 a NA(1)  --CNT03
302 CALL MULT(DUMMY,NOU41,P,NP,F,NF) CNTOt
303  IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 RETURN CNTO?
30u'
CALL PPNT(P,NP,4H
	 P	 ', 1).-_-----_CNT03
	 t
545 CALL.	 PPNT(F,NF,4H	 F	 ,1) CNT03
1506 RETURN CNTO3
31)7	 C _ __ -	 CNT03
08	 1000 C0NTINIE CNT03
09(3
1,1 10
 NraAX	 a	 T(1)/T(2) CNT03
______._
 1	 2	 N "" AX ---- CNT01
II! CALL	 FflUATE(LA MBDA,NA,DU MM Y(N2),NA) CNT03
I
12 TT	 =	 • T(2) LNT033
13 N4 as M3+N CNT03
314 NIS	 2	 N41 - N	 A-77 CNT03
3 L5_,_.. __N6 . s NS+N CN1
316
_




_- _	 CN I
317 KSS s 0 CNT
_319	
_ _
NOUM M) a NR(1) CN'











. - CALL	 EQUATE(OUMMY(N3)rNA,OUM MY(N2),NA) CNT
322 IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 1075
-
CNT







 X	 ' , 016.8, •)')	 -'	 -- _._.. CNT
326 CALL PRNT(DUMMY(N2) 0 NA,0,3) CNT
_...327.__1075 CONTINUE__	 __  CNT
328
_.^_.
	 _	 _	 __-	 _	 --__-_--
IF(	 NMAX	 .LE.	 0	 )	 _RETURN
_ --	 -
CNT





_     
CNT
331
^_.	 -^_ _ ._	 ^. _..	 ^..	 _	 _
TIME	 = I • T (2) ..._.-. .. CNT 





CALL MULT(DUMMY(N2).VA,OUMMY(N4),MA,DUMMY(N3)rNA)	 -`-- -CNT




	 --	 -- --^-- -^	 CNT
338 CALL EQUATECOU MMY(N5) O NArOUMMY(N4),NA) CNT
_.339 C A LL_ MULT(DUMMY(NW2i),NA,DUAWY(N3),NA,DIJ MM Y(NS),NA) CNT(
340 CALL	 ADO(DU MMY( NW22 ) V NA,DUMMY(N5) ♦ NA,DUMMY(NS) O NA)	 - -" CNT'
341 CALL TRANP(DUMMY(N5),NA # DU MMY(N6),NA) CNT(
_._342
	 ..__CALL EOUA'E (DU MM Y (N6),NA ? DUMMY(N5) LNA)
--
CNT(
343 - --•--- --	 --	 -	 --- - ---	 -L	 s	 N A (1) -- ----- - • CNT ,
344 IFAC = 0 CNTC
.345	 _._._. CALL GELIM(L.,L,DUMMY(N4),L,DIJMMY_(N5),DUMMY(N6),IFAC,DUMMY(N7)_,I_ERRCNTC
346 1) CNTC
347 IF(







PRINT	 1150,TI M E	 -  CNTO
350	 1150 FORMAT(//'	 IN CNTREG	 AT TI ME	 0 016.8,'	 P CANNOT BE COMPUTED DUE T CNTO












—	 --.	 _	 - ---	 --	 - _ -CALL M AXEL (P, NP, ANORMI j -	 - _ CNTC
356 CALL SUET(DUMMY(N5),NA,P,NP,OUM MY(M4),NA) ONTO
357	 --...CALL MAXEL(QL I MY(N4) f NA,ANORM2)	
----- -	 -
CNTO




.NE.	 0.0	 )	 GO	 TO- 1225 -	 _--	 CNTO
359 GO TO	 1300 CNTO
_._3 60-G-_.. __	 _. _	
. _ __-`•_ `-'----.	
_.__._._-- ^- -	 _--  CNT0
1
361	 1225
---__-_. _ _ __---
CONTINUE
_ _-.-_ ONTO
362 IF(ANORMI	 .GT.	 1.0	 )	 GO TO	 1250 CNTO
_363.	
_._ _IE(	 ANORM2/ANORMI	 .LT.	 RICTCV _)	 KSS= 1 	_	 _ CNTO
64 GO	 TO	 1300 CNTO
F
3
oS	 1250 CONTINUE CNTO






68	 1300 CONTINUE CNTO
X69 __ -_ .CALL	 ^lULT(OUMMY,NDlJMl t P,NP,F,NF) CNTO
370 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EG.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 1400 CNTO-
71 CALL LNCNT(5) ONTO-
_372_	 ____ PRINT	 1350,TI M E CNTO
373	 1350 FCtR""AT(///'	 TI M E	 =	 0 ,016.9/) -	 CNTO,
74 CALL	 PRNT(P,NP,4H	 P	 ,1) CNT0-
75	 _ IF(	 I	 . CIE.	 A M AX	 )	 CALL	 PRNT(F,NF,4H	 F	 ,t) CNTO?
376 C - CNTO'
377	 1 4 00 CONTINUE	 A-78 C N T 0 ;
-__.378___-_ r. 
_. IF(_.KSS	 . E G,	 1	 ) GO TO	 1500 CNT




380 IF(	 I	 .GE.	 0	 )	 GO TO	 1100 LNT
-38 L_
	 _ Gn	 TO .10 0 0 CNT
382
	 1500 CONTINUE -_._ CNT
383 CALL LNCNT(4) CNT
384 _ .. _ PRINT	 155 _ CNT
385	 1550 FORMAT (// • STEADY -STATE SOLUTION HA3 BEEN REACHED IN CNTREG'/) CPIT
386 C CNT
-387-1600 -CO N TI N UE _
--- --
CNT
388 IF(	 I 0 P (21	 . N E .
	
0 )	 RETURN TCNT
389 IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EQ.	 0 )	 RETURN CNT




391 PRINT	 1350.TIME -	
..____
CNT
392 CALL PRNT(PpNPo4H P	 ,l) CNT
393 _CALL P R N













0 WT ( A, NA, ,N9 , H,NM,O,NA,R,^IR,I^,NF,P,NP,IOP,IDENT , DI	 RICOOSUBROUTINE RICN	 9
-- 1 ~ --1SC,FNULL,DUMMY) RICOO
2 IMPLICIT REAL*8	 (A-H2O-Z) RICOO
3 ____- ___DIMENSION A(1),8( 1),'I ( 1),R(1),F ( 1),P(1),OUMMY ( 1) RICOO
4 DIMENSION	 NA(2),NB ( 2) ,NO( 2) ,NR( 2),NF ( 2),NP(2),IOP(3)	
_..__
-.RIC00
5 DIMENSION	 H(t),NH ( 2),I0PT ( 2) RICOO





R I C O n
^11 SYM s .TRUE. RICOO
____12 .0
-	 -	 -	 -	 -
RICOO
13
-	 -	 -	 ---N = NA(1) **2^ __- RICOO
14 N1	 = N + 1 RICOC






17 N32 N2+N RICOV
_	 18~ .r.N4_s_N3 +N___._- _	 _	








.EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 ?10 RICO(
4LL _L N CN T Cu) ---
 
- ____-	 --	 ---- - - - - ---- -	 --- - --- --
R I C 0 C
22 IF(.NOT,	 DISC)PRINT	 100 --	
_
y RICO(
23 IF(	 DISC	 )PRINT	 150 RICO
2u 10o FORMA _T(//, • PROGRAM TO SOLVE^CON -TINUO_U_S_ STEADY - STATE_	 RICCATI	 EQUATRICOr
"25 LION BY THE NEWTON ALGORITHM',/) - -	 -`	 RICO(
26 150 FOR MAT(//,' PROGRAM TO SOLVE DISCRETE STEADY -STATE RICCATI EQUATIORICOr
__4-27 1N_9Y_ - THE __ NEW TON _ALGORITHM • ,/) RICO(
28
- ^	 -_	 -
CALL PRNT(A,NA,4H	 A	 , 1 )	 - '--- – - `--^' RICOr
29 C4LL PRNT(9,N8,4H	 8	 ,1) RICO(
30__--.__ CALL
	
PRNT(Q,NQp4H	 0	 , 1)_ RICO(
31 IF(	 , NOT,	 IDENT	 ) GO	 TO	 195	 =	 -	 - `--RICO(
32 CALL L NCNT( 3) RICO(
33-- PRINT	 180 •.__- RICO(
34 150
_	 _
FORMAT(/, •	H	 IS	 AN	 IDENTITY MATRIX',/) RICOt
35 GO TO 200 RICO'
185 CONTINUE .- RICO-
37 CALL PRNT(H,NH,4H H 	 ,1)
_
RICO,










41 CALL LNCNT (3) RICO
-•





43 195 FORMAT(/, •	MATRIX	 (HTRANSP09E)GH	 •,/) RICO
44 CALL PRNT(O,NQ,4HHTOHr1) RICO
--45-- -200 CONTINUE.-- — RICO
46 CALL PRNT(R,NR, 4 H R	 ,1)
_	 __
RICO




_ ... __.	 _
RICO
49 PRINT 205 RICO
So 205 FOR M AT(/, •	INITIAL F MATRIX ,/) RICO
51_._.- .CALL	 PRNT(F,NF,uH	 F	 ,1)	
--	 _
RICO0 52 C RICO
53 210 CONTINUE RICO
54	 __
55
IF((IOPM	 .CIE,	 0)	 .OR S 	IDENT)	 GO	 TO	 220
CALL MULT(G ,NO,H,NH 2 OU MMY,N H )
RiCn
RICO
56 CALL	 TRANP(H,NH,DUtAMY(N2),NP) RICO
57^ CALL MULT(DUMMY(N2),rJP,DUMMY,NH2O ► NO)	 — RICC
58 220 CONTINUE -"	 RICc
59 C RIC"
60 IF	 (DISC)	 GO	 TO	 q 00 RICC
61	 C RICC
62 CALL	 TRANP(B,N9,P,NP) A-80 Ric'-
r'
- 63 ---- _. CALL EOUATE(R,NR,OUM 14 Y,NR) RIC
64 CAL L 	SY'EPOS ( NR(1),NR ( 1),OU14MY , NP(2),P,IOPT , InPTPDET , ISCALE,OUMMY(NRIC
!f	 65 11),IERR) RIC
-66._.___
_ _IF ( IE RR 	.EG,	 0)	 GO_ TO	250 RIC
67 _.-----CALL LNrNT(3) --RIC
68 PRINT 22S RIC
6Q _ -225 FORMAT (/, •_ IN RICNWT,	 A MATRIX_ 	WHICH	 18	 NOT	 SYMMETRIC POSITIVE_ OERIC
70 1FINITE HAS BEEN SUBMITTED TO 	 SYMPOS • ,/) RIC
71 RETURN RIC	 y




_	 _	 _	 _	 _
CONTINUE RIC
74 CALL EQUATE(P,NP,OUMMY,NF) RIC
_ 75 ^__ CALL NIULT(9,N8,OUM MY,NFpDUMMY(N1) # NA) RIC
76
_
CALL TRANP(DUM MY(N1),NA,DU MMY(N2),NA)	 - RIC
77 CALL ADD(DUMMY(N1) P NA # DUMMY(N2),NA,OUMMY(N1),NA) RIC










GO TO 300 RIC'
91 -^ --	 ---	 - -	 —_ . RIC'
82 - ---	 -- ---	 - —CALL MULT(9,N9,F,NF,DUMMY(N2),NA) RIC(
83 CALL SUBT(A,NA,DUMMY(N2),NA,DUMMY(N2),NA) RIC(
_ 84 - _ C4LJ, TRANP(OU MMY(N2),NA^OU MMY(N3) # NA) RIC(
as
_	 _
CALL EQUATE (DUMMY (N3),NA,DUM M Y(N2)-, 'NA) '	 -^ .	 --	 -`°—RIC(
86 CALL MULT(R,NR,F,NF,DUMMY(N3),NF) RICO
67.
_CALL TRANP(F,NF,P,NP) RICC
as CALL MOLT(P,NP,OUMMY(N3)•NFrOUMMY(N4),NA)---- --RICC
89 CALL TRANP ( DUMMY(N4),NA , DU MMY ( N3),NA)





- - i --
CALL SCALE(DUM MY(N3),NA, DUMMY (N3),NA,0.5) RICO
92 CALL.	 AD0(DUMMY(N3),NA,O,NO,P 0 NP) RICO
93
_
CALL	 SCALE(P,NP,P,NP,-1,0) RICO	 ?
~94 GO	 TO	 350	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 _	 -• RICO	 3
95 C RICO
96_ 300 CONTINUE RICO
9T CALL TRANP(A,NA,QUMMY(N2)rNAj --- 	---	 -^- -	 '- -RICO





100 350 CONTINUE RICO
101 IF(IOP(3)	 .NE.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 400 RICO
1
.
1 EPSA: EPSAM RICO
103 CALL BARS	 B,NB-,7P ,N0,IOPT,SYMPEPSA ;EPBA,DUMMYC143)) RICO
104 GO TO 450 RICO





107 IOPT ( 2)a1 RICO,
X08 BI.LIN (DUMMY (N2),N A,B ,NB,P, NP, IOPT,SCLE,SY M ,OUMM ,'(N3)) RICO:
110 450 CONTINUE RICO'
111 CALL EQUATE(P,NP,DUMMY(N2),NP) RIC01
L12 IF(TOP(2).EG.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 550	 - RIC01
:13 CALL Lr(CNT(3) RICO!
114  ..	 _ PRINT 500, I RICO!
500
_
FORMAT(/, •	 ITEF, ATION	 • ,IS,/)	 -^ RICO!
1
15




18 550 -	 --	
-._..
CONTINUE RICOt
19 CALL	 MULT(DLIM ^A Y(N1),NA,P,NP,DIJMM YCN3),NA) RICO1
20 CALL	 MULT( P, NP,DU MMY(N3).NA.O(J MMYCNU),NA) RICO1




23 CALL	 SCALE(P.NP,P,NP,0.5) RIC01
124 CALL	 4DD(Q * f'J 1,P,NP,P, NP) RIC01
25 CALL	 SCALE(P,NP,P,?4P,-1.0)	 A-81 RTC01
126
 CALL	 SURT( AtNA#DUMMY(N3),NA,nummy(Nu),NA)	 _
-
RIC01
27 CALL	 TRANP(DUMMY(N4),NA,OUMMY(N3), NA ) RIC01
28 C RICO1
129._ .NE.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO 650	 __IF(IOP(3) RICO?
'30 CALL
	
BARSTW ( OUMMY(N3),NA,9,NH,P,NP,IOPT,SYM,EPSA,EPSA,DUMMY(N4)) RIC01
31 GO TO 675 RIC01
32 _C...-. ___	 _	 _	 ___-- RICO t
-
33	 650 -'CONTI NUE RIC01
34 CALL HILIN ( DUMMY ( N3)• NA, d,Nd,P,NP,IOPT,SCLE,SYM,DUMMY(N4)) RIC01
RI
136	 675 CONTINUE RIC01
37 IZI+1 RIC01
M AXEL ( OUMM Y ( N2),NA,A NOR M l)	 _	 __	 ___ ....	 -- -	 --.CALL RIC01
139 CALL SUET(P,NP,DUMMY(N2),NA,OU MMY(N3),N A ) RICO1
X 40 CALL MAXEL(DUMMY(N3),NA,ANORH2) RIC01
41 ___ IF(ANORMI_.GT.	 1.0)	 GO T0_700_	 _ 	 __ _RIC01
,42 ~ 800	
----	 -	 __.
IF(	 ANOR4 2 /ANORMI	 .LT.	 RICTCV	 )	 GO TO R IC01
143 GO TO 750 RIC01
-	 _ __	 _._.__-^	 _	 _.__	 - .. --_- ___—_	
.••-
RIC01
45	 700 CONTINUE._-_ . RICOt





-- --- - ---	
-_
	
.. _._ _ -- _ . _ _ .--.-_ _., 	
- ---• • —
CON TINU E R I C O 1
9 IF(	 I	 .LE.	 101)	 GO	 TO	 450 RIC01
-
150
	 .__	 _ CALL LNCNT(3) _ RIC01
1 PRINT 77S RICO1
U
5
2 775 FORMAT(i, • 	THE SU9ROUTINE RICNWT HAS EXCEEDED	 100	 ITERATIONS wrTHORIC01
153 __ lUT CONVERGENCE_'t/)-_ RIC01
154 I 0 P (1 )	 =	 1 RIC01
{ S5 C RICO1
156__ 900 CONTINUE	 _ RIC01
S7 CALL	 MIJLT(DUMMY,NF,P,N p , F ,NF)	 - RIC01
Sei GO	
TO	 1300 RIC01
159	 C _ _ _ .	 _	 _	 _	 _	 _._. RIC01
	
160 	900	 CONTImuE





64	 CALL EQUATE(A,NA,DU HMY(N1),NA)
	
65	 .^	 ALL TRANP( AtNAtOUMMY(N2)tNA)_
	









CON T_I NUE ____ _ — .- .__---- .------- 	 --- --	 - -- --
72 C
173 CALL MULT(R,NR,r,NFPDUMMY(Nl),NF)
_7u	 ___.- CALL TRANP(F,NF,P,NP)
75 CALL MULT(P,NP,DUMMY(Nl),NF,OUMMY(N2),NA)
76 CALL TRANP(DUMMY(N2) ,NA,DUMMY(N1)tNA)
77.	 _.	 __ C A LL ADD (CU MMY(N1), NA, DUMMY 012_) 0 NA,DUM MY (NJ 1),NA)
78 CALL SCALE(D0 mm Y(Nl) 0 N A,OU MM Y( N 	 ,NA,0,5)
79 CALL A0D(A,NO,DUMMY(N1),NA,P,NP)
180	 __-- CALL ml)LT(8,NH,F,NF,0IJMMY(N1)rNA)
	81	 CALL SUBT(A, NA, DUMMY C41), NA, DIIMMY(NI),NA)
	
82	 CALL TRANP(DUM-MY(Nt),NA,DUMMY(N2),NA)





AS	 CALL SU'^(OUMMY(N2) ,M1IA,P,NP,DUMMY(fil),NA, IOPT,SYM,DUM^AY(N3))
	






































_192.______-__. C A LL	 MULT(P,NP,A f wA,OUMMYCNI), NA ) 	 _	 ^.	 _._. _ .-_—	 _._ _.__... _.  -_RICO
193 CALL MULT(P,NN,8,w8,ouMMY(N2),N(i) RICO





196 CALL MOLT(DU4MY(N3),NF,OUwMY(N2),N9,OUMMY(Nt),NR) RICO
197 CALL	 TRANP(OUMMY(NI),NR,OUMMY(N2),NR) RICO
198_C4L.L - ADOCGUMMY(N1) ► NR,OUMMY ( N2), NR , OUMMY(N1)r- NR) 	 ^_. RICO
199 CALL SCALE(OUMMY(Nt)•NR,DUMMY(N1),NR,0,5) RICO,
200 CALL	 ADO(R,PIR,OUMMY(NI),NR,OUMMY(NI),NR) RICA
j 2.01—
CALL SYMPOS ( NR(1), NR ( t_) ,GUMMY( NI), NAC I) , F,IOPT , IOPT,OET,ISCALE ► OUMRICOI
-
_..__-
202 1MY(N2) ► IERR) RICO:
203 IF(IERR	 ,EG.	 0)	 GO	 TO	 1150 RICO,
294 —'	







i 208	 1150 CONTINUE `-- __--	
^ __._. __- -- --^-- _^	 -^
_^_RICOe'
RICO
209 IF(	 I	 ,EO,	 1)	 GO	 To 925 RICO2
2i0_ MAXEL (OUMMY, NA, 4NORM1_	 _ _ _ 	 _`._.- .CALL _L_—  _	 RICOZ
1
211 C ALL SUHT(P,NP,OU^MMY,NA,OUMMY(N1),N4) RICO2
212 CALL MAXEL(OUMMY(NI),NA,ANOR M2) RTCO2
_213.---•---_ IFS_ A NOR MI	 ,GT.	 1.)_ . GO_TO	 120A	 _	 _	 - ----- ____.___----- ------ RICOZ
?14 IF(	 ANORM2 / A^NORMI	 , LT. RIC CV	 ) GO TO1300 RICO2
PIS GO TO	 1250 RICO2
_116.1200 C NTINUE 	 —	 -- -__—._.	 _---.^ __. RICO2
217
— -- _
IF( -ANORM2	 ,LT, RICTCV	 )	 GO	 TO	 1300 RICO2
X 18	 C RICO2
219 --- 1250 CO N TI NUE__	 _—_.	 _..	 --____ RICO2
220 IF(	 I	 ,LE,	 101)	 GO	 TO	 925	 - RICO2
X 21 CALL LNCNT(3) RICO2
!22 PRINT 775 RICO2____
223 IOP(I)	 =	 1
X 24 C RICO2
^
!25	 1300 CONTINUE	 _ .__ RICO2..
226 IF(YOP(1)	 .EN,	 0	 )	 RETURN RICO2




229	 1350 FORMAT (//, •	FINAL VALUES OF P AND F AFTER • , IS.'	 ITERATIONS TO CONVRICO2
230 IERGE',/) RICO2
CALL P4NT(P,NP,4H	 P	 , 1) RICO2
- !
3
32 CALL PRNT(F,NF,4H F	 ,1) RICO2
2 33 C RICO2 







4 SMREG(A,NA,9,N9,H,NH , O,Nn,R , NP,F,NF,P , NP,IOENT,DISC• N
__SUBROUTINE ISM()
1 1E'PVT,3TARLE•FNULL•ALP H 40IOP,OU MM Y) ASMn
2 IMPLICIT REAL.a	 (4-H,0 - Z) ASMO
3._-..—. ­ DI „'ENSION	 A(1)•A(l)• H( 1)rQ(1)•R(1)^F(1),P(1)•OUMMY(1) ASPAO
4 DIMENSION	 PIA( 2), N g ( 2),NH(2) , NO(2),NR ( 2)#,NF ( 2),NP(2)•IOP(S ) , IOPT ( 3)ASMO
5 1,NOUM1(2)•PInlJM2(2I,NbUM3(2) ASMO
.6._.. __ LOGIC A L	 IDENT,DISC,NEwT,STAHLE,F NULL,SI NG	 _ ASMO
7 N	 s	 NA(1)•*2 ASMO
8 N12 N +1 AS M O
ASMn
10 IF	 (	 .NOT.	 NEWT	 )	 GO	 TO 600 ASMO
11 IF(	 STABLE	 )	 GO TO 500 ASMO
_12 _ - -_IF _ (	 FNIJLL	 )	 Gn _T0	 104 	 _ - -	 _-	 —	 - ASMO
13 CALL MULT(8,N6,F,NF,DU M4Y,N A ) ASMO(
14 CALL SU8T(A•NA,DU MMY,4A,DU MMY•NA) ASMO,
AS	 CALL • TESTSA(DUMM_Y,_ NA,AL	 HArOISC•_STABLE_L ICP_TT,DUMMY(N1))	 y	 - ` _- ASMO(
16 GO TO 200 ASMOr
17 100 CONTINUE ASMO(
 
ESTS. (	 •	 •	 LPHA,DISC t S .T.ABLE,I- OPTT	 DUMMY)-CALL T 	 4	 4	 NA . A	 _,l a 	- 	 -	
-	
- - -.-_ .— -- ..._. 
_	 - — -
ASMOr
19 C -A S M 0 r
20 200 CONTINUE ASMor
_	 2L___._._-.IF(_ ST A BLE_.) .. GO_TO	 500	 _-. ____	 _^__	
-_ ------	
-- - . - -- --•- --
ASMOr
22 IF (	 OI9C	 )	 GO	 TO	 230 -ASMOc





=	 NA (1) 	 -	 ^_. 	 _	
- 
•_.. 
	 _ .	 .. AgMOC
t25 DO	 210	 I	 a1,NAX
ASMO(,






	 — - -	 ---	 -
ASMO()
2d 210 CONTINUE ASM00
29 SCLE =	 3. ASMOO
30	 ---_ I0PT(1)MIOR(l)	 =	 - ASMnn
31 IOPT(2)	 =	 1 ASM04
32 IOPT(3)=1 ASMOO
33 CALL CSTAB(A,NA,9•NB,F,NF,IOPT•SCLE,DUMMY) ASMOO
34 J a -NA( 1 )	 --	 ---	 - AS M OO
3S 00	 220	 I=1, N AX ASMOn
36 J	 = J	 + NAX	 +	 1 ASIAV
37 - A(J)
	 2	 A(J)	 +	 ALPHA A S MOO
38 220 CONTINUE ASu00
3 Q 225 CO N TINUE 4SMOn
40
_
ULT(S,N9,F,NF,OIJMY,NAj _ 	 --- -	 ----	 --- -- . -- -	 —	 _	 --CALL M	 M ASMOP
41 CALL	 SUBT(A,NA,OUMMY,NA,DUM P4Y,NA) ASMOO
. 42 CALL	 TESTSA(DUMMY,NA,ALPHA,DISC,STABLE,IOPTT,DU MM Y( N 1)) ASMOn
43
_
GO	 TO 300 ASMOO
44 C ASMOO
4 5 230 CONTINUE ASNOO
46 J	 a	 2^NA (1) -;- i	 - -	 -	 - ASMOO
47 IF(	 .NOT.	 FN IJLL	 )	 J	 =	 J	 +	 N ASMOO
48 SING =	 .FALSE. ASMOO_
49
_
IF(	 DUMMY(J)	 .Eft.	 4,0	 )	 SING	 =	 .TRUE. ASMOO
50 IOPT(1)	 =	 IOP(1) ASMOn




DSCLE = 4.5	 -	 — ASM00
53 ALPHAT	 =	 1,/ALPHA ASMOO
Su CALL	 SCALE(A,N4,A,NA,ALPHAT) 4SMoo
CALL	 SCALE(B,NB,B,NP,ALP H ATI ASMnn
1
55
5's CALL	 DSTAB(A,NA,B,NB,F,NF,SING,IOPT,DSCLE,DU MM Y) ASMO^j
57 CALL	 SCALE(A,NA,A,NA,ALPMA) AS400
58 -- CALL	 SCALE (A,"JRp8gN9,ALPHA) 	 _ ASMno
k
9 GO	 TO 225 ASMOO
0 C ASMOO
bl 300 CONTINUE ASuOn
2 IF(	 STABLE)	 GO	 TO	 400	 A-84 ASMOn
r
63 _CALL LNCNT(5) A3mO(
64
_
IF(	 DISC	 )	 GO	 TO	 330 -	 __..	 _. ASMO
65 PRINT	 3t0,ALPHA ASMO(
_66	 -310_FORMAT( // •	IN	 ASMHEG,	 CSTAS HAS FAILED_ 	 TO FIND	 A STA9ILIZIvG GAIN A31401
67 1	 '*ATRIX	 (F)	 RELATIVE
	









71	 340 FOR M AT (// • 	IN ASMREG,	 OSTAH HAS FAILED TO FIND A STABILIZING GAIN ASMO^
.,7?---- 1 `"AT R IY - (F)	 RELATIVE . 	/,'_ALPHA_ s	 11 ,016.8/)_TO	 _'* ASMO'














_	 _ _ _	 _	 _	 _
CALL RICN +OT(A,NA, H rNOrMtNH,O,NGrR , NRrFONFpPtNP , i0PrI0ENT70I9CrFNU-ASMO(
80 1LL,OUMMY) A$w0C
_8.1—, —.GO _Y9 750 A9MOC
82 C ASMO(
83	 600 CONTINUE ASMOr
gA 






-NW s 4*N +	 1 A-SMOG
86 NLAM s NW + 4*N ASMOC
MOUM .- NLAM !'_ N _—	 'L2 — .-
	 - —_ 
ASMOr,
88 --- - -IOP(3)	 a	 1 ASMOC
89 CALL C^ITREG(A,NA,8,N8,M,NM,O,NG,R,NR,Dl1MMY,0UMMY(NW),OUMMY(NLAM), ASMOO
— 90	 __1Sr.F,NFrPrNP,T,IOP,IAENT,OUMMY(NDUM)) 	 _ ASMOC
Q 1 GO TO 750	 - 	 -'----- ASM00
















IF(	 IOP(4)	 .E9.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 1100 ASMOO
98 C ASMOC
















_ .------ -• -
	
--CALL MULT(PrNPr80N8rDUMMY,N8) ASIA01
104 CALL MULT(DUMMY,N9,F,NF,DUMMY(N1),NP) AS401
05— _-__CALL TRANP(DUMMY(Nl),NP,0U MM Y,NP) ASMO1
_06 CALL	 ADO(DUMMY,NP,DIJt4 4 Y(N1),NP,OUMMY,NP) ASM01
107 CALL SC A LE(DUMMY,NP,0U M0 YrNP,0.5) ASMO1





CALL 'AULT(PrNP,A,NA,OUMMY(N1),NP)-- - ASM01
110 CALL	 ADD(DU MMY,NP,DUMMY(N1),NP,DUMMY,NP) AS-401
111___._____ TFIANP(DUMMY(N1) vNP,DUMMY(N2),NP)_C A LL	 — ASMO1
1
.12 CALL	 ADD(DUMmY,NP,DUMMY(N2),NP,DUMMY,NP) 	 _- -.	 - ASw01
,L13 GO Tn 9o0 ASMO1
114 
- C	 - -	 --	 -	 _. 	
-	 -
AS1401
15	 800 CONTINUE ASM01
16 CALL MULT(R # NR,F,NF,DUMMY,NF) ASMOi
117	 _.__ CALL	 TRANP(F, NF, DUM M Y (N1),N8) ASM01
18 CALL	 M l1LT(OU+A MY (N1),N9,DU MMY,NF,OU MMY(N2)rN A ) AS M 01
1 q CALL	 ADD(DIJMMY(N2),NA,O,NQ,OUWMY,NA) ASMO1
120 _.___	 _	 _ CALL MULT(F3,N8,F,NF,r)U M4Y(N1),NA) AS-401
121 CALL	 SUET(A,NA,Ot) MMY(N1),NA,DtJMMYCNI),NA) ASuO1
22 CALL	 MI)LT(P,NP,DUMMYCNJ),NA,DUMMY(N2),NA) ASM01
.23 CALL	 TRAMP (DO-4MY(NI),NA, DUMMY(J3),NA) ASM01
12 4 CALL	 Mt1LT(DU' I MYCN3),NA,DU MMY(N2),NA,OU MMY(N1),NA) ASMO1












- .---. -.._ -	 ASM01
31 1000 FORMAT (// • RESIOUAL ERROR	 IN RICCATI EQUATION	 •/) ASM01
132__ CALF PRNT(DU 14MY,NP#4MERQRp1)_..__ ASM01
1
:33 C --	 -	 -- ---	 ASM01
.34 1100 CONTINUE ASM01
_135	 .R2-s. Ni+NACI ).._____-.
	 ----- _ ._ _
A3401
.36 Nis N2+NA(1)  pSM01




ZIU MUL = NA ( -1 )- _  ASM41
142
_	 _
IF(	 IERR	 .EQ,	 0)	 GO	 TO	 1300 ASM01
t43 NEVLsNA(1)-IERR ASM01
_ 144 CALL_LNCN_T ( 4 )  ASM01
145
_	 _
PRINT	 1200PIERR	 - AS401
t4b 1200 FORMAT(// •	IN ASMREG,	 THE	 ',IS,	 •	 EIGENVALUE OF P	 HAS NOT BEEN COASM01




148 C A SM 01
149 1300 CONTINUE ASMO1
150 NOUMi ( i )
	




---	 - -- __	 ---- ---
NDUml(2)	 =	 1 ASM01
152 CALL EQUATE (DUMMY(Nt),NOUM I,DUMMY,NOUM1) ASM01





-- ^' ---	 -ASM01
155 CALL	 SUIT(A•NA,OU'MMY(Nl) P NA,DUMMY(N1)rNA) ASM01
156 N2 s N1+N	 -_ 
y
ASM01
157 CALL En IJATE(DU MMY(N1),NA,DUMMY(N2),NA) ASM01
158 N 3mN2+ N ASM01





160 --- - ----	 -	 ---- -NSaN4+NA (1 )
	 --	 -	 _--	 - -	 -	 --
	 ASM01
161 CALL	 EIGEN ( NA(1),NA(i),DUMMY ( N2),DUMMY ( N3) ,DUMMY(N4) ,ISV,ISV • V,DUMASM01










lbb  ------ -- --_-_.
	
.-- -..-CALL LNCNT(4) -_ -- ASM01
1
167 PRINT	 1400,IERR ASMOI
.
168 1400 FORMAT (//'
	I`1	 AS MREG,	 THE	 • , I5.'	 EI_ GENVALUE OF	 A•RF HAS NOT BEEN CASMOI
-169~ IOMPUTED	 AFTER	 30	 ITERATIONS • /) ASM01
170 C ASM01 
17 -1 1500_CONTINUE ASM01
172 _	 --	 ----	 ---	 - - -- ------NOUM2(I) = NEVL_ _ _ _ ASMO'
173 NOUM2(2)
	 =	 t ASMO!
174
-
CALL JUXTC(DUMM Y(N3),NDU M2,DU MMY(N4),NDU M2,DUMMY(N2),NDUM3) ASMO!
175 C ASMO'
176 IF	 (	 IOP(S)	 .ED.	 0	 )	 RETURN ASM0 1





--	 -CALL LNCNT (4 ) _.__	 ASvo
179 PRINT	 1600 ASMO
- 1600 FOR M AT(// • 	EIGENVALUES OF P	 '/) ASMO'
1
190
181 CALL PRN T(DUMM Y,NDUM lfUHEVLP,1) ASMO-
182 CALL L NCNT(4) ASMO.








185 CALL	 PRNT(OU MMY (NJ ),NA,4HA-HF,1) ASMO'
186
-
CALL	 L-"ICPJT(3) A 3 M 0
1
187 PRINT	 1800 ASMO'
188 1800 FOR M AT(//'	 EIGENVALUES
	 OF	 A-AF')	 A-86 ASM01
_194	 -CALL PRNT(' UMMV(NZ) F NOUM3pq *3) 	 _. _ _	 A9Mp
190 C	 A3MO
1 9 1	 RETURN	 ♦340
- 1 Q2__	 FNQ	 - . 	 --- --- - -	 --	 _ _	 A 9M0
..0 —_ 3URROUTINE	 43 MFIL ( A,N4,GrNG, II,NHpG O N(3,A,NR,F , NF,PrNPrIOENTrOISC V N AS
I IEWT,StAALE , FNULLrALPHArIOPpOUMMY) Age
2 IMPLICIT	 REAL*$	 (A-HrO-Z) 43`1
3_ A ( 1) r^( 1) ► N(1)rA(1)r R (1)rF(1)r P (1)rOUMMY(1)_	 _DI MENSION AS'
4
_
DIMENSION	 NA(2),NG(2)rNH(2)rNG(2), NR( 2)$'NF(2),NP(2)rIOPT(5)rNOUM1(4S'




7 IF(	 IOP (1)	 .E G .	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 100	 - A3"'
8 CALL LNCNT(4) AS'-,
' 9-- --__IF(DISC)	 PRINT	 15 Ago30 IF(	 . NOT.	 013C	 )	 PRINT	 25 AS's
11 15 FORM AT(//,' PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE DISCRETE INFINITE •OURATION OPTIMAA34
12.- . __1L FILTER	 PROBLE M 'r/) AS"
13 25 FORMAT(//,' PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE CONTINUOUS 	 INFINITE -DURATION OPTIASM
14 1MAL FILTER PRORLEM'r/) AS's
— L5 ._..____CALL PRNT(A,N4r4H._A— r_1)__._,------- 	
-	 -
ASm
16 ---^ -IF(	 .NOT.	 IDENT	 )	 GO TO	 35 ASM
17 CALL LNCNT(3) ASM
_ S.3_-_-- 	_._ 0 PINT 30	 _ ASM 
19
_	 _
30	 FOR MAT (/ r' G I3 AN	 IDENTITY M ATRIX # r/)	 -	 -	
_
ASM
20 GO TO 40 4S1.
_ 2 1 —•-_- 35-..C ON T INU E ASM
22 --
	 --------	 -	 -CALL PRNT(GrNGr4M G
	 # I)
	 '-	 ---	 — -- ASW
23 40 CONTINUE ASM
----2.4__._--CALL PRNT(HrNHr4H Nr1) ASW i
2S
—
CALL L NC NT (3)  ASW
26 PRINT 45 ASW
_27___
 45.- FOR M AT( / r • INTENSITY .MATRIX- FOR COVARIANCE OF MEASUREMENT NOISE•, /) ASMr
_
28 - —CALL PRNT(RrNRr 4 H R	 .1) A3Mr	 i1 2Q C ASM,




32 PRINT 55 ASM01
--
33- _ 55 FORMAT(/.'	 INTENSITY MATRIX FOR COVARIANCE OF PROCESS NOISE', /) ASMC
 34 C
_	
_	 -	 -	 - -	
- - ASMO
35 65 CO N TINUE_	 O
^f_^
ASMO






100 CONTINUE UGf^ 1r .L
IOP(2)
ASMO
_ _ _IOPT(1 =_ 
	 __.	 _..	 _ —__	 _.	
. _.
°8







44 K = 0 ASMO
- as C _	— _ ASMO
46 —	 -- - — - --200 CONTINUE ASMO
47 CALL	 TRAPIP(A,NArDUMMYrNA) ASMO'




50 CALL	 E0UATE(DU M4 Y,N0UM I,H,NH) ASMO'




53 CALL	 En(JATE(DU mM Y,NDUM1rG,NG) ASMO-
54 __250 CONTINUE ASMO'
55 IF	 (	 K	 .EO.	 1	 )	 RETURN ASMO-
56 C
57 K	 s	 K+1
ASMO'
ASMnl
58 CALL	 AS'AREG(A, PI A,H,NH , G,NG,OrNQ , R,NR,F , NF,P,NP,IDENT,DISC,NEWT,ST ASMO-





62 CALL	 TRAN P ( F,NF,0U NMY(N1) . NDUMI ASMO-
63
—
CALL EGUATE ( OUMmY(N1),NOUM1eFoNF)	
.. __..	
ASM O4 C ASMn
65 IF(	 IU P (1)	 .EA.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO 200 43m()
66 - C. -	 — ._ _	
-	
_ _ _	 _.	 _.	 __..
-	 A3m0
_	 ^.	 ___	 _ _
	
-
67 IF (IDENT)	 GO	 TO	 300 A3r40
68 CALL LNCNT(3) A3M0'
6 9 ._ PRI T SS_ ASMO
-	 - -	 -70 CALL PRNT(Q # NQr4NGAGT, 1) ASMO,
71	 C ASMO,
.12 .__300 CONTINUE ASMO'
73 CALL LNCNT (3)
74 PRINT 32S ASMA'
..75_.. .325 , FO RM AT( / o•	 FILTER	 GAIN • •/) .   A3M0
7b CALL PRNT(FvNFv4N F	 •1) "ASMO
77 CALL LNCNT(3) ASMO
.7B 350-,._._..PRINT ASMO
79	 3SO FORMAT(/ t 'STEAOY-STATE VARIANCE MATRIXOF'4ECON3TAUCTION "ERROR',/)ASM0
80 CALL PPNT(PpNP t 4M P	 i 1) ASMO`
82 NO'1M1 (2)aI ASM0(
63 CALL LNCNT(3) ASMO'
94	 _ P_ R INT	 37, A3M0(
$S	 375 - OFFORMAT(/,' EIGENVALUE9P
------A,SMO'
86 C4LL PRNT(nUMMYjNOUM1r4NEVLP,1) A3MOr
_87 N1	 s	 p !P( 1 )	 +	 1 -	
_ _	 _	 `^._.__. ,^. _	 _ —	 _	 _	 A3 M Qr
as N s NA(1)**2 A3MOr
69 N2 a N1	 + N +	 2*NA(1) ASMO(
90 CALL	 TRAMP(OUMMY(N1)•NAOOUMMY4N2)_rNA) ASMOr
-	 - ---	 -
91 CALL PRNT(OUMMY(N2)vNAp4NA •FMr1) ASMOr
92 N2 s N1	 + N A3MOr
_ 93
	 _._ CALL LNCNT(3) ASMO(
-94 PRINT 385 _ ASMOC
95	 385 FORMAT(/o'	 EIGENV A LUES OF	 A-FN MATRIX'p/) A SM OC
_	







s	 2	 -' _	 ASMO(
98 CALL PRNT(0UMMY(N2).NOUM1r0r3) A3M0r
q9 C ASM0,
100 GO TO 200 ASMO:
l o t 	 C AS40'
1102_. ___ _ _ END	_ 	 _ 	 ------- _--	 - -	 _ _ _	 _ . 	 _ A8Mn ;
A-89
_0 ..__ SUBROUTINE EXPwOF	 (A # NA O 8, N9, M,NM,A m # NAM O MM,NMM,O O NO,R.NR O F O NF.P, EXPO,
1 1NP,HIDENT,MMOENT , DISC , NEWT , 3TABLE , FNULL , ALPMA,IOPr0UMMY) EXPO
2 ImPLICIT	 REAL • 8	 (A •N,0 - Y) ExPo^
DI MENSION	 A(1),9(1)•N(_1),AM(1)•N"(1)rD(1) .Rti). ► (i)rPti),OUMMr(1) EXPO
4 DIMENSION	 NA(2).N9 ( 2),NN(2 ) , NAM(2 ) , NNM( 2)#NN ( 2).NR(2) • NF(2)•NP(2),EXPO
S IIOP(1),I GPT (5).NOUM1(2)•NOUM2(2).NOUM3(2) EXPO
_	 b __-_	 -- LOGICAL	 ►'WIDENT, NMnENT^O13C.NEWT,ST A BLEPF N ULL#S YM EXPO'
7 COMMON /TOL /EPSAN#EPSOM,IACM EXPO'
s IF( IOP M
	 . EO. 0 ) GO TO 300 EXPO,
.9. _ C ALL LNCNT(b)
_._.r EXPO
10
___	 _	 __...	 _--__-- _ _--	
---
IF( DISC	 )	 PRINT 2S	
_	
—ExPO	 a
It IF(	 .NOT.	 DISC	 )	 PRINT	 SO EXPOI
12.__..25 _FOR M AT( 1, 0 PROGRA4 TO SOLVE aSY MPTOTIC DISCRETE EXPLICIT MODEL-FOLEXPO
13 1LOWING PROBLEM# , //r . 	 PLANT DYNAMICS•,/) EXPO'
14 50 FORMAT (/, • PROGRA M TO SOLVE ASYMPTOTIC CONTINUOUS EXPLICIT NOOEL•FEXPO





--EXPOSCALL PRNT(A,N4,4N 	 A.
	 1)
17 CALL PRNT(9,N5p4M 8	 ,1) ExPO(
_.IF( _ ?IDENT _). GO	 TO 1.j_-___
__._-- -------	




—._..--.CALL PRPIT(M,NH,4H N	 0 1) EXPOS
20 GO TO 100 EXPO(	 j




22V CALL LNCNT(3) E XPO(23 PRINT 95 EXPO(




26 100 CONTINUE EXPA(
CALL-LNCNTt4)___._ _--
	 -•-	 -.- -_-_-	
- .
EXPO(
28 _PRINT	 125 EXPO(
29 125 FOR MAT(//,. MODEL DYNAMICS',!) EXPor
- 30_._	
-
CALL PPNTCAM O NAM 0 4H AM	 ,1) ExPO(
31 IF( HMOENT	 )	 GO	 TO	 175	 -	 - EXPO(
32 CALL PRNT(HM,NH4,4M H M	 01) EXPn(
33 _. GO TO 200 _. _	
r
EXPO(
34 175 CONTINUE EXPO(
35 CALL LfiCNT(3) EXPO(
_36 PRINT	 t85 EXPO(
37 195 FORMAT(/, • 	 HM	 IS	 AN	 IDENTITY	 MATRIx	 vol) EXPO(
38 C EXPO(
200 CONTINUE	 --  




CALL LNCNT M FxPot
41 PRINT 225 EXPO(
_42 - „225 - FOR M AT(//,.	 NEIGHTING	 MATR_,CE8_..',/) ExPO(	 '-
43 CALL PRNT(GI,NQp4H	 0	 #I) EXPO r
44 CALL PRNT(RpNR # 4H R	 ,1) EXPn	 i
45 EXPGr
46 300 CONTINUE EXPOr
47 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 400 EXPO(






50 NP(1)	 =	 NA(1) EXPO
51 _ NP(2)	 =	 NA(1) EXPO
52 IOPT(t)	 =	 IO P (3) EXPO,,
53 IOPT(2)	 =	 10P(4) EXPO'
5u TIIPT(3)
	 2	 I0P(5) EXPO
55 IOPT (4) 	 2	 0 EXPO
56 IOPT(5)	 =	 0 EXPO'
57 __ N1	 =	 NA(1)*NA(2)	 +	 1 EXPO
58 CALL	 E0UATE(Q 0 NG,DU 4 "Y, kln)	 -` EXPor
59 CALL	 ASMPEG ( A,NA,9 , N9,H,NH , DUM M Y,NU, R ,riR,F O PIF,P,NP,HIDENT,DISC,NE EXPI,
60 twT,STAQLE ,FNULL,ALPHA,IOPT,DUMMY(^i1)) EXPO
61 C EXPn'
62 400 CO N TINUE	 p_90_ EXPO
63 IF(	 IOP (1)	 .EO.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 600 ExPAr
64 CALL LNCN r (u) EXPOr
65 PRINT 425 ExPOr







68 PRINT 454 EWPO(
69 , 457 FORMAT (/, • 	PART OF	 F MULTI PLYING	 X	 •, /) EXPOC
70 CALL PRNT(F,NF,4N	 F1t.1) EXPO
71 IF(	 . NOT.	 DISC	 .AND.	 IOP (2)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO 600 EXPOr
72__ CALL. PRNT(P,NP,4H	 P11 # 1 )_ 
	_ 	 _. 	 ._.
 EXPOr
^73 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 rm	 TO 600 EXPOC
7u CALL LNCNT(2) EXPOr





76 475 FOR MAT(/, • 	EIGENVALUES OF P11') - EXPO(
77 NOUMt(1) s NAM EXPOr
7.8-.___.__ NOUM 1(2)_ a 	1	 _ _ ._ _ _. _	 _.	 _ _	 EXP0r
79 CALL PRNT(DUMMY(Nl),NOUM1.0.3) EXPO'
80 N1	 a Nt	 NOUM1(1) EXPO(
_tj s A(t)  __.NDUM1(2) EXPO(
82




83 PRINT 500 EXPOr






86 CALL LNCNT(2)	 ,.^ ^xPOr
8; PRINT 525 ''a 0(
A6--S 25
_
FORMAT (/, • EIGENVALUES OF CLDSEO •LOOP RESPONSE MATRIX • )T--' ^POr
89 N1	 a N1	 + N0UM1(t)*NDU M 1(2) EXPO(
90 NDUMI(2)
	 a 2 EXPOr
91
_
CALL PRP1T(0UM4Y(N1 ),NDU M1,0,3)  EXPO(*
1	 92 C EXPO(
`	 93 600 CONTINUE	
r
EXPOr
I	 94 NF(1)- N8(2) EXPOr
95 NF(2)=	 NA(1) EXPOt
'I	 96 CALL MULT(B,N9,F,NF.OUMMY,NA) EXPOr
97
-^
CALL	 SU9T(A,NA,DU M1+Y,NA,0U fAMY,N A )
s-
EXPO(
98 IF(	 IOP(1).EO.	 0	 .OR.	 IOP(2)	 .NE.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 700 EXPO(
99 CALL LNCNT(2) EXPO'_	
_
100 PRINT 500 EXPO.
101
I




103 700 CONTINUE_ EXPO'
Nt	 a	 NA (!)**2	 +1 EXPO:
105_
_104




CALL	 E 1 UATE(DU M0"Y(Nt),NA•DU M4 Y0 N A) EXPOI
t07 NF(2)	 =	 NA(1)	 + NAM(1) EXP01
108  NP(2)	 = NF(2)  EXPO!_
109
—_
	 _ _- --	 _
IF(	 .NOT.	 DISC
	




111_ SYM -	 .FALSE. EXPOI	 r
112 CALL EQUATE(	 O,NG,OU4 MY(Nt),NDU M2) EXPO
113 IF(	 HMOENT	 )	 GO TO	 725 EXPO'
114 CALL MULT(G,NG,HM,NH M ,DUMHY_(Nl),NDUM2) EXPO	 A_




116 IF(	 HIDENT	 )	 GO	 TO	 750 EXPO
117 m2	 =	 "Jt	 +	 NQ(1)*NHM(2) EXPO	 4.
118 CALL	 TRAPJP(H,NH ,DU MM Y(N 2), N 0UNI) EXPO
11Q 'V 3	 a	 N2	 +	 NH(I) *NH(2) Ezp0-
12G CALL	 MULT(DU MM Y( 1,12),^i01)MI, DUMMY (N 1),NHM, DUMMY (N3).NDUM2) EXPO
CALL	 EO IJATE(UU'AM Y(N3) ,ND IJ M 2,D lJ mmY(Nt) * NI DU M 2) —	 -EXPO
1
121
122 750 CONTINUE EXPO
123 14 2 	-	 NA(t)**2	 +	 NA(1)*NHM(2)	 +	 1 EXPO
124 N3	 =	 NA ( I ) **2	 +	 I EXPO










	 DISC	 )	 GO	 TO	 800	 -	 ` EXPO
128 EPSA s EPSAM EXPO









1134 CALL SCALE(P(N3),NOUM2,P(N3),NOU M2, - ).0) EXPO
...135___-_,___._ N4 . m N2 ♦ NAM(1)*w 2 EXPO
136
_
CALL EOUATE(AM,NAM,66MMY(N2),NA M ) 	 --	 --	 —	 `_--	 -------` EXPO










140 N2	 2 NS( 2)*NA(1)
	 +	 1 EXPO
1-L41.-_,-._.CALL TRANP-(B,N8,OUMMY,N pUMI)	 _
142 CALL MOLT(DUM M Y,NOUMI,P(N3) # NOU"42,F(N2),NDUM3) EXPO
IF(	 .NOT.	 DISC	 )	 GO	 TO	 1000 EXPO
1
143
1.44 ----- N1_? Ne(1)*N8(2)	 ♦ 	 1 - EXPO
145
-	 -	 - -	 -___ _	 -	 --- ---
CALL MOLT(DU MMY,NDUM1rP,NA,DUM MY(N1),NOUM2)	 `EXPO
146 CALL MULT(DUMMY(Nl),NOUM208tN8,DUMMY,NR) EXPO
` _..GALL ADD ( R,NR,DVMHY,NR,OU ,MMY,^JR)	 ^^	





GO	 TO	 110 0 EXPO
149 C EXPO'
150- 1000 CONTINUE EXPO'
151 CALL EOUATE(R,NRfOUMMY,NR) EXPO.
152 C EXPO'
__153	 ._1100 - CONTINUE EXPO!
1154 N1	 Z	 NR (1)**2	 1 EXPO;
p 155 CALL	 SYMPOS(NR(I)pNR(1),DUMMY,NHM(2)rP(N2)•IOPTT,IOPTT,DETERM,ISCAEXPO'
156 ILEPPUMMY(N1),IERR)	 _ EXPOI
157 IF(	 IERR	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO TO	 1200 EXPO1
158 CALL LNCNT(3) EXPO!
159 PRINT	 1150 EXP01
160	 1150 FORMAT(/, •	IN Ex' MOF,	 THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX FOR SYMPOS 	 IS NOT S y EXPO!
161 1MMETRIC POSITIVE	 DEFINITE	 •,/) EXPO?
162_ RETURN EXPO!
163 C EXPO'










166 CALL MULT(F (N2),NDUM3, MA,NAM,DU`^M Y,NDUM1) EXPO'
167 CALL	 EQtJwTE(DUMMY,ND ►JM 1,F(N2),NDUM1) EXPO!






.EQ.	 0	 )	 RETURN	 — EXPO1





--	 -	 -	 -	
_
FORMAT(/,'	 PART OF	 F MULT- IPLYING	 XM	 •,/)	 - EXPO1
173 CALL PRNT(F(N2),NOUM3,4H F 120) EXP01
__. NDUM 1(t)	 =	 N A(1)	 _ EXPO'
1
174
175 NDUM)(2)	 =	 NAM(1) EVPOI
176 CALL	 PRNT(P(N3) t N0UM1,4H	 P 12,1) EXPO',




.0 SUBROUTINE	 IMPMOF(A,NA,B, NB•H,NH,AM,NAM,B M ,NOM,O,NG,R,NR,F,NF,P,N IMPO
I 1PrIOENT,CISC,NEAT,STABLE,FNULL.ALPHA,IOP,DUMMY) iMPO
2 IMPLICIT	 REAL*9	 (A-H 2 O-Z) IMPO
_.	 3 _DIMENSION	 A(1)tB(1)rH ( 1)•AM(1)tB M C 1)#0 ( 1),R(1)oF ( 1),P(1),OU4m Y ( t) IMPO
u DIMENSION	 NA(2),NH ( 2),NH(2) , NAM( 2), NBM ( 2),NO(2),NR(2),NF ( 2)rNP ( 2)•IMPO
5 IIOP ( 1),IOPT ( 5)rPlDUMI ( 2) IMPO
6 _ LOGICAL	 IOENT ,DISC,NF v '+T,STAOLE,FNULL, HIDENT IMPO
7 IF(	 IOP(I)
	
.EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 200	 - IMPO
^-
	 8 CALL LNCNT (6) IMPo
9
-	
_ IF(	 DISC	 )	 PRINT	 25 IMPO
10
_
IF(	 .NOT.	 DISC	 )	 PRINT	 50	 "-^	 - -	 `•	 -	 — _ .______._	 -- - IMPO
Il 25 FORMAT(/,'PROGRAM TO SOLVE ASYMPTOTIC DISCRETE 	 I MPLICIT MODEL-FOLLIMPO
t2	
_
IOWrNG PROBLEM',//,'	 PLANT DYNAMICS
	
',/) IMPo
13 50 FOR MAT(/,' P90GRAM TO SOLVE ASY MPTOTIC CONTINUOUS I MPLICIT MODEL-FIMPG
to IOLL01+4ING PROBLE M './/,'	 PLANT DYNAMICS',/) IMPO
CALL PRNT(A,NA,uH	 A	 ,I) IMPO
16 CALL PRNT (B , N 8 , 4 H B	 01) IMPO
t7 IF(	 IDENT	 )	 GO	 TO	 75 IMPo,
18.__ CALL	 PRNT(H f NH,4H	 H	 _01)-.._.______.. _IMPo!
19 GO TO	 100	 - IMPO^
20 75 CONTINUE IMPo





__..	 __	 _	 _.__ _	 __.-_.__ .	 _.	 _. _-
PRINT ;5 IMPO
23 85 F ORM AT (/,'	 H	 IS	 AN	 IDENTITY MATRIX', /) IMPO!




!	 26 CALL LNCNT( u) IMPOr






29 CALL	 PRNT (AM, r lAM, 4H	 AM	 t) RMPO'
30	 ___ CALL	 PRNT(BM,N8M,4H SM	 ,1)	 _. IMPOr
31 CALL LNCNT(4) IMPA,
32 PRINT	 150 IMPO^
_ 33 150 FOR M AT(//,'	 WEIGHTING MATRICES ,/)
--
IMPo
34 CALL PRNT(Q,NQ, 4 H	 Q	 el) impor
35 CALL PRNT(R,NR,4H R	 ,1) IMPO(
36 C IMP()(
37 200 CONTINUE_ IMPO(
38 P4	 _	 NA (1) **2 IMPo
_
_39 —
_-. N1	 =	 N	 +, 1 Impo'
u0 IF(	 .NUT,	 IDENT	 )	 GO	 TO	
3.0..0
IMPO
41 CALL SUBT(A,NA,AM,NAM,DUM M Y,NA) IMPo'
42- __ CALL	 SUBT(B,NR,B'4pNBM, p UM M Y(Nt),NB)
 _^_ _	 - IMPO'
43
_	 _
GO TO 400 IMPO^:
44 C IMPo
_	 -!5 _300 CONTINUE IMPOr
U6 CALL MULT(H,NH,A,NA,OUMMY,NH) IMPO(
47 CALL	 "CULT(AM,NAM,H,NH,DU"'4M Y(N1),NH) IMPO(
48	 _--- CALL-SUHT(DUMMY,NH2OUMMY(N1),NH,DUMMY,NH) IMPo)
41 9 CALL MULT(H O NH,B,N9,OU mMY(NI),NBM) 	- I M P 0 .'
50 CALL	 SUBT(OUiMMY(N1),NOMoBM,N13M t DUMMY(N1),NBM) IMPn'
.51._
-
- -	 --- -	 -
M Pn'
52 400 CONTINUE	 -	 -- IMPO
53 IF(	 InP(1)	 .EQ,	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 500 IMPO'
54 CALL LNCNT(3) IMPo,
55 PRINT 450 IMPO^
56 450 FORMAT(//,'	 MATRjX	 H4	 -	 AMH') IMP0-
57 ____ CALL	 PRNT (D(JM M Y, NH, O, 3) _	 _ IMPOI
58 CALL	 1_NCNT(3) IMPor
59 PRI-JT	 475 IMPO;
60 475 FOPMAT(,//,'	 'AATRIX	 HB	 a	 B1%1') 1'AP0'-
61 CALL	 P PNT(OU'A MY(NI),NAM,0,3) ImPO'
62 C A-93 IMPOc
63 -- 5oo CONTINUE IMF
64 N2 s N1
	 ♦ N IMF
65 N3 = N2 ♦ N IM P
- 66 ---	 -	 - N4 7 N3 ♦ N IMP
67 CALL MULT(Q,NO F DU MMY,NM,OUMMY(N2),NH) IMF
08 CALL
	 ^'CULT( (J.NQ,DUMMY(N1),N9M,DU MM Y(N3),NBM) IMP
69. CALL	 TRANP(OUMM Y,NH,QIJMMY(N4),NOUMI) IMP
70 CALL	 M ULT(OU^'AM Y(N4),NOU"'4 1r0U M MY(N2),^IM,DU W MY,NA) IMP
71 CALL M ULT(nU MM YCN4),NOUN I,DU PAM Y(N31rNB M ,DU MM Y(N2),N8) Imp





-- --	 ---	 -	
- IMP
74 CALL M11Li(DI)MM Y(N4),NOUNIe DU MMY(N3),N4M,DUMMY(N2),NR) Imp
CALL	 ADD(DUMMY(N2),NR,R,NR,OUMMY(N2),NR) IMP
76 IF(	 IOP(1)	 .EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 600 IMP
77 CALL LNCNT(3) IMP




FOR M AT (//, * 	 M ATRIX	 ( HA	 •	 AMH	 TRANSPOSE ) 0( HA •	 AMH ) P )	 -	
_
IMP






83 550 FORMAT(//,* MATRIX
	 2C	 HA	 • AMH	 TRANSPOSE)Q(	 H9	 • SM) • ) IMP




85 - — --	 --- - --- —CALL LNCNT(3) Imp
86 PRINT 575 IMPS
_.8T.,_..575 FORMATE//p •	 MATRIX	 (	 H9	 B".	 TRANSPOSE)0(
	
H8	 BM	 )	 ♦ R • ) Imp(
88 CALL PRNT(DUMMY(N2),NR,0,3) IMpr
89 C IMpr









92 IOPT(2)=	 1 IMpr
IOPT(3)-	 1 IMPc
94 N5 = N4 ♦ N	 - IMP(







.EQ.	 0	 )	 GO	 TO	 700 IMPo
. 99 CALL LNCNT(3) IMPc
100 PRINT 625 IMPc
101 625 FOR MAT(//,'	 PREFILTER	 GAIN • ) IMPc.
_102 _ CALL P PNT(DUMMY( NU) ,NF,0,3)
_ 
IMPn
103 -`--	 - --	
_-	 _-_
CALL L N CNT(3) IMPo
104 PRINT 650 IMPo
105 _650 FORMAT(//,*
	 M ATRIX	 A	 .	 8(PREFILTER) • ) IMPO
106 CALL	 P RNT(DU'AMY(N3),NA,0,3) IMpo
107 CALL LNCNT(3) IMPO
108 PRINT 675 IMPo





VECTOR WEIGHTING MATRIX •) 	 --
-IMPO
110 CALL PRNT(DUMMY,NA,0,3) I Mpn
111 C IMPO
112 700 CONTINUE IMPO
113 CALL	 EQUATE(D^I AM Y(N4),NF,1)U M MY(N1),NF) IMPO
1 1 4 
_C. -	 . IMPo
115 IF(	 IOP(2)	 .En,	 • 10nO	 )	 RETURN	 -_'	 -	 -	 --IMPo
116 C IMPO
117 TOPT(I)	 =	 I0P(2) IMpn
118 IOPT(2)	 =	 IUP(3) TMPO
li a IOPT(3)	 =	 IOP(4) IMpn
1c0 I0PT(4)	 =	 0 I M PO'
121 IOPT(5)	 =	 0	 -	 - TkYn,
0
122 HIDENT	 =	 .TRUE. IMPo'.
-123 CALL	 4 S`" R FG(DU MMY(N 3), N A ,6,N9,H,N H ,DU M MY,NA,DU mm Y(^12),NR,Fr"JF,P,N IpApn,
12ij 1P,HIDENT,DISC,NEHT,STABLE,FN'JLL,ALPHA,IOPT,DUMMY(N4)) IMpol
1
25 IF(	 IOP(1 )	 .E(1,	 0	 )	 Gn	 TO	 800	 A-94 IMPo'
12b LNCNT(3) Imp()
127 PRINT 725  IMP()
129 725 FOR MAT(//,'	 GAIN FROM ASMREG • ) IMPo
12 9 CALL PRNT(FfNF,0.3) IMPO
130 CALL LNCNT(3)  IMPO
131 PRINT 750 Impo
132. -.150 FORMAT(//.*	 SOLUTION OF 	 ASSOCIATED STEADY-STATE RICCATI EnUATION•)IMPn
133 CALL PRNT(P,NP,Op3) IMPo
134 CALL LNCNT(3) IMPO
135 - ____ PRINT 775	 _ IMPo
136 775
_	 _
FORMAT(//,* EIGENVALUES OF P') 	 T	 - ^-- - '---`IMPO
137 NOUM1(1)s	 NA(1) IMPO
138 NOUM1(2)-	 t _ IMPo
139 CALL PRNT(OUMMY(N4), ^NOUM1,0r3)  - IMPO




















FORMAT(//, o GAIN FOR MODEL-FOLLOWING CONTROL LAW, U =
UP REFILTER )_± _( ASMREG)',/)




CALL PRNT(F,NF # 4H F	 1 1) IMPO
149 N6 a N4 ♦ NA (1) IMPo
1
150. -___.	 __ CALL PRNT(OUMMY(N6)pNAp4HA-OF,l)
-	 ---
IMPO
151 -	 _	 - -NOUM1 ( 2)	 = 2 _	 --	 IMPo
152 N6 = N6 ♦ N IMPO
CALL LNCNT(3)
1 154 PRINT 950 _ IMPO
155 850 FORMAT(//r'	 EIGENVALUES OF	 A-OF') IMPo
156 CALL PRNT(DUMMY(Nb) # N0UM1,0v3) IMPO
157 C - IMP()
158 RETURN IMpo
_ 15Q _ END IMPo
A-95
_..0
__. SURRCIJTINE	 READI	 (A,NA,NZ,NAM) REA
! 1 IMPLICIT	 REAL •8 	 (A -N,O - Z) REA
2 DIMENSION	 A(1),NA(2),NZ(2) REA







7 IF(	 NLST	 .LT,	 1	 .OR,	 NR	 .LT.	 1	 )	 GO	 TO	 16 REA,
'	 8 DO	 400	 I	 =	 I # 	NR REA(
__._9	 - - 400 READ	 (S,l()i)	 ( A (^ J),	 J =	 I,NLST,NR) REV
10 NA (I) =NR	 . _ -- --	 REA i
t1 NA(2)=NC REV
_12 410 CALL	 PRNT	 (A,NA,NAMp1) REA(





- t5_ 1b CALL.-LNCNT(t)	










17 916 FORMAT	 U	 ERROR	 IN READ1	 MATRIX	 • ,A4, 1 HA S NA 20 ,216) REAC
_18- ._RETURN
-- -
















.0__-- . SUBROUTI NE 8ALANC(NMrN,A,LOW,IGH,SCAL.E)	 _	 _ -_ _ BALOO(
1 IMPLICIT REAL• * A	 (A.H2O • Z) BALOO(
2 INTEGER	 IrJ,KrLrMVN,JJrNM sIGHrLOWrIEXC AALOOf




.__. _	 _	 _	 _..._	 _
REAL	 CrF.GrR,S,82rRADIX AALOO'
5 C REAL DABS BALM
_6—.___	 ._ LOGICAI. NOCONV_	 _	 _ _ __.
	




__9 C__.. *** ++A♦ RADIX Ig_A MACHINE . DEPENDENT PARA METER SPECIFYING_**^ BALOO
In C THE BASE OF THE MACHINE FLOATING POINT REPRESENTATION. AALOO
it C SALOO
SALOO




-1i---------82_ - RADIX * RADIX	 _	 _	 ---- --- -._ —	 _..
SALOO
16 K	 a	 1 BALOO
17 L a N SALOO
, _i.8_-	 ,-GO-_.TO	 100 - ---_- - - ---	 -	 --	 --	 -	 ------ _	 _ __ ^_	 _______._-_.__ 9_ALOO
19 C *****+*+** IN •LINE PROCEDURE FOR ROW AND BALOO






-'^_ ____.____ --- BALOO
22 •	
____	 ^... -
IF	 (J	 .EQ.	 M)	 GO	 TO 50 -BJ100
23 C BALOO.
24 00._30	 I	 =	 1,	 L	 __.	 •^ _ . BALM
25 F	 a	 A(I,J) BALOO










____	 -_^_..	 _____ - BAL00.
1 - 28 30 CONTINi)E	 --^••---	 -' -9AL00
2 q C SALOO
30 _-___._..DO 40	 I	 = K ,	N   9AL00
31
_	 _	 ._
F	 =	 A(JrI) -SALOO
32 A(JrI)	 s	 A(Mrj) SALOO
__.33- ._ _ A(M,I)	 =	F --	 -	 Y BAL00
34 40 CONTINUE BAL00
3S C SALOO
_.3b _	 50 GO	 TO	 (80 0, 130) r	 IEXC F3AL00
37 C ********** SEARCH FOR ROWS 	 ISOLATING AN EIGENVALUE BALOO
38 C AND PUSH THE M 00'NN *****,r**** SALOO
_.3 q _80. IF	 (L	 .EG. _ -I)	 GO	 TO	 280 _-.___._ 9AL04
41 C FOR J=L STEP • 1	 UNTIL	 1	 00 ••"********** BALOO




43 J = L + 1	 - JJ SALOO
44 C SALOO
45 —_-._^ . _-- 00	 110	 I _=	 1 r
	
-_..--	 -•- ---	 --- ---	 ---	 _--	 -----
9AL00
-•46 IF	 (I	 .EG.	 J)	 GO	 TO	 110._..__._._. BALOO






_ Q C _
50 M = L RALOn
5i _ IEXC	 =	 1
-• --- --	 _	 -- --	 - - -
BALOO
52 GO TO 20 8pL00
53 120 CONTINUE BALOO
54 C BALOO
SS GO TO	 140 BALOn
56 C ********** SEARCH FOR COLUMNS	 ISOLATI NG AN EIGENVALUE BALOO
57 C AND PUSH THE M LEFT..********** 9AL0('
58 130 K	 =	 K.	 +	 1 8ALOO
59 C BJLOr,
60 140 00	 170 J	 = K,	 L BALOn
61 C BALOO
62 00	 150	 1	 =	 K.	 L	 A -97 RALOr
_ _
 IF	 ( I	 .E(3.	 J)	 GO	 TO	 150 SALOO
^
63
64 IF	 ( A(IrJ)	 . NE•	 O.ODO)	 GO	 TO	 170 RJLOM
b5 150 CONTINUE SALOO
6h C AAL00
68 IExC	 = 2 9ALOO
6 9
._. _ _
GO TO 20 SALOO
1
70 170
-	 _-	 _	 -
CONTINUE SALOO
71 C NOW BALANCE THE SUBMATRIX IN ROWS K TO L ****+* w ww* BAL00








a	 1.ODO	 - BALOO
1 74 C **,► **«**s * ITERATIVE LOOP FOR NORM REDUCTION *******www 8JL00
75._._-1. 9 0 NOCONV a	 .FALSE.	 --_. .	 .	 _.	 _._. SALOO
76 C AAL00
77 DO	 2YO	 I=K,
	
L






—R = O.ODO	 -	 '^ BALOO-
C AAL00
_1 80 A 1 - 00	 200	 J_=	 Ko,--L BAL00
82 -IF	 ( J	 .EO.	 I)	 GO	 TO	 200 —BAL00,
83 C	 a C	 + DABS(A(J,I)) BALOO





95 200 CONTINUE BAL00
86 C ********** GUARD AGAINST ZERO C OR R DUE TO UNDERFLOW SALOO
_	 IF	 (C_ .EQ.	 0.000	 .OR.	 RET,	 0.000)	 GO	 TO	 270
_	 -.	 __--	 _ _ _
 
SALOO
88 G a R / RADIX BAL00
89 F a 1.000 BALOO'





IF	 (C	 .GE.	 G)	 GO	 TO	
0_ .-_
-- - 12 BAL00'
92 F x F	 * RADIX BAL00,





- -	 GO TO 210	 _ RAL00'
95 220 G = R	 * RADIX BAL00`
96 230 IF	 (C	 .LT.	 G)	 GO	 TO	 240 9AL00`V	 _	 -	 _	 _
F	 a F	 / RADIX BAL00'
1
97
98 C a C / 92 SALOO,
99 GO TO 230 BALO1
C
_
++r*«.► ««*** NOW BALANCE	 *****«**«* BALOI
(
00
01 240 IF	 ((C	 + R)	 /	 F	 .GE.	 0.95	 *	 S)	 GO	 TO	 270 BALOI
02 _^ G =	 1.000	 / F 
.__
	






SCALE(I)	 a	 SCALE(I)	 *	 F SALO1
0 i NOCONV	 a	 .TRUE. BALOI
.05 C BALOI
106 DO 250 J = K,	 N 8AL01




c ^.^_.  8ALO1
109
-	 --- -----^




to 260 A(J,I)	 a	 A(J,i)	 *	 F BALOI
It_C - AALO1
112 270 CONTINUE BAL01
113 C 8AL01
14_ IF. (NOCONV)	 GO	 TO	 190 BALOI
I16 280 LOW = K 13ALO1













SUBROUTINE ELMHES ( NM#N#LOW_, IGH,A,INT)




u C REAL	 X,1'




8 LA a IGH	 1
KP1 a LOW	 1
0 IF	 (LA	 .LT.	 KP1)	 GO	 TO 200
1 C
12___ __ 00_180.M s_. KPIr
	
LA__
13 MMI a M	 I













23	 INT ( M) = I	 ELM00Z
1
'.______IF  (I .EO. M) GO TO-11O.- ^' _ ELM002
25 C *+++***+** INTERCHANGE ROWS AND COLUMNS OF A ELM002
26	 DO 110 J a MM 1• N






29	 A(Mpj) = Y
30 .- 110	 CONTINUE
^31 C
32	 DO 120 J a 1r IGH
33_.
	
_ -- Y = A(J,I)	
----	 - ----
1
34	 A(J,I) Z A(J,M)
35	 A(J.M) = Y
36. -_ _120 _ CONTINUE
37 C	 **+******* ENO INTERCHANGE ***+******
38	 130	 IF (X ,ED. 0.000) GO TO 180
.--3q----_r_MP1.=.M-+ I	 _ — .._	 ._ -.	 __
1
411 C
41	 00 160 I 2 MPIr IGH
4 2__	
--- 
Y c A(I# MM 1)
43	 IF (Y .ED. 0.000) GO TO 160




_ 	 A (I r MM l ) a- Y
46 C
47	 DO 140 J 2 M, N
48 - _tun	 _	 A(I.J)- = A ( I,J) -• Y * A(M,J)
49 C
50	 DO 150 J = I F IGH




























------ --- --- ELMO01
E1.M001
ELM001






































0 SUBROUTINE	 HnR (NM P NrLOAvlGH , H # 'wR.WI,IFRR) Napo
1
_
I`PLICIT	 REAL * 8	 (A -M,O - Z) HOW
2 REAL *9 NORM,MACr1EP M ORO




5 C REAL P,Q,R,S,T,W,X,Y,ZZ,NORM, M ACHEP t-IORO






-	 -	 - -- - --INTEGER MIND — 'HORO
9 LOGICAL NOTLA3 MOROO
.--. .g - C _.. _ MORO
to C Napo
11 C **+*rrr** ► MACHEP 19 A MAC H INE DEPENDENT PARAMETER SPECIFYING HOR00
_12.0 _.  _ 	 -THE RELATIVE PRECISION OF FLOATING POINT	 ARITHMETIC, HQRO^
13 C - MORO
14 C HORO
. _.15 _____ MACHEP- s_. 16. ** (-13).. 	 ._.. NOR 00
16 C
._ _.^.r	 .^-- _ ---- _	 .r _..
HAAO
17 TERR a 0 MORO







K a	 1 HgRO
20 C *+*+****++ STORE ROOTS ISOLATED BY BALANC MORO
_-.21_ AND COMPUTE MATRIX NORM •_*+*r+*rr♦ HOR00,
22
— —_	 --M-^




00	 4Q	 J	 2	 K,	N 
	 _.._ 
0 --NOR
25 40 NORM a NORM + DABS (H(IrJ)) HORQO;
2h C MORO
_ ?7 - — _ K a T H n R O
28 -	 — --	 -IF	 ( I	 .GE.	 LOW	 . AND. r I	 . LE,	 IGH)	 GO	 TO 50
_
HOR00z
29 ARM a H(I,I)
__30 WI (I)	 =	 0.000 ,	- •
MORO ) -
HnRO
31 50 CONTINUE MORO
32 C NORM
_33 EN a IGH HnR0
35 C ***+****** SEARCH FOR NEXT EIGENVALUES ********** HnR00
36 60 IF	 (EN	 .LT.	 LO W )	 Gn	 TO	 1001 HQRO--
37 ITS =	 0	
_
MOROI
38 NA = EN •	 1 HQROO-
__3 9 - ENM2 a NA •_ I_ Hf7R0
40 C
_	 -
*+******** LOOK FOR SINGLE S M ALL SUB_DIAGONaL ELEMENT	 - ---HQRO
J^
ill C FOR L=EN STEP -1 UNTIL LOW 00 •• *********+ HnRn
70 DO 80 LL a LOW,	 EN HQROO.,
-43
__..	 __--	 _--
L a EN + LOW • LL HnRO	
•44 IF	 (L	 .Ea.	 LOW)	 GO TO	 100 HGRO .
S	 2 D A 8S(H(L-1,L-1))	 +	 DA g S(H(L,L)) HOROO^
46 IF	 (S	 .EQ.	 0,000)	 S	 = NORM ..._,..______ ______—.—__	 _- -HORO
47 IF	 (OARS(H(L,L-1))
	
.LE.	 MACHEP	 *	 Si	 GO	 TO	 100 HnRO
4A 80 CONTINUE HQROu:
_
-
u9 C ****+***** FOR M SHIFT	 **r***+*** HQROO=
50 1nO X	 =	 H(EN,EN) H(;RO	 '.
51 IF	 (l.	 .FQ.	 EN)	 GO	 TO	 270 MORO.:






53 w	 =	 H(EN,NA)	 *	 H(NA,EN) HNRO`-
54 IF	 (L	 .En.	 NA)	 GO
	 1- 0	 280	 ' H(1170,
55 IF	 (ITS	 .En.	 30)	 GO	 TO	 lono HQROOc
56 IF	 (ITS	 .NE,	 in	 .AND.	 ITS	 .NE.	 20)	 GO	 TO	 130




58 T	 =	 T	 +	 X	 --	 —	 - _HQQO._
59 C HQR00^
60 On	 120	 I	 =	 LOVE,	 EN HnRO
61 120 H(T,I)
	 =	 H(I,I)	 -	 X HORO
62 C A-100 HOR00
S s DABS(M(EM,NA)) + OAFI3(H(NA,ENM2))
64	 X a 0.75 * S
hS	 Y s X
W X.00,437 15
	 9 * S
67	 130 ITS 	 ITS ♦
69 C	 LOOK FOR Two CONSECUTIVE SMALL,
_69._c_	 _ _ _	 SUB-OI AGON AL ELEMENTS,
70 C	 FOR MsEN -2 STEP . 1 U N TIL L 00 •• *********r
71 00	 140 MM s L, EN42
-72




74 R s x • ZZ
I s Y	 Z Z
76 P a	 (R	 *	 S	 • N)	 /	 H(M+1,M)	 N(M,M♦1) 	 -
77 0 s H( M+1,M+1)
	
ZZ	 • R	 S
78 __R s H(M+2rM+1)
79 S a DABS(P)	 + OASS(0)- + OASS(R)
80 P a P / S
0 s 0	 S
82 R s R	 / S































































_.__IF. ( DA83 ( H( 0 F M - 1)) * (OA8S ( 0) + OAHS ( R)) .LE. MACHEP * 0A133 ( PI MORO
	
as	 X	 * (OA88(H(M-IvM • 1)) + DABS(ZZ) + OASS(H(M ♦1, M+1))))-GO TO 150 MORON
	
86	 1 40 CONTINUE
__87 .C_._
	
98	 150 MP 2 s M + 2
89 C
00 160 I . s MP2r EN
-
	
91	 H(IrI.2) s O.ODO
	92	 IF (I .EQ. MP2) GO TO 160
	




	 +*++*M*+++ DOUBLE OR STEP INVOLVING ROWS L TO
, 96 C_ - , _	 COLUMNS M TO_ EN ***tttt**t
	
97	 00 260 K = M, NA
	
99	 NnTLAS = K .NE. NA
	
99	 IF (K .EG, M ) GO TO 170
	
100	 P = H(KrK•1)	 _.
	
101





103	 IF (NOTLAS) R = H(K+Z,K•1j-
	
104	 X : DABS(P) + OARS(0) + DABS(R)
- 105 -- --	 _IF (X.EO. 0.000) GO TO 260	
__	 --
	
106	 P a P / X
	
107	 0 = 0 / X
108_ r^_ ____R = R_ / X
	
109	 170	 S = DSIGN(DSORT(PtP+O*O+R*R),P)
	
110	 IF (K .EO. M ) GO TO 180
111 __
	
H(KrK•1) = •S * X
	




190	 IF (L .NE. M) H(KeK•1) _ •H(K,K•1)
114 --- 1 R 0	 P	 P	 9
	
its	 X	 P / S	 ---	 -	 -	 -
	
116	 Y = 0 i S
117_ _	 ZZ = P / S
	
118	 0 = 0 / P
	
119	 R : R / P
120 C.__	 tttrtt *ttt Hnw MODIFICATION ++**tttttt
	
121	 DO 21n J ; K, EN
	
122	 P : H(K,J) + 0 * H(K+t,J)
	
t23	 IF (.NOT. NUTI.AS ) GO TO 2n0
	124	 P : P + R * H(K+2,J)
	
125	 H(K+2,J) = H CK+2,J) - P * ZZ	 A-101
126	 200	 H(KO 1VJ) s H(K+1rJ)	 Pr Y




130	 J : 14INO(EN,9•3)
131 C	 ►+r+rr++* ►
 COLUMN MODIFICATION s*r+***rr*
132-_ . __
	
_00 230 I a Le J
133
	 P s X * M(I.K) + Y * H(I,K+1)
134	 IF (.NOT. NOTLA3) GO TO 220
135._____._ P * P + ZZ * y(I.K+2)	
_ __
136	 N(I,K+2) a M(I,K+2) • P * R
137	 220	 H (I•K+1) s H (I. K +1) • P * 0
138._-___— .__.
	






	 GO TO 70
_1._4.4	 *•r ***r**+r ONE _ROOT FOUND	 *r** ***** w
145 270 WREN) : x + T	 ^^
146




--N A - -
MORO
170 C	 *****+**** SET ERROR •• NO CONVERGENCE TO AN 	 MORO
_EIGENVALUE_ AFTER 30 ITERATIONS ********* * 	 MORO
172 1000 IERR = EN 	
_ —_	 _	 _ ___	 _	
___--- -HOR01
173 1001 RETURN	 HORn
174 - C_	 *****+*++* LAST CARD OF HOR **********	 HORO
175	 END	 -	 -	 -- HORO1
148
	 GO TO 60
149 C	 *r****+*** TWO ROOTS FOUND *****rrr+*
._1.50 --_28.0 P_ X - (Y	 X) / 2.000
151
	
0 s P* P+ W
152
	 ZZ a OSORT(OASS(0))
.1.53_- - —x s x + T
154	 IF (Q ,LT. O.nOO) GO TO 320 ' -^ - ___• _
155 C	 *r*+**r*** REAL PAIR rrr ***+***
_156 .._
	
ZZ a P + OSIGN(ZZ.P)
157	 WR(NA) z x + ZZ
158	 WP(EN) s WR(NA)
_159_ 	 IF (ZZ .NE. 0.000)
-
 OR(EN) =_x	 w /_ ZZ
160	 WI ( NA) a 0.000
	 -	 —
161	 wI(EN) 2 0.000
162
	 Gn TO 330
163 C	 *++► **r**** CO MPLEX PAIR - ***-*******
164	 320 WR(NA) : X + P
165	 _ WP(EN) s X + P
167	 wI(EN) 2 -ZZ



















































0 3 1)SROUTIN E 	 INVIT (NMgN,ApwR,wI,SELECT , MM, M rZ,IE RRr RM I • RVIrR V 2) INVO
I IMPLICIT	 REAL, * 8	 (A-H, q -Z)	 r INVOr
2 REAL•® NORM,NORMV,ILA490r4ACHEP INVar
_ 3. _ I,JrK,L*M,N,Sot;#IP,MM,MP,NM,NS,N1,UK,IPI,IT3,KMI,IERR—.,I.NTEGE R RNVO
4 OIMENSION	 A(NM,N),WR(N)r'4I ( N),Z(NM,MM)I'R Mt (N,N );RVI (N)rRV2(N) -INVO
5 C REAL T,W , X,Y,EP33,NORM , NORMV , GROWTOrILA M8D , 4AC HEP , RL AM80 ,UKR00T INVOrl
__6 ____	 -- REAL*A 030RI #COA83,OA9S,0FLOA,T - INV4
7 INTEGER IA83 RNVO







REAL *$ OREAL,OIMAG "INVO
11 C INVO
_12 _. 4kCHED _ INV00
13 C INVO
t4 IERR a 0 INVO
_15.__ UK_ s 0 RNV00
16
—	 - - -
S n 	 1 —INVO
17 C *•**•****• IP a 0.	 RE AL EIGENVALUE INVOI
1s _C r_ FIR3T OF CONJUGATE COMPLEX PAIR____1 INV00
19 C -tr SECONO OF CONJUGATE COMPLEX PAIR- *++s*ii i*`-INVO
20 IP a 0 INVO
N 1
_= N ^. 1 	 _	 _	 _	 ._   	 _ _	 _ .-  	 _ _._ _._--
-	 •-	 -	 -	 --	 -	 -.
RNVO
22 C ..—INVOO
23 00 980 K	 a	 i,	 N INVO
.__2u _ -	 IF	 (WICK)	 . E0.	 0.000 „FOR. jP _. LT._0)..GO	 TO	 100 _ 	 _
-
INVO
25 IP a	 1 __jNV00
26 IF	 (SELECT(K)	 .AND.	 3ELECT(K+1))	 SELECT( K +1)	 =	 .FALSE. INVO
. -27_ l0O IF	 (.NOT.	 SELECT(K))_GO TO 960   INVO
28 -	 IF	 (NIC K )	 . N€.. 0.000 	 _ 6­2 	 s g _^
	 i..	 .__ -_	 _._	 _
INVO
2 9 IF	 (S	 .GT,	 MM)	 GO	 TO	 1000 INVO
_._30 --IF	 ( UK	 .GE.	 K)	 GO	 TO 200 INVO
31 C **+**+**+• CHECK FOR POSSIBLE SPLITTING •*+*****+* INVO
32 00 124 UK a K,	 N INVOO
--_33 IF	 (UK	 .EQ,	 N)	 GO	 T0
.
1 1 40 INVO
34
_	 _	
_	 _	 _	 _	 ___
IF	 (A(UK#t,UK)	 .EQ.	 0.000)	 GO	 TO	 140 -INVOI
35 120 CONTINUE INVOO
36 C *_****•***+ COMPUTE	 INFINITY NORM OF LEADING, UK 	 BY UK INVO
37
_
C (HESSENHERG)	 MATRIX	 +► **•*****+ INVO
38 140 NORM a 0,000 INVO ^





41 00	 18O	 I	 a	 1r	 UK INVO
42 X	 a	 0.000 INVOO
--43
_C _
- ----. —	 iNVnll
44 DO	 160 J a MP,	 UK INVO
45 !60 X	 =	 X	 +	 DABS(A(I,J)) INVO
— 46 C INVO
47 IF	 (X	 .GT,	 NOR IA )	 NORM	 X INVO





--.CONTINUE	 -	 - --	 INVO01
50 C ********** EPS3 REPLACES	 ZERO PIVOT	 IN DECOMPOSITION INVO
i C	 _ AND CLOSE ROOTS ARE MODIFIED BY EPS3 -********** _ _- 8_RNVOI
52 IF	 (NOR M	.ED.	 O.ODO)	 NORM =	 t.ODO INVO01
53 EPS3 = MA CHEP * NORM INVO
5u C ********** G,ROATO	 IS	 THE CRITERION FOR	 THE	 GROWTH ********** INVO
55 UKRnOT	 a	 OSORT(nFLOAT( IJK)) INVOl•
56 GRO'NTO	 2	 1.00-1	 / UKROOT INVOO`
57 200 RLAM9D = wR(K) -INVO
58 ILAMRn = WI (K )	
_	
-	 - - -	 INVO
59 IF	 (K	 .EQ.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 290 I N VOOt
60 KMI	 =	 K	 •	 t INVO
61 GO TO 240 Rival•
62 C ********** PEPTURB EIGENVALUE	 IF	 IT	 IS CLOSE INVOOr
A_1 ni
r'
63_C _	 TO ANY PPEVtOUS EIGENVALUE ►► **+•**+ ► &RNV(









1	 00 •• ++**+***+• INV





I	 s is	 ^I I 	 _ _	 INV
be IF	 ( SELECT ( I)	 .AND.	 DASS(WP(I) •RLA MBO )	 . LT.	 EPS3	 * AND. INV
_.69..,






-- -"R( K ) a RLAM90__ INV
73 C ArA *• * ► A** PERTURB CONJUGATE EIGENVALUE^TO M ATCH +►•^+rr+►ssA'- -_—INV]
74 IPt	 = K	 ♦ 	 IP INVOC
_.75 _
	
-----•- W R(I P 1)	 a	 RLAM80.___...,.  INV
7b C •	
_
••***•+++ ► FORM UPPER HESSENBERG ARLAMBO+I	 (TRANSPOSEO) RNV
77 C AND INITIAL REAL VECTOR ** AA r ►iA ► 4 INV
7.8	 2a0.. M?_ s	 1 INVOr
79 C IN V






82 0D	 300	 J	 a	 MP,	
uK__.._.._.___
IN
83	 300 RM1(J•I)	 =	 A(I.J) INVO
-9 4-x. - --	 _   	 _ .__ INVO
85 RM1 ( I,,I)	 =	 RM1 ( I,I)	 RLAM80 INVO
86 MP =	 I INVO









___ ITS	 z	 0_ _. _._
	 —	 _  
INVO_
91
_	 _	 .	 _	 -	
-
IF	 (ILA MHO	 .NE.	 0.000)	 GO TO 520
_
INVOO
92 C **•* ► *•*** REAL EIGENVALUE. INVO^
_-93-C:_	 _.. _	 TRIANGULAR DECOMPOSITION WITH INTERCHANGES, INVO
94 C REPLACING ZERO PIVOTS BY EPS3 ********** INVO
95 IF	 (UK	 .EQ.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 420 I NV00
--96  C _	 _	 _ - .	 _-	 -	 _.	 _	 _	 _.	 - _. t N V 0
97 00 400	 I	 = 2v	 UK INVO	 z
98 MP	 :	 I	 1 INV00
-_99 _
	 _._ IF	 ( DA8S ( RM1(MP,I))	 .LE.	 OASSCRMI(MP,MP)))	 GO	 TO	 360 INVO
100	 C INVO
101 DO 340 J = MPv	 UK INV01
..102.___ Y-=	 RM1 (Jo I) -
	 --.  







	 =	 R M 1(J• MP )
_
INVO
104 RM1(J,MP)	 z	 Y INVO
105
--	 340- -----	 - CONTINUE	
_. .--------- ---





107	 360 IF	 (RM 1( MPr M P)	 .EQ.	 0.000)	 RM1(MP,MP)	 = EPS3 INVO
X	 z_-RMt (MP, I ),RM1 (MP,MP)-/ INVO1'
109 IF	 (X	 .EQ.	 0.000)	 GO	 TO	 400 INVO
110	 C INVO





112	 380 RM1 (Jr I )	 =	 R ►A1 (J . I)	 •	 X	 *	 R M 1 CJ,MP) " INVO
113	 C TNVO





_. _	 _	 _ .
INVOt:
116	 420 IF	 (R M ICUK,UK)	 .Erb,	 0.0DO)	 R M 1(UK,UK)	 =	 EPS3 INVO
117
	
C *** ***++** RACK	 SUBSTITUTION FOR REAL	 VECTOR INVO
118	 C FOR I-UK	 STEP • 1 	 UNTIL	 1	 DO •- ********** RNVO1',
119	 440 00	 500	 II	 =	 1.	 UK INVOl'
120 __._ -	 I	 = UK	 +	 1	 •	 I I INVO
121 Y	 =	 Pvt(I) i' I,'^'.^I
 
INVOt^
122 IF	 ( I	 .EO.	 UK )	 GO	 TO	 d90	 P^UI'
INVOI c
123 TP I 	 =	 I	 t	 1	 P001? ^^ C,^G	 IS
}
INV O
INV0112 4	 C A-104
t25 00	 460	 J =	 IPtf	 UK INVOt?
y• RMt(J.t).•_RV1(J)













GO TO 740	 INVOI
132 C_._	 COMPLEX EIGENVALUE.	 INV
133 C	 TRIANGULAR DECO MPOSITION WITH INTERCHANGES,	 RNV
t34 C	 REPLACING ZERO PIVOT S BY EP33. STORE I MA GI NA RY	 INVOI
.135-C _PART, - IN_ UPPCR_TRIANGLE STARTING AT ( 1.3) ****•••*•• 	 INVC
136	 520_ -NS a N • S	
_	
—.___ --- RNVI
137	 Z(1,5-1) a -ILAM80	 INVOI
138 --
	Z(1.S) a 0.000.	 INVMI
139	 IF (N .EO. 2) GO TO 550	 --	 - -INV(
140	 RMi(1.3) a • ILAM80	 INVGi
_141 
	
Z(1.S•1) Q 0 9 0.00 	 INV01
142	 IF (M .Eta. 3) GA TO SSO ^	 —""	 - _ ..._ . ___ ..._	 - -•	 INV(
143 C
_	
DO 540 1 s 4,
145	 540	 RM1(1.I) a 0.000
146 C
_1 !+7  _S50_ . -- DO 640	 I	 a 2p- UK
149
__ _ __ _ _ -__ _
	 •___ .
MP s	 I	 1
149 W	 a RMt(MP.I)
-j3g _	 IF	 ( I	 .LT.	 N)	 T	 s RM1 (00 r• 1 )
151 IF	 ( I	 .EA.	 N)	 T a Z(MPOS-I)
152 X	 C WMt(M P, MP) 	 * RM 1(MP. MP)	 +	 T
_x53 -  I F
	(w * w	 .LE.	 X)	 GO	 TO 5-80
154
_
X	 a RMI (MP,MP)	 / -W	 _ - -_^
155 Y a T / w
15b RM1(MP.MP)	 a W
157 IF	 (I	 .LT.	 N)	 RMI(MP,I+I)	 a	 0.000





00 560 J a	 10	 UK -
tat W	 a RM1(J.I)
t62
	 _	 _. RM1 (J, I)	 =	 R ^4 1 (J,MP)	 X	 *	 w
lb3 RM1 ( J,MP)	 a	 +v
164 IF	 (J	 .LT.	 NI)	 GO	 TO	 S5






Z(I.L)	 a Z( MP .L)	 - Y * W-
167 Z(MP,L)	 = 0.000
16_8 GO TO 560_





17 1 	56 0 CON TI NUE
1 72 c ^-	 -
173 RM1 ( I,I)	 =	 RM1 ( I,I)	 -	 Y	 *	 ILAMAO
174 IF	 (I	 .LT.	 Nt)	 GO	 TO	 S70175 -- -- L = I . NS
176 Z(MP,L)	 = -ILAM80
177 Z(I.L)	 =	 Z(I,L)	 +	 X	 *	 ILAMBD





181 GO TO 640
182	 580 IF	 (X	 .NF.
183 RMt ("'P,HP)
194	 - IF	 (I	 . L t.
1135 IF	 (I	 .EQ.
186 T	 0.000
187 Y	 = EPS3
189	 600 w = A /	 X
INV(1
EPS3
N) RM1 (MP # j+1) = 0,000




P %4 1(1,1+2) + X















-- - - - -
	 -	 --_ -	 -

































X a N M 1( mp 0 4p )	 * W  INVO
.41 9 0 Y	 s	 -T	 *	 w	
_ .	 _ .	
- INVO1
1 0 1 C INVO	 i
192 _ _	 00 620 J a 1,
	
UK_ INVO
193 IF	 (J	 .LT.	 N1)	 GO	 TO_ 610	 --	 -	 -	 --  INVO
1 0 4 L Z J • NS INVO1c





a • X 	 * T
	
Y	 i RM1 (JpMP)	 ' -	 - - - INVO
197 GO TO 615 INVO1c
199











200 615 RMi ( J,I)	 s	 R M I(J , i)	 X	 * RMt ( J,MP)	 +	 Y	 *	 T TNVO•,
201- . - 620 CONTI NUE INV02(
202 C
_ _ - _
  INVO






Z ( I•L)	 a	 Z(I,L)	 -	 ILA MBO
^
INVO^'
206 GO TO 640 INVO^
-20.7 630 _._ RM i_(I.I+2)	 p I±2)	 ^_ ILAMBD_	 _	 _= _RM1(I INVO
209 640 CONTINUE	 - _ -  INVO?f
209 C INVO;





L a UK - NS
_
INV 42 1
212 T	 2 Z(UK,L)
213 __ _GO TO 655
INVO;l
INVO;
214 650 T = RM1 (UK,UK+2) --INVO21
215 655 IF	 (RN1(UK,UK)	 . E q .	 O.ODO	 .AND.	 T	 .EQ.	 0.000)	 RM1(UK,UK) s EPS3INVO
21.6_C **'^******* BACK SUBSTITUTION FOR COMPLEX VECTOR INVO;
217 C FOR I =UK STEP • 1 UNTIL	 1 00 •L **********
_
'^-	 INVO'^
218 660 DO 720	 II	 2	 to	 UK INVO21
219 1	 a UK	 +	 1	 •	 II INVO;j
220  X	 =	 RV 1 (I)	
_.._--	 _ ._	 _ _	
_. INVOL




IF (i EQ.—UK) GO TO 700 INVOt
223
_
IP1	 =	 I	 +	 1 --- INVO;
224 C INVO22





IF	 (J	 .LT.	 rJi)	 GO	 *0	 670	 -
_
INVO; f
227 L s J - NS INVOc c
_220 __





230 670 T =	 R M 1(I,J+2) INVO;'
-231 67. .5
 k	 =	 x	 - R M 1 ( JpI,)	 *	 RV1 ( J)	 +	 T	 *	 RV2 ( J) INVO21
232
..	 _
Y = Y	 RM 1(J , I)	 * RV2 0 )	 - T	 * RVt ( J) V -^- - -	 - RNVO,





IF	 (I -.LT.	 N1)	 GO TO	 710 ---^--'!	 - --^-	 -- ^-_^-- --^--- -- "-INVO?
236 L 
_	
I	 - NS INVO:
_ 237
- - --
_	 T .-	 Z(I,L)	
----	 _	 -	 ---	 _	 ----
INVO^_
238 GO TO 715
_	
INV^23
23 Q 710 T	 s	 RM 1 ( I,I+21 I NVO
_2110 -., - - _715 Z3	 a	 OC MPLx(x,Y)	 /	 DC MPLX (R"'1(IrI )•T) INVo	 .
241 RV1(I)	 =	 OREAL(Z3)  INV02t
242 PV2 ( I)	 =	 DI^A Ar, ( Z3) INVO
	 --
.243
-	 .720 CONTINUE INVO
2114 C ******** ♦}r ACCEPTANCE	 TEST FOR REAL OR	 COMPLEX - I NVnc^
245 C EIGENVECTOR AND NOR M ALIZATION ********** I NVn2L
246
-- .7U0 _jTS	 =	 ITS	 +_ 1	
-
INVO-
2U7 --	 - -	 -NORM C 0.000
	 -- —	 INVO=.-
249 NORMV	 0.000 INV02L
2119 C „ INVO
250 Do	 780	 I	 =	 t •	 UK INVO




IF	 ( ILAM80	 . NE.	 0.000)
	
X	 s COASS ( OCMPLX ( RV1(I) , RV2(I)))	 INVO1










NORM	 =	 NONM	 + --X _.-- - ------- - ---	
..	 ...--
 -.






 _ - __	 INVO




260	 C	 **+► ***+**# ACCEPT VECTOR	 INVO2
-261 ---- 
-----X	 =- RV 1 (J)INVo,--	 -.....
262
	 IF	 CILA M @0 	.EQ.	 0,000)	 X	 s	 1.000 % X	 -- "	 INVO
263 63
	 IF	 (ILAM80	 .NE.	 0.000)	 Y a RV2(J)	 RNVO
-%IVO
265	 00 820	 I	 1 r	 UK
266	 IF	 (ILA MSD	 .NE.	 0.000)	 GO	 TO 800	 i'YO
..Z ( I ►s)	 =	 RV1. ( I.)*.X_.._ 	 ' .VOR
268 	 GO To	 826--0 
	
---_.— --- ---- ._. __._
	
---------I N V O
269	 800	 73 a DC MPLX ( RVt(I),RV2 ( I))	 / OCMPLX ( X,Y)	 INVOI
-230__	 Z(i,.s-t)_. =	 DREAL( Z3)	 RNV02
271
	 Z(I,S)	 = OI M AG(13)
	
-'^	 --- -_  
	
iNVO
272	 820	 CONTINUE	 INVO
274	 IF	 (ilic	 .EO. ^N)	 GA TO Sup	 _._.^._INV02
275 
	





	 ********+* IN-LINE PROCEDURE FOR CHOOSING 	
-INVO2
278 C	 A NEW STARTING VECTOR **+ ► ***,r***	 INVO
_Z7q__- 840	
_	
IF	 (ITS	 .GE.	 UK)	 G0 . TO .
 880 --__	 _ _	 _	 INVO
280	 X	 - UKROOT	 --- ..-____. INVO
281	 Y	 EPS3
	 /	 (X	 +	 1.ODO)	 RNVO2-
282







284	 00 860	 I	 = 2,	 UK	 INVO2f
_285
	 860
	 RV 1 (I) . =. Y	 INVO;^
28b	C 	 _-	 _ -.	 ----------^ .._.	 ___...._INVo
287	 J	 = UK	 -	 ITS	 +	 1	 INV02'
288 	 RV1	 J)	 =	 RV1(J)	 - EPS3	 *	 X	 INVO;-11
289	 IF	 (ILA M80	 .EQ.	 0.000)	 GO TO 440
	 INVO




C	 SET ERROR -- UNACCEPTED EIGENVECTOR ********** 	 INVO21
292	 8BO	 J	 =	 1	 -----^—	




IERR	 =	 -K	 INVO'	 y
294 C




O0	 920	 I	 =	 J,	 N	




	 Mrs) 	 O.ODO
	 INVO^
297 	IF	 ( IlAM90	 .NE.	 0.000)	 Z(I,3 -1) 	 =	 0.. 000	 INVo
	 C
298	 920
	 CONTI^:i^E	 - 
	 —_^ _
	 ---- --- ----





940	 3 = S +	1 
	
INVO.
301	 960	 IF	 (IP	 .E ll .	 (-1))	 IP	 a	 0	 OF PUO1,r 
	 •.^	
INVO3t
302	 IF	 (IP	 .EO.	 1)	 IP	 =	 -t	 ^^	 ii.l1Y	 INVo
303 _98.0 CONTINUE
-	 --_	 .	 _	 -	 __.	 -	 -	 - --.
	 _ ._..
	 INVo3nu	 c	 INV03'
305	 GO	 TO	 1001	 INVO
_306 C _	 •********* SET ERROR •• U N DERESTI M ATE OF EIGENVECTOR	 INVO^i.
307 C	 SPACE REQUIRED ******+***	 INVO^
308	 t000	 IF	 (IERR	 .NF- .	 0)	 IERR	 =	 IERR	 N	 INV03r
309	 IF	 (IERR	 . E0.	 0)	 IERR	 =	 -(2	 *	 N	 t	 1)	 INVO
310	 1001	 M	 =	 S	 -	 t	 -	 IAi3S ( IP)	 -	 INVO;
311	 RETURN	 INV03?
	 *^r
312	 C	 *******+**	 LAST	 CARD OF	 INVIT	 *********+	 INVO
313	 END	 A-107	 INVO!




IMPLICIT REAL*6	 (A-H 2 O-Z) ELMOOO
2 INTEGER	 I , J P M,LA, MM,MP,NM ,IGH,KP1 • LOW• MP 1 ELMOO
-_3_. _ DIMENSION A(NM f TGH),Z(N M#M)   _	
_w_..	 _.	 —	 _ ELMOO
4 C REAL	 X	
-	 -
— -ELM00
5 INTEGER	 INT(IGH) ELMOOM
6 
_C ELM001
6 IF	 (M	 .EA.	 0)	 GO TO 200 ELM000
---Q ._.. _ LA? IGH - I ELMO
10 KP1	 s	 LOW	 +	 1 .
	 .._.	 _ ^._.	 _ . ,	 ,-------	 --. --
- -ELM00
11 IF	 (LA	 .LT.	 KP1)	 GO	 TO 200 ELMO0
^2 _C FOR MPZIGH - 1	 STEP _- 1LOW + 1	 00 •• rr * * w*,► rrrr^ . _..t +r rrrrrr r • - UNTIL ELMOO
13 On	 140 MM s KP1,	 LA	 - -	 ELMOO
14 MP s LOW + IGH	 MM ELMOO
-_.L5 MP I a_MP!_ 1     ELM001
16 C
._ _	 - _ _- _ ---	
_
—ELMO0
ELM00I17 00	 110	 I	 z MPIV	 IGH
-
X	 s 	 A (I # MP - 1 ) __.	 __ _ ___ . _ _	 __ _. ELM001
19 IF	 (X	 .EG.	 0.0)	 GO	 TO	 110
ELMOO
20 C ELMOO






Z(I#J)	 =	 Z(I,J)	 +	 X	 *-Z(r^P,J) ^ELM00
23 C ELmOO




26 1	 = INT(MP) ELMOO




29 80	 130 J	 z	 to	 M ELM00=
30___ X	 2	 Z(I,J)	 _ ELMOO ^
J 31
_
Z(I,J)	 =	 Z(MP,J)	 -- ELM00,
32 Z(MP,J)	 =	 X ELM003
__ - 33 ---_.-130_ CONTINUE ELMOO
ELMOOl34 C
_	 - _ .




38 C *r+**+**rr LAST CARD OF ELMOAK 	 *r*r.r,rrr,► ELM003
39 ---.- END --
-- ---	 -	 -_	 __	 -----..
	
-	 ___ _ .
	
__	 -___	 - ..
ELM004
A-108
IBALOt0 _ SU9ROOTINE 8AL8AK ( NM,N,LOw,I0N , SCALE,M,Z)
1 IMPLICIT REAL*8	 (A •H,0 • Z) SALOO
2 INTEGER	 I,J,K, M ,N,IIrNM ,IGH,LOw RALO
__3.  _DIMENSION SCALE(N)pZ(NMpM) HALO
4 C PE L S 	 - - — 9AL00
5 IF	 ( M	 .EQ.	 0)	 GO	 TO 200 SALO
_6  IF_.(IGH	 .EQ.	 LOW)	 GO	 TO	 120 SALO
7 C - SALO
8 00	 110	 I	 a LOW.	 IGH SALOM
S	 =	 (I)_SCALE	 _	 _ SALO
10 C **+*+^**++ LEFT HANG 
_ 
EIGENVECTORS ARE BACK TRANBFORMEO
_
-"	 13ALO
11 C IF THE FOREGOING STATEMENT	 IS REPLACED BY SAL00
__12._C - _.
- _
	 Ss1.0/SCALE (I) . 	 *+***+**** BALD
13 00	 100 J s	 i t 	M HALO





17 C +******+• FOR I=LOw • 1 STEP • 1	 UNTIL It SALO
**IGH ♦ l	 STEP	 1_ t1NTIL__N 00. -
-
•***** ** BAL00





20 I	 a	 II SALO 
l
_. 21. -_IF. ( I 	 .GE.	 LOW	 , AND,_ . I	 , LE,	 IGH )_ G0	 O	 140  SAL00,
22 IF	 (I	 .LT.	 Low)	 I	 =	 LOW	 II	
.T	
_._ _ __. __	
—._
RALO
23 K = SCALE M SALO
___24 _ IF	 (K	 ,EQ,	 I)	 GO_ TO	 1,40_
-
HALO
25 C _ -- - BALD
26 00	 130 J	 2	 I t
	 M RALO






_ ._—_- ..	 _
Z(I,J)	 =	 Z(K•J)	 -	 _ _	 ____•- AAL00C'







32 140 CONTINUE SALO
-33 _C___. _ SALO,
34 200 RETURN BALO	 .
35 C *+***•*+** LAST CARO OF BALBAK ********+* SALOO.
-36





DET^^SUBROUTINE OETFAC ( NMAX,N.A,IPI voT, IDET,OETERN ,ISCALE,wK,1E RR)
DET?1 IMPLICIT	 REAL*8	 (A-H 2 O - Z)
2 OIMENSION	 A(NMAX,t) , IPIVOT ( 1),wK(1) DET
.3	 C__
	 _
 -	 - 	 ---	 _ - _-- _ 
	







_ 6 - NM1=N - 1	 _ . 






DETERMINANT- C4LCULATION TEST_  OET0	 g
10 C
^_ _	 _ _ ,	 -
DETC 'I	 I
11 IF(IDET.E0.1)GO	 TO 230 DETO.






TEST FOR A SCALAR MATRIX
--- OET(I
14 C DETC
_I IF(NM1.G.j.0)G0 TO 20   
	
_— ._ ,._.  DETOC
16 OETERMsA (l i l) OETC
17 RETURN DETC
_ 18 _C__ ._ __	
_r	
--- --_...__.	 _ _  	 _	
-
--
0 E T 0
-----19 C COMPUTE SCALING FACTORS oETO
20 C DETC
..20 CON; INUE _. _  DETC ,
22	 DO 60 I=1pN
23	 Ps0.0









32	 60 WK(I) =P
--33 C
3u	 DV 210 M =1,N M
1 - - •--•- ---._._--_._.._... __.--_-.
35 C
	














48_ _-_ 	 IF(P.EQ.O. )GO TO 40
49	 IF(M,E0.IP)G0 TO 155
50 C
_ 51 _C --, -	 PIVOT THE M-TH ROW OF THE A MATRIX
52 C














62	 155 MP I = m+ 1	 A-110
OETOO
DETO









-	 -- - -- -- 





























	 L/U FACTORIZATION LOGIC	 -
65 C
66_ 	 PsA(M,M)







70	 DO 190 K=MP1,N
71	 180 A(I,K)=A(I,K)-A ► A(M,K)
72-
 C_ _._--
73	 210 CONTINUE	 -	 -
74 c
76	 IF (A(N,N) .E(1, 00) GO TO 40
77 C











89	 240 SIGN =SIGN
_9.0_.._250_ C_ON T_I NUE
91 c
92	 DO 340 IzIpN
	
- .93 	 PmA (IrI)-
94 C
95	 260 CONTINUt



























113	 GO TO 300
..114 C




	116	 IF(R2.LT.OABS(0ETERM))GO TO 340






















































































0 $U9R0UTINE AXPX9(A,U, M O NAONU,B,V,N,N8,NVeC,NC,EPSA, 	 AXPO
	
1	 1EP39,FAIL)
	2	 IMPLICIT REAL * 8 (A-H2O-Z)










8	 M1 s M+1
	_9 	y_ _ !AM1 a M-1 ---	 - - ...	 ._. - -- _ _	 __. -__	 _- __
	
10	 N1 a N+1
	
11	 NMI = N-1
__12 C_IF REQUIRED $ _ REDUCE 4 TO UPPER - REAL SC HUR FORM.
13 C
14 IF(EPSA	 .LT.	 0,)	 GO TO 3S
_.-
16 00	 10 J=I,M
17 TEMP	 a	 A(I,J)
^19_ 4(IrJ) _ s	 A(Jpi) -
	
--




23 IF( ►AM1	 ,EQ.	 O)	 GO	 TO	 25	 ,,?
20	 I=1 #MM1	
_	 _^_.	 t - -
25 A(I+1,I)	 =	 A(I,MI)
26 20 CONTINUE
CALL SC H 0R(A j U # MpNA jNUrEPSA#FAIL)
28 IF(FAIL	 .NE,	 0)	 RETURN
29 25 D0 30 I=1,M
_. 
30 _ _. _	 00 30 J= I F M
31 TEMP	 a	 A(I,J)
32 A(I ► J)	 =	 A(J,I)
33 __ A (J, I ). =	 TEMP
34 30 CONTINUE
35 C
36 _C IF REQUIRED, REDUCE a TO UPPER REAL SCHUR FORM.
3T C




41	 IF(NM1 .EG, 0) GO TO 45
42 _^.._	 00 40 I=I'pJM1	
--	 - -
43	 9(I+i,I) m B(I,N1)
44	 40 CONTINUE
45	 CALL -SCHUR(8,V,N,N8rNV,EPS9,FAIL)_
-- 4b	 ` FAIL 2 -FAIL	
-	 - -
47	 TF(FAIL .NE. 0) RETURN
48 C
49 C -TRANSFOR M C.
50 C
51^ .^_45 00 60 J =IPN
52	 DO 50 I=101'(
53	 A(I,M1) = 0.
54D0 50 K=1,M55	
A(I,Ml) = A(I, M i) + U(K,I)*C(K,J)
56	 50 Cr)hTINl1E
57 _ _	 00 60 I=11M
58	 -	 C(I,J) = A(I,^441)
59	 60 CONTINUE
60	 00 an I=1 •M
61	 DO 70 j=l,N	 A-113




































































s	 9(N1rJ)	 +	 C(I# K ) *V( K rJ)
b5	 70 CONTINUE AXPpr
66 _
	 00 80 Jul#N AXP









70 C SOLVE THE TRANSFOR MED SYSTE M , AXP
71	 C AXP
72.--	 CALL SHR SLV(A,B,CpM,NVNO#NBVNC)	
— --- --	 —
AXPOC
73 C





TO THE SOLUTION, AXPO
__75	 C _..
	
_	 —	 -	 —	 - -	 - -	
AxPeo
76	 00	 100 J=1,N AXPO
k	 77	 DO 90	 Iut,M AXPO	 All
_7.@
—_._—_-____A(IIM1)-= 0• - ---	 ___ _-. ---._	 _.. --	 -------- - `-AXPO
79	 00 90 K=1,M AXP00







—	 _—	 _- .__ -.. --_--	 - — — —
82	 00	 100	 I=1,M AxP00
83	 C(TNJ)	 s	 A(Ir" '^ 1)
UE______84___1.00_C.ON_TI 	 __-	 -	 ___-
AXPO^
AXPO
A5	 00	 120	 I=trM `ALPO
86	 00	 110	 Jzl#N AXPO
.._87__.	 —.._	 B(Nt,J)	 0 09 AXP0
88	 DO	 110 K.! rN  AXPO
89	 B(N1,J)	 u	 8CNtrJ)	 +	 C(IrK) *V(J, K) AXP00
90-----110. ---CONTINUE	
-tv	
_ —^____---	 --	 -_.	 -	 - -- - -	 - -	 -	 -- --	 -- 
_AXP0]kk	 91	 DO	 t2A	 Js tr
92	 C(I,J)	 s	 9(N1rJ) AXPOO
93	 --120--CONTINUE	 __.._ 	 _ _	 AXP0_
94	 RETURN A X P 0



































































_..0 _ _ _ SU9ROUT I NE
	
SHRSLV (A, R # C, M, N, NA, NB: PJC )






7 L a	 1
8 10 L M l	 i L•1
_ .9 _. _	 OL a 1
10 IF(L	 .EO.	 N)	 GO	 TO	 tS
It IF(9(L+1*L)	 0E,	 0.)	 DL a 2
12 _..	 15 LL a L+nL :1 .
13 IF(L	 .EQ.	 1)	 GO	 TO	 30
14 00 20 JaL•LL
_15^, _-__-- DO 20 _I=1 •M
16 DO 20	 I8=1,LM1
17 C(I,J)	 a	 C(Isj)	 C(I,IB)*B(IB,J)
-19___20. CONTINUE
19 30 K	 a 1
20 40 KMi a K•1
-21 _ __ .-__.._-D K a__1
22 IF (K 	 .En, M) GO TO 45
23 IF(A(K,K+1)	 01E,	 0.)	 OK	 ?72
_24 __45 .__.- KK	 a	 K+DK•1
25 IF(K	 .EO.	 1)	 GO TO 60
26 00 50	 IaK,KK
DO 50 JsL, LL
28 DO 50 JA=t,KM1
29 C(I , J)	 a	 C(I,J)	 A(I.JA)*C(JA#J)
30	 - --SO CONTI NUE
31 60 IF(DL	 .EO.	 2)	 GO	 TO 80
32 IF(nK	 .EG.	 2)	 GO	 TO	 70
___33 _	 . _T(lrl)	 =	 A(K,K)	 + B(LrL)
34 IF(T(t.l)	 . EO.	 0.)	 STOP
35 C(K•L)	 =	 C(K,L)/T(1.1)
36 GO TO	 100
37 70 T(1r1)	 =	 A(K,K)	 +	 B(L,L)
1






=	 A(KK,KK)	 +	 B(L#L)
41 P(1)	 =	 C(K.L)
42_ _._._.._._.__ P(2)	 2	 C(KK,L)_..__




45.___._ _ CLK#L)	 2 P(1)
46 CfKK,L)	 =	 P(2)
47 GO TO	 100
48 _.. _90_ IF(OK	 .EQ.	 2)	 GC	 TO 90
49 ((1r1)	 =	 p (K,K)	 +	 B(L,L)
50 T(1.2)	 =	 A(LLPL)
_
-	
T(2#1)	 =	 9(LrLL)	 _.
^
51.
52 T(2,2)	 =	 A(K,K)	 +	 BCLL,,LL)
53 P(1)	 =	 C(K,L)
54 P(2)	 =	 C(K.LL)
^
55 NSYS = 2
S6 CALL SYSSLV
__	 _ C(KPL)	 =	 P(1)
_1
57-
58 C(K.LL)	 =	 P(2)
59 GO TO	 100
60 90 T(1,1)	 2	 A(K,K)	 +	 9(L.L)
61 T(1#2)	 =	 A(K,KK)	 A-115
62 T(lr3)	 =	 B(LL#L1
I^
T(1.4)	 2	 0. SHRO(










67 T(2#4)	 :	 T (1 ,'3)
_..	 _.._.	 _




69 _ __ T(3r2) _.x 	 0. SHROr
70 T(3#3)
	




71 T(3,4)	 s	 T(1.2) SHROC













_-35 T(4# 4) ,=	 A(KK,KK) ♦ 	 8(LL,_LL) SHRO(I
76 P(1)	 :	 C(K,L)











80 NSYS s 4 SHROO
__$I -_ CALL SYSSLV	
-- -	 -	 -- - - _
	 - --	 -----
3HROO
-- --
62 C(K,L)	 s	 P(1) —3HR0r,
83 C(KK,L)	 s P(2) 3HR00









	 __.	 -	 - _— _ _
^SHROO
86	 100 K s K ♦ OK ,.^ 3HR00
- 97 .	 IF (K	 .LE.	 M )	 GO	 TO 40 .__ . __.__. SHROO
88 L : L ♦ DL
__	 __	 _	 _	 ._-	 _	 ___,___ _.	 _
SHROO
89 IF(L	 .LE. N)	 GO TO	 10 SHROO





































































0 ,, , SUAROUTINE ATXPXA(A#U,C,NtNAVNU,NC#EPS,FAIL)
	










7	 NMI s N•1a 
...__9_C_IF R EaViREO, REDUCE A . TQ _LO gR. _REAL SCHUR FORM.
10 C
	







14	 hO tO Is1rNM1
	IS
	






18	 IE( FAIL . NE. Q) .RE, T,URN - 
19 C
20 C TRANSFOR M C.
	
22	 15 00 20 Isl•N
	
23	 C(IsI ) sC(I•l)/2.
	_a4	 20.. CONTINUE
	
?5	 OA 40 Is1,N
	
26	 DO 30 Js1rN
	27 
	 A( N tjJ) =0 .
-
	
28	 OO 30 KsI#N
	29	 ACrit,J) s A(NlsJ) ♦ C(I,K)*U(K,J)
30 _	 30	 CONTINUE	 -
	
3t	 00 40 Jal•N	
.0
	
32	 C(I,J) s AMIPJ)
_..33 __---4_0 CONTINUE
	
34	 00 60 JatrN
	
35	 00 SO I=1pN
-36- --__	 A(I.N1) a 0.
	
37	 00 50 Kst,N
	
38	 A(IrNi) s A(I,N1) ♦ U(K,I)*C(K,J)
_39 .^ 50 -- -• CONTINUE	
_._ .... ...	 __ ^...__ _ __.	 _.. ^	 _
	
40	 00 60 I=1•N
	
41	 CfIpJ) s A(IrNI)
42 _^ 60 CONTINUE
	
43	 DO 70 I=t,N
	
44	 DO 70 JsI,N
	
45	








53 C TRANSFORM C BACK TO THE SOLUTION.
, 54 C
	
55	 00 80 12t,N
	
56	 C(I.I) 2 C(I•I)/2.
57 ,.	 80 CONTINUE
	
e	 00 100 1=1 0,
9 	 OCR 40 J=1.^^
	
60	 A(N1rJ) = 0,
	
1	 00 QO K=I.N
	







o0	 100	 Js1 . N ATXOr
65 C(IjJ)	 s	 A(N1 # J) ATXO"
66 _..100 CONTINUE ATX0r




68 00	 t10	 I81#N ATXV
69 _ - WoNt) s 09 	 _ ATXOC
70 00	 t10	 Ks1.N ATXOC
7t A(I•Nt)	 =	 A(I.41)	 ♦ 	 U(Ip x )*C( K *J) ATXOC
_ _ 72_^ 110 CONTINUE	 _	









73 00	 t20	 I s 1,N
7u C(I , J)	 .	 A(I•N1) ATXOO
_75 120 CONT I NUE	 _	 _	 _. ATXOC
r	 76 00	 130	 I*1#N ATXOA
77 00	 130 Jsi,N ATX00
___7 A ...	 _ _-_____.0 (I , J ).. s CUP-J) ATXOO
79 C(J.i)	 s	 C(I,J) ATXOO
90 130 CONTINUE ATXOO
F A l











4	 5 1	 OKPOL
._.6___ C13MMONISLVOLK/T(SPS)#P(S)ONSY3
7 L • 1
e 10 OL a t
9	 __. _  IF(L .EG. N) GO TO 2,9
10 IF(A(L+1PL)	 ,NE.	 09)	 OL	 • 2
it 20 LL • L+OL-1
_. t 2 __ _. __ K	 •	 L	 ..	 _
13 30 KMt	 • K - 1
1 4 OK a	 t
._t5. '_._..___ IF (K	 ) 4 GO T0. 350 E0 0 _N
t6 IF ( A(K+1PK)	 . NE.	 O,)	 OK	 a 2
17 35 KK a K+OK-1
19 00 40	 I•KPKK
20 00 40 J•L#LL
_ZL -_ .,DO n0 _ I A•L P KM1_	 ._.
22 C(IPJ)	 a	 C(I.J)	 - A(IAPI ) *C(IAPJ)
23 40 CONTINUE
_24__
 45 .^	 IF (DL.. ,EG.	 2)	 GO	 TO b0
25 I F(O K	 .Erb.	 2	 )	 GO TO 50
26 Met)	 a A(KPK)	 + A(LPL)
_27_______ IF(T(1p.1)	 ,E4.	 0,)_-STOP
28 C(KPL)	 a	 C(KPL) /T(1,1)
29 GO TO 90
30. _ .50 _.T(1P1)	 a	 A(K P K)	 +	 A(LPL)
31 Y(1P2)	 a	 A(KKPK)
32 T(2P1)	 a	 A(KPKK)
.33	 _. -- 'r(2P2)	 a	 ACKK^KK)	 +	 A(LPL)
34 P(1)	 a	 C(KPL)
35 P(2)	 s	 C(KK,L)
36 NSYS a 2
37 CALL SYSSLV
38 C(KPL)	 a P(l)
_.	 39	 ._.______ _C( KK Pt.)
	 2 '	 P(2)
40 GO TO 90
41 60 IF(DK	 ,EQ.	 2)	 GO TO	 70
43 Tf1P2)	 2	 A(LL,L)
44 T(2P1)	 a	 A(LPLL)
45 T(2P2)	 F A(K P K) t	 A(LLPLL)_._-





48 _ NSYS s 2
49 CALL SY8SLV
50 C(K,L)	 a	 P(l)
51 C(KPLL)	 =	 P(2)
52 GO TO 90







56 T(1,3)	 =	 0.
57 T(2Pt)	 2	 A(LrLL)
Tf^,2)
	
2	 A(L,L)	 +	 A(LL,LL)
I
58
59 T(2,3)	 2	 T(1,2)







































































63 P(1)	 a	 C(L,L)/2.
64 P(2)	 s	 C(LL,L)
65 P(3)	 3 C(LL,LL)/29
66 _ - NSYS _ a	 3
67 CALL SYSSLV
68 C(L,L)	 =	 P(1)
_.69 V LL•L)	 P(2)
70 C(L,LL)	 =	 P(2)
71 C(LL,LL)	 = P(3)
__12 _. _ _ _. GO TO	 QO
73 80 T(1,1)	 =	 A(!c, K) 	 ♦ 	 A	 ,L)
74 T(1,2)	 Z	 A(KK,K)
.-75 ^ . _ ._ T(1.3)	 a	 A(LL,L)
76 T(1,4)	 =	 0.
77 T(2,1)	 =	 A(K, KK)
T_(2 ► 2)_ =	 A(KK,KK) „ 1	 ASLrI,Z_-_.._ _ .. ._
79 T(2.3)	 a	 0.
so T(2,4)	 a	 T(1,3)
-._81 ^.—T-(3v 1)._? A(LPA.L)_--
82 T(3,2)	 = A.
83 T(3r3)	 =	 A(K,K)	 t	 A(LL.LL)
_84
 --._ ..._	
T.( 3p 4)	 a	 T (1, 2.) 
85 T(4r1)	 _	 0.
86 T(4#2)	 =	 T(3r1)
88 T(414)	 =	 A(KK # KK)	 t	 A(LLrLLI
89 P(1)	 =	 C(K,L)
90 P(2)	 = . C(K K ,L)	









05 C(KrL)	 a	 P(1)
96 C(KK I I.)	 =	 P(2)
_
rQ7 C(K#LL)	 =	 P(3)
98 C(KK,LL)	 = P(4)
99 '90 K = K t OK
140 - IF(K	 .LE.	 N)	 GO	 TO	 30	 -
101 LDL = L t OL
102  _ IF(LDL	 .GT.	 N)	 RETURN
- 103 DO	 120 J=LDL,N
Lois DO	 100	 I=L,LL
:OS _ C(I,J)	 =	 C(J,I)
_._._
106 100 CONTINUE
107 00	 120	 I=J,N
;08 00	 110	 K=L,LL
104 C(I,J)	 =	 C(I,J)	 C ( IrK)*-A(K#J)
t1Q 110 CONTINUE
,11 C(J,I)	 =	 C(I,J)
.12 120 CONTINUE	 -	 -	 -
113 L	 = LDL











































----- S Y M 01













--	 - -- Sy-a0l
I	
A-120
R SUBROUTINE HSHLOR(ApN,NA) HSHO
I IMPLICIT REAL * 8	 (A•H.O-Z) HSHO
2 DIMENSION	 A(NA•l) HSHO
3 -REAL0 MAX HSHO
a C HSHA
5 NMa s Nw2 HSHO'
.6 Nt
	
s	 N4, 1 HSHf) (
7 TF(N	 EQ.	 1)	 RETURN HSHOr
a IF(N	 GT,	 2)	 Go	 To s HSHO(
-•4--- A ( 1 j, N t	 A( 2 . 1_) HSHOC
10 RETURN HSHO(
11 5 Do 80 L 2 1, Nm 2 HSHO(
J2_ - L+t_Lt .-HSHOr
13 4AX	 0, MSHO"
14 DO	 tO	 I=LI # N HSHO(
MAX	 x 0M AX1(MAXuDA8S(A(IvL))) HSHOr
16 10 CONTINUE "" -`- HSHO'




A(LpNt )	 Z_ 0
•
_HSHOC
19 A(Pl t#L)	 a	 0. HSHOC
20 GO TO 80 HSHOC
_21., ___20 - - SUM C . 09 HSHOC
22 00	 30	 I2L1 # N HSHOC
23 A(I*L)	 a	 A(IPL)/ fO AX HSHOC
_24__ SUM 2 SUM ♦ A(IPL)**2 HSHnr
25 30 CONTINUE HSHOn
26 S	 a DSTGN(DSQRT(SUM)pA(LlrL)) ► SHOO
-,., A(L#Nt)	 z	 -MAX*S HSHO r




00 50 JZLI•N HSHOO
31 SUM c 0. HSHOO
32 00 40	 IZLI I N HSHOO
. 33 -.-- SUM 2	 SUM	 +	 A(IPL) * A(IpJ) HSHOO
34 40 CONTINUE HSHOO
r5 P	 = SUM/A(NI P L) HSHOO
36 00 50	 I=Ll•N HSHOO
37 A(I p J)	 =	 A(I # J)	 A(I•L)*P HSHOO
38 so CONTINUE HSHOO
39 DO	 70	 I=ljN HSW10
40 SUM	 0. HSHOO
41 00 60 J=LI•N HSHOC
u 2 SUM	 =	 SUM	 +	 A ( Itj)*A(JPL) HSHOO
60 CONTINUE HSHn
441 P	 = SU M /A(NI P L) HSHOO
4 15 00 71 J=L, P N HSHOO
A(jo, J)	 =	 A(I O J	 P	 A (JjL) HSHOO
41 70 CONTINUE HSHOO
48 ^O CONTINUE HSHOO
49 A	 I v N I	 A (N o, N- I) HSHOO





0 _ SUBROUTINE 8CKHLT(ArU,N,NA # NU) BCKr










	 I ) ,.0 (NU v I
4 C ACKc
S N1	 = N +1 SCKrN PA l	 = N-1 R cKr
7 NM2 s N w 2  SCKC





-	 _ -	 - -
U(NMIPN)	 =	 0. ---	 -- --- BCKC
11 U(N,NM1)	 M	 0. BCKO
—12____...--. IJCNM I, NM 1)	 =	 1•	
_. 	 _	 _ _ _ _	 _ _
	
RCKO




14 00	 40 LL31.N`"2 9CKO





16 L1	 = L+1 ~9CKO
17 IF(A(N1,L)	 .EO.	 0.)	 G0	 TO	 25 8CK0
_-1_R 00 20	 J=L 1.. N..	 ^_	 —._.._^ __.	 __. --_ ---___---	 _	 8CK 0
19 SUM z 0. 8C KO
20 00	 10	 I =LIPN 9CK0
— 2.1_ _...
- ----- -	




23 P	 =	 SIJM /A(NI P L) 8CKO
--24 -- --- -
00 2 1  _I=L1 rN-- BCKO
25 U(I.J)	 =	 U(I^J)	 A(I•L)*P SCKA
26 21) CONTINUE 9CK0
--21---	 — 25 ---00 30 —I.= L1 rN_ -- _ .--- — --









29 U(Lol)	 =	 0. BCKO
30__ _30 - -	 CONTINUE RCK0
31 U(L.L)	 1	 - ----8CK0






- 0 .__SUBROUTINE SCHUR(HrU,NN,NH,NUPEPS,FAIL) SC




__1H( NH , 1 ),U (NU 0 1) sC




5 1	 F A IL 9C
--




8 N c NN sC9 HN = 0. SC
11 JL	 s MAXO(1.I-1) SCE
__12.. _... RSUM a 0.  SC`
13
_..
DO	 10 J=JL. N sc^
14 RSUM = RSUM + DABS ( H(I,J)) M-
__15.__- 10 - _CONTI UE 	 - scF
16
-...	
-	 -	 ----	 --	
--	 -
HN = OMAX1(HN,RSUM) ----- SCr-
17 20 CONTINUE SC-
3 _L8 ^_	 TEST = EPS *HN SCH
19
------ 
	__	 _	 _	 _._._	
- --IF(HN	 ,EQ.
	
0.)	 GO TO 230 ---- SCH
20 30 IF(N	 .LE.	 1)	 GO	 TO 230 SCH




NA z N-1 SCH
23 Nm2 = N - 2 SCH











	 .LE.	 TEST)	 GO	 TO	 60 SCH,
__ZT 50 _CON T INUE	 _ SCH,
29 GO TO 70 SCH"
_ 30 _ 60 H(L,L-1)
	
=	 0.	 - SCH(
31 70 IF(L	 .LT.	 NA)	 GO	 TO	 72 SCHr
32 N = L-1 SCHr
. -_33 - _	 _ GO TO 3n SCHr
34 72 X	 c	 H(N,N)/HN	 _	 -	 - -- -	 SCHr
35 Y	 = H(NA,NA)/HN SCHr
36 R	 =	 (H(N,NA)/HN)*(H(NA,N)/HN) SCH^
37 IF(ITS	 .LT.	 30)	 GO	 TO	 75
_
-	 SCHO





IF(ITS.E0.10	 .OR,	 ITS.EQ.20)	 GO	 TO	 80
_
—	 SCHO
4L S	 = X	 + Y SCHO
42- - Y	 =	 X*Y	 .__R SCHO
L13 GO TO 90 SCHO
44 80 Y	 a	 (DABS(H(N,NA))	 +	 DABS(H(NA,NM2))) /HN SCHO
1.5*Y - SCHO
46 Y	 =	 Y * * 2	 . - -- -- -	 - ---_.	 _-	 -	 - --	 -	 - -	 -	 -- -- -	 ---- - ------SC O




Oh	 100 MMXL,NM2 SOHO
49 M a NM2-MM+L SCHO
SO X	 c	 H(M,M)/HN SCHO,
51 R	 :	 H( M +1r M )/H N S C H 0 rZ	 a	 H (^' +1 o M +1) /HN	 —	 -	 _ ---	 SCHOr
53 P	 :	 X*(X-5)	 +	 Y	 +	 R*(H( M,M +1) /HN) SCH O,-
54 0	 a R*(X+Z-S) SCHOC
55 R	 =	 R*(H(M+2*'A+1)/HN) SCHO"
56 0	 =	 DABS(P)	 +	 DABS(Q)	 +	 DABS(R) SCHO,,
57 P = P/W SCHOP
58 0	 =	 0/W	 -	 - SCH01,
59 R	 a R/W SCHOC
60 IF(M	 . EO.	 L)	 Gn	 TO	 llo SCH01
IF ( DABS (H(PA p m - ?))* ( DAAS ( 0)+DARS ( R))	 LE.	 DABS(P)*TEST) SCHOO1 61




64	 110 4 2 a m*2
	
65	 M3 a M+3
	
- 66	 DO 120 I=M2,N__
	
67	 H(I • I-2) a 0.	 -	 -	 -
	
68	 120 C ONTINUE
	64	 _	 IF(M3 .GT. N) GO TO 140
	
70	 DO 130 IaM3,N
	
71	 H(I0I.3) a 0.
_ 72 _--.130 CONTINUE
	73	 140 DO 220 K=M,NA
	
74	 LAST a K,EQ,NA
_IF(K .E0. M) GO TO 150_
	76	 P a H(K,K•1)
	
77	 0 s H(Krl•K•1)
	
_.78	
__ __ .E1 _ a 0
--
	
79	 IF(, NOT.LAST) R a H(K+2rK-1)^
	
80	 X a OASS(P) + DABS(Q) + DABS(R)
_81__---. _- I F( X . E Q. - 0 .) G O -J0-
	
6 2	 P 0 P/X	 -
	83	 0 a Q/X
_84--- -._R - s _ R/X
85 150	 S 3 DSQRT( P**2 + Q* *2 + R * *2)




. N E.	 M )	H ( K , K• 1) - =. -Sgl
-88 IF(K.EQ.M
	
.AND,	 L.NE,M) H(K,K•1)	 =








-	 -	 -	 ---
Y a Q/S - _.
	
_
92 Z a R/S
93 -_ _	 9 3 0/P
94 R = R/P
95 00	 170 J=K,NN
9 6_.___ -	 - P	 = H( K rJ)	 +	 Q*H(K+1,J)
97 IF(LAST)	 GO	 TO	 160













-'	 H(K,J)	 •	 P*X




























































103 J	 = MINOCK +3rN)
104 00	 190	 I=1,J
_105 -
 P	 =	 X * H (I,K)	 +	 Y*H (I,K+1)
106 IF(LAST)	 GO	 TO ^180 -	 -
107 P = P	 +	 Z*H(I,K+2)
128 ---- H(I,K +2)	 __H(I.K+2) P*R
109 180 H(I,K+1)
	 =	 H (I,K+I) - P*Q
110 H(I,K)	 a	 H(I,K)	 -	 P
lit	 ___...190 CONTINUE
112 DO	 210	 I=1,NN
113 P	 =	 X *U(I, K )	 +	 Y*U(I,K+1)
---
1
11 4 _ _-_IF(LAST)	 GO	 TO	 200






=	 U(I,K+2) • P*R
117 200 U(I,K+1)	 =	 U(I,K+1) - P*Q
118 U(I,K)	 =	 U(I,K)	 -	 P
11'4 210 CONTINUE
_ 220 CON T I NUE
1
120
121 GO	 To 40
122 230 FAIL	 =	 0
123 RETl1PN A-124
124 END
SUB ROUTIN E SYSSLV SYSM
i
_	 _
IMPLICIT REAL * 8	 (A-M,0 • Z) SYSO
2 C SYSO






4 REAL.B MAX 9Y90
5 1 NMI	 a N	 1 SYSO
_ 6 _ __ N1	 a	 _. Ntl	 ._._ SYSO
8 C CU MPUTE THE LU FACTORIZATION OF A. SYSO
_.	 9 __.  _ ^0	 84.	 Ka I i N 	 _._	 _  ^. _ SYS0
10 KM1	 a K•1 SY90
11 IF(K.En.1)	 GO	 TO 20 SYSO
—_12 _ OQ	 10 I=KrN__ SYSO
13 DO	 10	 J=1rKMt SY90
14 A(Ir K )	 a	 A(I^K)	 A(I ► J)*A ( J.K) 9YS0
.-.IS___10____CONTINUF, _	 __SYSO
16 20 IF(K.EQ.N)	 GO TO	 100 SYSO
17 KP1	 a K+1 sYSO
-_-Is _ MAX„	 a	 OA8S(A(Kp6)) - 	-----.--___._.--
	 •-.-••__--	
- -	 - -	 - ----- _	 _	 --
SYSO
---	 - — --•
19 INTR a K S Y S O
20 00 30	 I=KP1#N SYSO
AA	 a	 DAHS(4(IrK))  SY90
22 IF(AA	 .LE. MAX)	 GO	 TO	 30 SYSO
23 MAX = AA SYSO
_2-4 w _	 I N T R a I _ SYSO
25 30' CONTINUE SYSO
26 IF(MAX	 .EQ.	 00	 STOP SYSO
_27.___ _	 A(Nl r K ) - =	 INTR SY30l
28 IF(INTR	 .EQ,	 K)	 GO TO 50 SYSO
29 DO	 40 JaliN SYSO
30 _	 TEMP	 a	 A(K P J)	 -	 .. 9YS0
31 A(K,J)	 o	 A(INTQ,J) SYSO
32 A(INTR,J)	 =	 TEMP SYSO
33 _ 40 CONTINUE	 __ SYSO^_
34 50 DO	 80 J =KP1,N SYSO
35 IF(K.EQ.1)	 GO	 TO	 70 SY90l
36 DO	 60	 I MI PKM1	 `	 _ SYSO,
37 A(KpJ)	 2	 A(KrJ)	 •	 A(KeI)*A(I t J) SYSO
38 60 CONTINUE SYSO"
.39.
--
70_. A(K#J)	 '	 A(KpJ)/A(KpK)—	




40 80 CONTINUE SYSO,
41 C SYSO(
____.4 2__C._I N TE R C HAN GE THE COMPCINENTS_OF	 _	 _	 _ __- B e _ _	 SYSO(
43 C SYSO(
U4 100 00	 110	 J=t .D1M1 SYSO{
INTR	 o	 A(N1•J)	
__--	 _. 	 _--__.._	 -_
SYSO'
-_--	 ----
46 IF(INTR	 .E0.	 J)	 G0	 T6­ 11-0-	
_._	 - -SYS0c
47 TEMP = B(J) SYSn
49 A(J)	 2	 B(INTR) 8YSOi_
49
------
B(INTR)	 2	 TEMP	 -	 -	 -	 - -	 SYSO,
SJ 110 CONTINUE SYSO'
SYSO
52 C SOLVE LX 2 8, SYSO'
53 C SYSn(
54 _ 200 9(1)	 =	 8(i)/A(t.l) SYSO
55 DO 220	 1%2,N SYSO^
56 IMI	 =	 I - 1 SYSO'
57 _ DO	 210	 J=1PIM1 _	 -	 SYSO'
58 B(I)	 =	 8(1)	 -	 A(I , J)*B(J) SYSni
59 21O CONTINUE SYSO(
60 H(I)	 =	 8(I)/A(I . I) 9YS0(











'sysof|	 6s 300	 DO	 310	 %%=%°NMI SYSOr
-.66___._
 %	 a_ NMI -%%+1    s Y 30/
67 It	 z	 1+1
'	
----- sysO'
 68 00	 310	 J z XK ° N sysU/











	 '	 ----	 --' -	 -	
- ^^^^,	
|
'	 78 RETURN / !syso/	 .
__E ND 
	 _	 __. 	 . 







--' ------ — - ---'------------'
-	
--- —'	
----- -- -------- --
-----'-- 	 -----'-''-----'---






' --'------- --	 --	 '	
----------- ---- 






(MAX V	No	 A,	 NR,	 Be
	
IERP) GAU,
1 iM LI3TR9A1*A A•a, G'AU.
2 C FUNCTION	 • COMPUTES SOLUTION TO A SET OF SIMULTANEOUS GAU
3 C LINEAR EQUATIONS	 ( DOES NOT GIVE PIVOT OR GAU,
4 C 6p
5 C USAGE	 • CALL GAUSEL
	
(MAX,N,A,NR V 8,IERR) GAU'
6 C PARAMETERS
	 M AX	 • M AXIMUM ROW OIMENSION OF 8 GAU'
7 C N	 0 Aur
9 C A(N , N)	 INPUT MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS
	 ( DESTROYED) GAUL
9 C NR	 NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN 9 GAUC
to C 8 ( M AX # N	 )	 MATRIX	 OF	 CONSTANTSIQ$''j'"'C W,'
11 C IERR	 INTEGER ERROR CODE GAUr
12 C = 0
	
NORMAL RETURN GAUr
13 C a 2	 INPUTMATRIX 13 3 Atfr
14 C REQUIRED ROUTINES
	 NONE GAUr,
t5 C GAUD
16 C SOURCE 0
17 C NASA, LRC,	 ANALYSIS AND COMPOTATION DIVISION SUBPROGRAM GAUC
18 C LIBRARY GAUD
19 C **** 0
20 DIMENSION A(N,N),B(MAX,NR) GAUO
21 NMt a N• 1 GAUO
22 IF	 ( NM 1 	 9 EG,
	
0)	 GO	 TO	 14`
23 C **** GAU,)
24 C FIND LARGEST RE M AINING ELEME,!4T IN I •TH COLUMN FOR PIVOT GAUC
2s C **** GAU0
26 00	 100	 I=t, NM I GAUD
27 9IG z 0. GAUO
28 00 20 K= ,N CAM
29 TERM = D A Bn( A ( K ,I)) GAUD
30 IF	 (TERM • BIG)
	
20,20,10 GAUO
31 10	 BIG = TERM	 — 4u-01
32 L = K GAIJO




35 30	 IERR = 2 GAUD'
36 RETURN GAUO,'
37 40	 IF	 (I •L)	 50,80 , 50 GTTfo,`
38 C **** GAUO,'
39 C PIVOT POWS OF A AND B
40 C ** ** OC
41 50	 CONTINUE GAUOC
_	 42 00 60	 J=1,N GAUOC
43 TEMP = A	 -#J) R(
414 A ( I,J)	 =	 A (L , J) GAUOr
_	 45 A(L,J)
	 =	 TEMP GAU4r
46 60	 CONTINUE awuyc
47 00 70	 J=1,NR GAU V
_	 48 TFMP	 = 8(I,J) GAU V
49 B(IrJ)	 = 9(L,J) 0'r.
50 B(L,J)	 a TEMP GAUOr
51 70	 CONTINUE G-1i0r,
1 52 80	 CONTINUE -n
1 53 C **** GAUOrl
54 C STORE PIVOT AND PERFOR M COL UMN OPERAT ? DN S ON A AND 8 GAUOn
55 C * *+ * GW6-0
56 IP1	 =	 I+i GA000
57 00	 104	 II=IPI, N GAIJOO
A(II,I)	 =	 A(II,I)/A(I,I) ?Tr
^
58
59 X3	 =	 A(II,I) GAUno
64 Dn 40 K=I P 1 ,N_
	 _ GAUOO




62 90	 CONTINUE	 A=127 GA000
63 DO	 100	 Ko1 V NR GAUD
6u ec I,K) =BcILKi = x *8ifoK3 —'ZAUll
65 100 CONTINUE GAUn
66 C	 **** GAUO
67 C PEPPORM F3AK-5t 	 1 rtUfi110 N G'ATTO
68 C	 **** GAUO
69 00	 110	 ICa1,NR GAUD
70 8(N,IC)
	
s B(Np—IC)/A(N * N5 Gluo
71 310 CONTINUE GAUn
72 00	 130 KKa1,NM1 GAUD
73 I	 = N.KK
74 IP1	 a	 I +1 G4U0
75 DO	 130	 J=1,NR GAUD'
76 SUM a S(I,J) CAR
77 00	 120 KaIP1,N GAUD,
78 SUM a SUM - A(I.K)*9(K,J) GAUD(
79 120 CONTINUE
80 B(I,J)	 a	 SUM/A(I,I) GAUD'
81 130 CONTINUE GAUD(
82 RETURN O(
83 1 4 0 CONTINUE
	
GAUD(
84	 IF ( A (1911 .EQ. 00 GO TO 300	 GAUOr
85	 DO 150 JmlvNR	 CAM










	0	 SUBROUTINE PNCN (A,NA,NAM,IOP)
1 C IOP(1 ) s0, 3XIP TITLEI IOP(2)aN, $KIP LINEBt IOP ( 3)=1, TAB 25 3PACE3.'
	
2	 IMPLICIT REAL ►8 (A-MOO-t)
3_-.._ ..DIMENSION A(i),IOP(4) tNA(a)
	
5	 NC=NA(2)
.6.._._. --_ NMAX=NR ►NC
	
7	 NSKIP = IOP(2)
	










13	 IF CIOP(1).EO.0) GO TO rt210--
	





17	 00 250 I=1•NR
	
1@	 Ii_-(I6P ( 3).E9.0) WPlTE( 7_f152) ( A(J)_oJ = I,NMAX,NR)
	








0	 FIJNCTION OI M AG ( Z)	 OIMr
1	 AEALrA A(2)•OI MAG 	 DIM(
2	 COMPLEx*16 Z,e	 OlMr





- - --- bIMc
S	 OIMAGzA ( 2)	 OImr













t	 REAL*$ A(2),OREAL	 OREOO
	
2	 CO"PIEx•16 Z•9	 OQEO)
	
_3	 _-_-EOUIVALFNCE (A,8)	 OQE00
	
S	 ORE ALsA (I	 OQE00
	
_ 6	






0	 - — ALOCK nATA MDOrf^
I IMPLICIT PEAL • 4	 ( A -N•O-Z) M000r
2 COmMO^t /LINES /TTTLE ( 10),TIL ( 3)rNLP•LIN M000^
3	 ___ CQMwON/FOPM/FMT1(2)pFNT2(2)1NEPR
_	
-	 - - --	 _M000r
Q COMMON/T0L/EP5AM.EPS8M•IACM M000^
5 COMIAON/CONV/SUMCV,RICTCV,SERCV,MAXSUM MOW,
_	 b _.._. DATA	 LINpMLP/1,59/ M000O
7 DATA	 NE PRvF M T! /7,8N(1P7D1b. * 8N7)	 / M0000
9 DATA	 TIL /A1+	 0RA,8HCL3	 PR0r8MGRA M 	 M0000
._DATA F 4T2/8H(3X# i P 7D,9N1e,7)	 / MOW,
10 r1ATA	 EP3AM/1,E-10/	 -	 - - --	 ---_ --M0DP0
11 DATA	 EPS8P4 /1,F - 10/ M0000
_1 2__. MATA	 I A C M /12/
13 DATA SUMCV /1,E -9/ - MOD00
14 DATA RICTCV/1,E-8/ MODO^
13	 ..DATA 9ERCV/1,E-A/__ ___
	 ___	 _—_
	 _	 -- _--	 -.•_
	 ___
MOD OC
16 OArA M AXSUM/44/
•_	 _	 -	 _	 _-- 
—
MOD 0 0
17 END M0000
a
^i
1
i
i
1
3
A-132
